
Meeting of:  Corporate Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Date: Monday, 22nd October, 2018
Time: 5.30 pm.
Venue: Hollingworth - (Room 108BC) - Number One 

Riverside

This agenda gives notice of items to be considered in private as required by
Regulations 5 (4) and (5) of The Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements)
(Meetings and Access to Information) (England) Regulations 2012.

Item 
No.

AGENDA Page No

1.  APOLOGIES 

To receive any apologies for absence. 

2.  DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Members are required to declare any disclosable pecuniary, personal 
or personal and prejudicial interests they may have and the nature of 
those interests relating to items on this agenda and/or indicate if S106 
of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 applies to them.    

3.  URGENT ITEMS OF BUSINESS 

To determine whether there are any additional items of business 
which, by reason of special circumstances, the Chair decides should 
be considered at the meeting as a matter of urgency. 

4.  ITEMS FOR EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC AND PRESS 

To determine any items on the agenda, if any, where the public are to 
be excluded from the meeting. 

5.  MINUTES 3 - 9

To consider Minutes of the meeting of the Corporate Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee held 18th September 2018. 

6.  DIGITAL STRATEGY 

For Members to receive a presentation on the Council’s Digital 
Strategy (Assistant Director – Information, Customers and 
Communities) 

Public Document Pack



7.  COMMUNICATION STRATEGY 

The Committee will receive a presentation on the Communication 
Strategy for the Council (Assistant Director – Information, Customers 
and Communities). 

8.  COLLECTION FUND 2018/19 10 - 20

To consider the Council’s Collection Fund 2018/19 

9.  FINANCE UPDATE REPORT 2018/19 21 - 50

To consider the Finance Update Report – 2018/19 

10.  REVENUE BUDGET UPDATE 2019/20 TO 2021/22 51 - 63

To consider the Revenue Budget Update 2019/20 to 2021/22 

11.  DISCRETIONARY FEES AND CHARGES 64 - 103

To scrutinise proposed changes to Discretionary Fees and Charges in 
2019/2020  

12.  MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL STRATEGY 2019/20 TO 2023/24 104 - 190

To scrutinise the Council’s Medium Term Financial Strategy 

13.  WORK PROGRAMME 2018/19 191 - 195

To consider the Committee’s work Programme 2018/19 

Corporate Overview and Scrutiny Committee Members
Councillor Sultan Ali Councillor David Bamford
Councillor Malcolm Boriss Councillor John Hartley
Councillor Michael Holly Councillor Peter Joinson
Councillor Amna Mir Councillor Shaun O'Neill
Councillor Linda Robinson Councillor Angela Smith
Councillor Carol Wardle

For more information about this meeting, please contact 
John Addison, 
Governance and Committee Services
Floor 2, Number One Riverside, 
Smith Street, Rochdale, OL16 1XU.

Telephone: 01706 924829
e-mail: john.addison@rochdale.gov.uk  
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CORPORATE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

MINUTES OF MEETING
Tuesday, 18 September 2018

PRESENT:  Councillor Michael Holly (Chair); Councillors Sultan Ali, Bamford, 
Boriss, Hartley, Mir, O'Neill, Robinson and Smith

OFFICERS:  Julie Murphy – Deputy Chief Finance Officer
Mark Jones – Senior Customer Access Manager
Nadeem Arif – Customer Service Manager
Asam Jan – Transformation Project Manager
Christine Clarkson – Finance Manager
Elaine Newsome – Head of Governance

ALSO IN ATTENDANCE:  John Rooney – Assistant Director (Information, 
Customers and Communities)

26 APOLOGIES

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Joinson and Nolan.

27 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

No declarations of interest were made

28 URGENT ITEMS OF BUSINESS

There were no urgent items of business.

At the request of the Chair, the Deputy Chief Finance Officer gave a 
presentation on local government finance and how the scrutiny 
committee were engaged in the Councils financial management.

The Chair, Vice Chair and Head of Governance gave a brief overview 
of the role, remit and opportunities for Overview and Scrutiny 
Committees in advance of a more comprehensive briefing at the next 
meeting.

29 MINUTES

The Minutes of the Meeting held on 31st July 2018 were approved as a 
correct record and signed by the Chair.

30 WORK PROGRAMME

The Committee considered the Work Programme and action list for the 
remainder of the municipal year.
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It was highlighted that the Health and Wellbeing strategy was 
scheduled for submission to the January 2019 meeting; that further 
discussion with scrutiny chairs was required on which scrutiny remit the 
“Support the Community Safety Partnership” report was best aligned 
with; and that all other reports, with the exception of the role of the 
Policy advisor were included on the work programme.

The Chair also reported that arrangements for the joint study group on 
highways maintenance were ongoing and that a meeting with the Chair 
of Communities, Regeneration and Environment Scrutiny Committee 
would take place shortly.

At the request of the Vice Chair, Members considered and AGREED to 
bring the start time of the future meetings forward to 5.30pm

31 3RD & 4TH QUARTER CORPORATE COMPLAINTS
The Committee considered a summary report on corporate 
compliments and complaints for the third and fourth quarters in 
2017/18.

It was noted that there had been an increase in the number of 
complaints when compared with the same position in 2016/17, but that 
45% of the total complaints were not upheld.  The Senior Customer 
Access Manager highlighted that complaints continued to be 
encouraged by the organisation, as emerging patterns or themes 
identified areas that the Council needed to prioritise.

Members raised the following issues:
 The provision of a monthly breakdown of complaints received 

and the nature of complaints, on a ward basis to all members.  
Members noted that this often provided an indication of 
particular issues requiring further scrutiny.  Officers undertook to 
explore this further.

 Raising awareness of the complaints procedure: Members were 
encouraged to signpost residents to the procedure, which was 
hosted on the council’s website.  Complaints could also be 
registered by the contact centre or the dedicated email address.

 A request for a breakdown by service area and the nature of 
complaints for the 308 new complaints received during the 2 
quarters.  Officers undertook to circulate this to the committee.

 The process for complaints about Councillors.  It was noted that 
this was a separate process and complaints of this nature 
needed to be directed to the Councils Monitoring Officer.

32 CONTACT CENTRE PRESENTATION - AGYLISYS KPI UPDATE
The Committee received a presentation detailing the performance of 
the contact centre against agreed key indicators.  Officers highlighted 
that there were 2 months where performance dipped below target and 
outlined that these correlated with peak periods for both Council Tax 
billing and school admission decisions contacts; these had been further 
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compounded by the poor weather and associated increase in service 
requests in early March 2018.

The presentation also detailed customer satisfaction ratings and 
contact resolutions, all of which were consistently on or above target.  
The Committee noted that the change in operational hours and the 
inclusion of routine training closures had not impacted on the customer 
experiences.

33 CUSTOMER TRANSFORMATION PROGRAMME
The Committee received an update on the programme of 
improvements which aimed to enhance the experience of contact 
centre users.  Most recently these had included

 The addition of six more services to MyAccount
 An increase in the percentage of customers accessing services 

online;
 Improved processes for Highways, Parking and School 

Admissions
 Restructured Interactive Voice Responses (IVR’s) for 

Environmental Management, Highways and Parking services
 Changes to Contact Centre opening hours and the introduction 

of routine training window
 Successful implementation of GDPR across the Council
 Retention of the 4* SOCITM website ranking: In response to a 

question on MyAccount security, officers confirmed that the 
SOCITIM rating requirements measured security, which was 
regularly tested externally for any vulnerabilities;

 Development of the Revenues and Benefits MyAccount project 
plan

 Submission of a capital bid for next 2.5 years customer 
transformation programme; Responding to a question on the 
development of a mobile app, officers advised that the Council’s 
preferred option was to develop the accessibility of its existing 
platform for use by a variety of fixed and mobile devices.

 Winning the MJ Award for Digital Transformation; this had 
offered significant opportunities to showcase the Council’s 
transformation programme on a national level.

On the subject of the production of a comparative study of 
transformation programmes across the Greater Manchester Authorities, 
it was noted that the Council were attempting to construct a national 
comparison.

34 SCHOOLS FINAL OUTTURNS AND REPORTABLE SURPLUS 2017/18
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The Committee considered a report on the final budget outturns and 
reportable surplus held by local authority maintained schools.  
Members were advised that it was a requirement for Councils to review 
and challenge the level of surpluses held by individual schools.

Those with a 2 year consecutive surplus balance greater than 8% of 
their individual funding were jointly challenged by the authority and 
Schools Forum with a view to undertaking a claw-back of surplus funds 
if spending plans did not comply with a locally agreed scheme.  Any 
funds returned to the authority by this mechanism were redistributed 
via the fair funding formula.

The total outturn balance across all schools for 2017/18 was at 
£11,110K, with one school holding a small deficit position of £27.5K.

Members raised the following matters:

 The frequency of use of “claw-back” provisions: it was noted that 
the provisions had been utilised, but not often.  

 Schools with significant surplus balances that had converted to 
academy status: The Committee were advised that a small number 
of schools had been in a strong financial position when moving 
from maintained to academy status;

 Any impact on the reduction in the maximum amount of carry 
forwards on surplus balances: Officers reported that the change in 
carry forward thresholds had impacted on surpluses, however, that 
historically, a number of schools had retained capital carry forwards 
as part of their building schools for the future programme and that 
there was an associated reduction arising the completion of the 
programme.

 Outcome of the surplus balances review programme: It was noted 
that once the review had been concluded by the Schools Forum, a 
reported would be submitted to a future meeting.

IT WAS AGREED: That the report be noted.

35 GREATER MANCHESTER COMBINED AUTHORITY SCRUTINY 
COMMITTEE MEETINGS

The following minutes were received for information:

Economy, Business Growth and Skills Scrutiny Committee 13th July 
2018

Housing, Planning and Environment Overview & Scrutiny Committee 
12th July 2018
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Corporate Issues and Reform Overview and Scrutiny Committee 19th 
June 2018
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CORPORATE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
Actions List 

ISSUE/MEETING 
REQUESTED

ACTION RESPONSIBLE 
OFFICER(S)

TIMESCALE OUTCOME

Call Centre/Agilisys 
Performance of KPI’s

The manager of the Call Centre to 
facilitate visits to the Call Centre by 
Members of the Council (to view it 
operationally)

Mark Jones November 2018 To be arranged

Insurance Claims An annual report covering 
insurance claims will be presented 
to the Committee in the autumn of 
2018, to align with the insurance 
annual cycle (September – 
September)

Director of Resources Report to the 
Corporate O&S 
Committee in autumn 
2018

Scheduled for the  
meeting of the 
Committee to be 
held in November 
2018

Health Related 
Absences

RBC’s Head of Human Resources
1. To liaise with Tameside 

MBC regarding their 
excellent record regarding 
sickness absence 
management 

2. Any significant variances (in 
future reports) be 
accompanied by relevant 
narrative 

Director of Resources Report to the 
Corporate O&S 
Committee in January 
2019

Scheduled for the  
meeting of the 
Committee to be 
held on 22nd 
January 2019

Paperless Meetings To assess the feasibility of holding 
‘paperless’ meetings of the 
Corporate Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee

Committee Services and 
members of the 
Committee

Throughout the 
2018/19 Municipal 
Year 

Issues to be scheduled:
a. Organisational Strategy (for RBC as a whole) – Head of Human Resources (January 2019?)
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b. Health and Wellbeing Strategy (for RBC as a whole) – Head of Human Resources (to be included in the health related 
Absence report – January 2019 (see above)

c. ‘Support the Community Safety Partnership’ – report to a future meeting – Assistant Director (Information, Customers and 
Communities)

d. Role of the Policy Advisor – meeting of Overview and Scrutiny Committee Chairs and Vice Chairs (7th November 2018)
e. Minutes of GMCA Scrutiny Committees: referred to a meeting of Overview and Scrutiny Committee Chairs and Vice Chairs 

(7th November 2018)
f. Digital Strategy – report to a future meeting (22nd October 2018) -  Assistant Director (Information, Customers and 

Communities)
g. Development of the Corporate Plan (November 2018?) - Assistant Director (Information, Customers and Communities)
h. Study Group – Balfour Beattie/Highways Maintenance. First meeting to be held on 31st October 2018

P
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Report to Cabinet

Date of Meeting 25th September 2018
Portfolio Leader of the Council and 

Cabinet Member for 
Finance 

Report Author Stuart Smith

Public/Private Document For Publication

Collection Fund 2018/19

Executive Summary

1. To update Cabinet and Corporate Overview and Scrutiny Committee on the 
forecast Collection Fund outturn position for 2018/19.

The Collection Fund Position for 2018/19 is a forecast surplus of £5.679m, 
comprising:

 £2.901m surplus relating to Business Rates;
 £2.778m surplus relating to Council Tax.

The Council’s share of the forecast 2018/19 Collection Fund outturn surplus is 
£5.268m. 

Recommendation

2. It is recommended that Cabinet notes the forecast 2018/19 Collection Fund 
outturn position.

Reason for Recommendation

3. The Collection Fund outturn report for 2018/19 is presented to Cabinet for 
noting as part of the budget monitoring process.

Key Points for Consideration

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 The Collection Fund Account reflects the statutory requirement for the Council to 
maintain a separate fund in relation to the billing and collection of Business Rates 
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and Council Tax. 
4.1.2 This report focuses on the forecast Collection Fund outturn position for 2018/19 

covering:
 the summary position, and the Council’s share of the Collection Fund position;
 the Business Rates income position compared to budget, an update relating to 

rateable value appeals, 2018/19 collection performance and current level of 
arrears;

 the Council Tax income position compared to budget, detail of the Local 
Council Tax Support Scheme, 2018/19 collection performance and current 
level of arrears.

4.2       Summary

4.2.1 The forecast Collection Fund Position for 2018/19 is a surplus of £5.679m, 
comprising:
 £2.901m surplus relating to Business Rates;
 £2.778m surplus relating to Council Tax.

4.2.2 Table 1 shows the forecast 2018/19 Collection Fund position, and the allocation of 
the forecast surplus between precepting authorities.

Table 1 – Forecast 2018/19 Collection Fund surplus 

 Business Rates Council Tax Total
 % £'000 % £'000 £'000
      
Forecast Collection Fund surplus at 31/03/19  (2,901)  (2,778) (5,679)
      
Preceptors' Share of 2018/19 forecast outturn      

Rochdale BC 99 (2,872) 86.26 (2,396) (5,268)

GMCA - Police & Crime Commissioner - - 9.88 (275) (275)

GMCA - Fire & Rescue Authority, and Mayoral 
General 1 (29) 3.85 (107) (136)

Total forecast surplus 100 (2,901) 100 (2,778) (5,679)

4.2.3 The Council’s share of the forecast 2018/19 Collection Fund surplus is £5.268m.  

4.2.4 In 2018/19 the Council continues to be part of a pilot for the 100% retention of 
Business Rates, along with other Greater Manchester authorities. The pilot 
authorities each retain 100% of locally-raised Business Rates, of which 99% is 
retained by the local authority, and 1% retained by Greater Manchester Combined 
Authority in respect of GM Fire and Rescue Service.

4.2.5 The forecast 2018/19 benefit from the 100% Business Rates Retention scheme 
pilot has been calculated to be £3.970m, based on an agreed formula within 
Greater Manchester. 50% of the benefit will be paid to GMCA, and the remaining 
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50% will be retained by the Council, and transferred to a reserve.

4.2.6 The Council continues to be part of a Business Rates pool, which for 2018/19 
includes the 10 Greater Manchester local authorities, Cheshire East Council and 
Cheshire West & Chester Council. Any sum gained, after applying the agreed 
allocation to levy authorities, will be retained by the pool for investment within 
Greater Manchester and other non-Greater Manchester Authorities involved in the 
pool.

4.3 Business Rates 

4.3.1 Net Income Raised

4.3.1.1 The forecast 2018/19 outturn position relating to Business Rates is a surplus of 
£2.901m. Table 2 provides detail of the forecast outturn position:

Table 2 – Forecast  2018/19 Business Rates income

Description Budget 2018/19 
Forecast

(Surplus)/ 
Deficit

(Surplus)/Deficit 
movement from 
previous update

 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Gross income (80,930) (80,900) 30 (499)
Net Small Business Rate relief 6,692 6,950 258 100
Mandatory Charitable relief 4,200 4,000 (200) (100)
Discretionary relief 1,218 1,176 (42) (6)
Empties & Part Occupied relief 5,200 3,950 (1,250) - 

Net Income (63,620) (64,824) (1,204) (505)
Less:     
Charge re bad debt provision 1,100 950 (150) - 
Allowance for cost of collection 278 278 - - 
Provision for rateable value 
revaluations 3,647 3,647 - - 
Renewable energy schemes 510 533 23 - 
Net yield (58,085) (59,416) (1,331) (505)

2017/18 payments to 
preceptors/billing authority 58,085 58,085 - - 

In year surplus - (1,331) (1,331) (505)
(Surplus)/deficit brought forward 
from 2017/18 (456) (2,026) (1,570) - 

Payments to preceptors/billing 
authority re 2017/18 deficit per 
the 2018/19 Budget process 456 456 - - 

Forecast surplus as at 31/3/19 - (2,901) (2,901) (505)
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4.3.1.2 The main areas of overall variance to the budget are:      

Explanation of variance
Variation to 

budget, £000

Forecast reduced Empty Property, Discretionary and 
Charitable Relief discounts, partially offset by forecast 
reduced Business Rates gross income and increased Small 
Business Rates Relief 

(1,181)

Forecast reduced charge relating to the bad debt provision. (150)

Actual surplus brought forward from 2017/18 is £1,570k 
higher than had been forecast as part of the 2018/19 Budget 
process. 

(1,570)

2018/19 forecast surplus (2,901)

4.3.2    Valuation Office Agency (VOA) appeals 

4.3.2.1 Since 1st April 2013 local authorities have been responsible for providing for future 
potential losses of income for successful appeals against revaluations which have 
taken place in 2005, 2010 and 2017. There are still appeals that require review by 
the VOA, mostly dating back to the 2010 RV list.

4.3.2.2 The number of property revaluation appeals outstanding at the end of July 2018, 
relating to Rochdale’s 2005 and 2010 valuation lists, was 242 cases, with a 
rateable value (RV) of £34.6m (equating to approximately £17.2m in annual 
Business Rates income). New appeals against the 2010 RV list ceased at the end 
of September 2017.

4.3.2.3 The table below provides detail of the number of appeals outstanding and related 
rateable value as at the end of March 2018 and end of July 2018: 

 
Outstanding 

appeals 2005/ 2010 
RV list  

Number of 
appeals 

outstanding

Rateable value 
(RV)

£’000

March 2018 304 40,133

July 2018 242 34,613

4.3.2.4 The Government amended the Business Rates Appeals system, with effect from 
1st April 2017, introducing a three-stage approach to Business Rates Appeals. The 
new appeals system currently has had very little activity, therefore it is currently 
unclear what the financial impact may be. An amount has been charged to the 
Collection Fund to offset reductions in RV that are made by the VOA.
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4.3.2.5 The level of provision for outstanding appeals and other RV reductions relating to 
2005, 2010 and 2017 RV lists is £11.6m.

4.3.2.6 The forecast 2018/19 charge to the Collection Fund for RV revaluations is 
£3.647m which reflects the need to offset the potential impact of appeals and other 
rateable value changes relating to the 2017 RV list, and any shortfall in provision 
relating to the 2005 and 2010 lists.

4.3.3    Business rates 2018/19 collection performance 

4.3.3.1 The year to date collection rate for Business Rates income billed in 2018/19 is 
36.5%, which is 0.9% higher than the equivalent 2017/18 performance. Collection 
performance is monitored on a monthly basis to ensure that debt is recovered as 
efficiently and effectively as possible, and so that any trends may be highlighted 
and action taken as necessary. 

4.3.3.2 Table 3 shows the aged debt analysis of Business Rates arrears, excluding legal 
costs, as at the end of March 2018 and end of July 2018. Pre 2018/19 arrears 
were £1.329m as at the end of July 2018, which is a net decrease of £0.160m from 
the position at end of March 2018.

Table 3 – Business Rates arrears (excluding legal costs) 

Year
Arrears as at 
end March 

2018

Arrears as at 
end July 2018

Decrease/ 
(increase) in 

debt

 £'000 £'000 £'000
Pre 2018/19 debt    
2017/18 601 614 (13)
2016/17 493 388 105
2015/16 206 198 8
2014/15 21 21 - 
2013/14 17 16 1
2012/13 7 7 - 
Prior to 2012 144 85 59
Total arrears 1,489 1,329 160

4.3.3.3 The forecast 2018/19 charge to the Collection Fund for bad and doubtful debts is 
£0.950m, which is £0.150m below the budget. In year debt collection has 
continued to improve, resulting in a low level of debt to provide a provision for, and 
pre 2018/19 debt is at a low level.

4.4        Council Tax 

4.4.1     Net Income Raised

4.4.1.1 The forecast 2018/19 outturn position relating to Council Tax is a surplus of 
£2.778m. Table 4 provides details of the forecast outturn position for Council Tax.
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            Table 4 – 2018/19 Council Tax Income

Description Budget 2018/19 
Forecast

(Surplus)/ 
Deficit

(Surplus)/ Deficit 
movement from 
previous report

 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000
INCOME     

Income from Council Tax (128,253) (129,100) (847) (890)
Income from premium on empty 
properties (169) (150) 19 19
Council Tax discounts 13,005 12,988 (17) (17)
Local Council Tax Support Scheme 
(LCTSS) 18,117 17,350 (767) (67)
Prior year adjustments 159 250 91 91
Total income (97,141) (98,662) (1,521) (864)
EXPENDITURE     

Charge re bad debt provision 2,720 1,756 (964) (964)
Total expenditure 2,720 1,756 (964) (964)
Net income to be raised for 
precept/ billing authority after 
LCTSS awarded (94,421) (96,906) (2,485) (1,828)

2017/18 payments to Preceptors 94,421 94,421 - - 

In year surplus - (2,485) (2,485) (1,828)
(Surplus)/deficit brought forward 
from 2017/18 (2,021) (2,314) (293) - 
Payments to preceptors re 
2017/18 surplus as per the 
2018/19 Budget process 2,021 2,021 - - 
Forecast surplus as at 31/3/19 - (2,778) (2,778) (1,828)

4.4.1.2 The main areas of overall variance from the budget are:

Explanation of variance
Variation to 

budget, £000

Forecast increased Council Tax gross income and reduced 
discounts, partially offset by prior year adjustments

(754)

Forecast reduced charge relating to the bad debt provision. (964)

Forecast reduced level of Local Council Tax Support Scheme 
discount given. (767)

Actual surplus brought forward from 2017/18 is £293k higher 
than had been forecast as part of the 2018/19 Budget process. (293)

2018/19 forecast surplus (2,778)
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4.4.2     Local Council Tax Support Scheme (LCTSS)

4.4.2.1 The award of Local Council Tax Support to a Council Tax payer is deducted from 
Council Tax bills at the start of the financial year as a discount. This remains the 
same unless there is a change of circumstances within the household. Local 
Council Tax Support relief to be given for 2018/19 is forecast to be £17.350m 
which is £0.767m (4.2%) less than the budget of £18.117m. 

          Table 5 - LCTSS - Comparison of estimate to forecast outturn as at 31st March 
2019

 

Estimated 
number of 
claimants

Number of 
claimants per 
actual data at 
end July 2018

Increase/ 
(reduction) in 

claimant 
numbers

% reduction in 
claimants

Working age total 13,874 13,754 (120) (0.86%)
Pension credit age total 8,541 8,045 (496) (5.81%)
Total 22,415 21,799 (616) (2.75%)
     

 
Estimate  2018/19 

forecast
(Surplus)/deficit 

Variation
% reduction in 
discount given

 £'000 £'000 £'000 %
Working age total 10,313 10,088 (225) (2.18%)
Pension credit age total 7,804 7,262 (542) (6.95%)
Total 18,117 17,350 (767) (4.23%)

4.4.2.2 Whilst the current number of claimants has reduced by 2.75% compared to 
budget, the reduction in discount given is 4.23%, meaning that the average level of 
support per claimant is lower than that anticipated when the 2018/19 scheme was 
agreed.

4.4.3     Council Tax 2018/19 collection performance

4.4.3.1 The year to date collection rate for Council Tax income billed in 2018/19 is 36.9%, 
which is 0.1% lower than the 2017/18 equivalent. Collection performance is 
monitored on a monthly basis to ensure that debt is recovered as efficiently and 
effectively as possible, and so that any trends may be highlighted and action taken 
as necessary. 

4.4.3.2 Table 6 shows the age debt analysis of pre 2018/19 Council Tax debt, excluding 
legal costs, as at the end of March 2018 and the end of July 2018. Pre 2018/19 
arrears as at the end of July 2018 were £11.012m, which is a net decrease of 
£1.723m from the end of March 2018 position.
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Table 6 – Council Tax arrears, excluding legal costs

Year
Arrears as at 

end March 2018
Arrears as at 
end July 2018

Decrease in 
debt

 £'000 £'000 £'000
Pre 2018/19 debt    
2017/18 4,741 3,815 926
2016/17 3,003 2,716 287
2015/16 2,021 1,820 201
2014/15 1,360 1,230 130
2013/14 948 863 85
2012/13 219 193 26
Prior to 2012 443 375 68
Total arrears 12,735 11,012 1,723

4.4.3.3 The forecast 2018/19 charge to revenue for bad and doubtful debts is £1.756m, 
which is £0.964m below the budget. This is due to the on-going improvement in the 
overall collection of debt, and reduced levels of debt write off, which has led to the 
level of provision required being reduced.

4.4.4    Council Tax Premium Waivers

4.4.4.1 Residential properties that have been empty for more than two years are, with 
specific exemptions, charged a Council Tax premium of a further 50% of the usual 
charge.  To support the local housing market, the Head of Revenues & Benefits, in 
consultation with the Cabinet Member for Finance, has delegated authority to 
waive part or all of the premium charge in exceptional circumstances. In 2018/19 
so far, £2,345 of Council Tax Premium income has been waived. 

4.5       Alternatives considered

Not reporting on financial performance puts at risk the achievement of the 
Authority’s Medium Term Financial Strategy. Effective financial management is 
critical to ensuring that financial resources are received in line with the budget, 
which enables them to be targeted towards the Council’s priorities. Monitoring 
enables the early identification of variations against the plan and facilitates timely 
corrective action.

Costs and Budget Summary

5. Financial Implications

5.1     The main body of the report provides a detailed analysis of the forecast 2018/19 
Collection Fund outturn position.

5.2 The Council’s 2018/19 General Fund budget set at Budget Council in February 
2018 included an estimated 2017/18 Collection Fund surplus of £2.203m. The 
difference between this estimate and the actual 2017/18 outturn of £4.024m is held 
within the Collection Fund for 2018/19.
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5.3     In January 2019 an estimate of the Council’s share of the Collection Fund surplus 
will be brought into the 2019/20 General Fund budget, which will be presented for 
approval at Budget Council in February 2019. 

Risk and Policy Implications

6.1     Unresolved appeals against the revaluation assessments for 2005, 2010 and 2017 
cause uncertainty and financial risk for the Business Rates income retained by the 
Council. The situation is monitored on a monthly basis to ensure that any changes 
in the trend for successful appeals are recognised due to the future impact on 
Business Rates income and the impact for the provision for any backdated 
elements. 

6.2 The VOA alters rating assessments if new information comes to light indicating that 
the valuation is inaccurate. These could relate to a demolition, new property builds 
or other physical changes to a property. The number of alterations, financial impact 
and timing of the revaluations are not within the control of the Council.

6.3 The future level of collection of both Business Rates and Council Tax debt is a 
potential financial risk. Collection performance is being monitored on a monthly 
basis to ensure that debt is recovered as efficiently and effectively as possible, and 
so that any trends may be highlighted and action taken as necessary.

6.4 There is an on-going potential Business Rates risk concerning a request to cancel 
a backdated business rates liability. The rates liability amounts to £1.74m and 
including interest may amount to £2m. The initial request was refused, but further 
challenge was received. The Council has confirmed with the agent for the 
organisation that there is no intention to cancel the liability and explained the 
rationale. Legal Counsel’s opinion has been sought, and this has confirmed the 
Council’s decision to refuse the request to cancel the liability. No assumption 
around this risk has been built into the appeals provision.

6.5 Agents for some NHS health trusts are in the process of applying for Business 
Rate relief due to charitable status, with backdated effect. MHCLG are aware of 
the issue and are currently assessing the legal grounds for the submission. This 
has the potential to impact upon Business Rates income, but no provision has 
been made for this issue currently.

6.6 There is an on-going risk that issues decided nationally by the VOA could 
potentially impact on Rochdale BC’s business rates income.

Consultation

7.        The Leadership Team, Cabinet Member for Finance, and Shadow Portfolio Holder 
for Corporate & Resources have been informed of the forecast 2018/19 Collection 
Fund outturn position and its implications for future years. The report will be 
presented to the Corporate Overview and Scrutiny Committee on 22nd October 
2018.
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Background Papers Place of Inspection

8. For further information about this 
report or access to any 
background papers contact Stuart 
Smith

No1 Riverside Floor 2 

For Further Information Contact: Stuart Smith, 
Stuart.Smith@rochdale.gov.uk 
Tel : 01706 924196
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FINANCE SERVICES

P4, 2018/19 Collection Fund Update Summary
Table 1 - Forecast 2018/19 Collection Fund Outturn Summary

Chart 2 -  Business Rates income collection Chart 3 - Business Rates arrears 
Table 1 - Rateable Value detail Chart 1 - Business Rates Relief

Chart 4 - Council Tax properties Chart 5 - Council Tax Relief Chart 6 - Council Tax income collection
Chart 7 - Council Tax arrears

The forecast Collection Fund outturn for 2018/19 is a surplus of £5.679m, comprising:
- £2.901m surplus relating to Business Rates;
- £2.778m surplus relating to Council Tax.

The areas of variance to the budget are:
Business Rates :

£1.570m Actual 2017/18 surplus higher than estimated as part of 2018/19 Estimates process
£1.181m Forecast income higher than budget, mainly due to lower Empty Property discount given
£0.150m Reduced charge relating to Bad Debt Provision

Council Tax:
£0.293m Actual 2017/18 surplus higher than estimated as part of 2018/19 Estimates process
£1.521m Forecast income higher than budget , including £0.767m relating to the Local Council Tax
Support scheme
£0.964m Reduced charge relating to Bad Debt Provision

The Council’s share of the forecast Collection Fund surplus as at 31st March 2018 is £5.268m.

Total
% £'000 % £'000 £'000

Forecast Collection Fund surplus at 31/03/19 (2,901) (2,778) (5,679)

Preceptors' Share of 2018/19 forecast outturn

Rochdale BC 99 (2,872) 86.26 (2,396) (5,268)

GMCA - Police & Crime Commissioner - - 9.88 (275) (275)

GMCA - Fire & Rescue Authority, and Mayoral 
General 1 (29) 3.85 (107) (136)

Total forecast surplus 100 (2,901) 100 (2,778) (5,679)

Business Rates Council Tax

Total Arrears outstanding as at July 2018 are £1,328k.

A large proportion of the unsummoned balance relates to new debt as a result of Valuation
Office Agency decisions which have affected prior years. On confirmation of these
decisions, Revenue & Benefits initiate the debt collection process.

Although £475k of debt has been collected during 2018/19, this has been largely offset by
refunds and other adjustments due to changes in the rateable value of properties decided
by the Valuation Office Agency.

Total Arrears outstanding as at the end of March 2018 were £12,734k.
Arrears at July 2018 are £11,012k.

RV Value RV Values
No of 

properties
No of 

properties
£ % %

> £1,999,999 5,730,000 3.4% 2 0.0%
£1,000,000 - £1,999,999 20,255,000 12.1% 13 0.2%
£500,000 - £999,999 12,585,000 7.5% 18 0.3%
£250,000 - £499,999 22,141,500 13.2% 64 0.9%
£100,000 - £249,999 29,339,050 17.5% 191 2.7%
£50,000 - £99,999 19,198,075 11.5% 276 3.9%
£25,000 - £49,999 18,166,225 10.9% 519 7.4%
£12,000 - £24,999 15,694,800 9.4% 930 13.2%
£6,000 - £11,999 13,525,250 8.1% 1,629 23.1%
< £6,000 10,784,511 6.4% 3,397 48.3%
Total 167,419,411 100% 7,039 100%

Forecast Gross Business Rates income £80.9m.

Total Business Rates Relief to be given £16.1m.

Potential risk areas

Business Rates and Council Tax debt collection not meeting target for collection.
Collection performance is monitored on a monthly basis to ensure that debt is recovered as efficiently
and effectively as possible, and so that action taken as necessary.

Unresolved appeals against the revaluation assessments for 2005, 2010 and 2017 cause uncertainty
and financial risk for the Business Rates income retained by the Council. There are currently 242
appeals with a rateable value of £34.5m outstanding relating to the 2005 and 2010 RV lists. There is
very little information available relating to the 2017 list.

The VOA alters rating assessments if new information comes to light indicating that the valuation is
inaccurate. The number of alterations, financial impact and timing of revaluations are not within the
control of the Council.

Business Rate appeals can be raised against the Rateable Valuation of a
hereditament. If the appeal is successful this may lead to adjustments being made in
prior years.

Other changes made by the Valuation Office Agency to the Rateable Value will
impact on the level of income raised and debt collectable.

Forecast Gross Council Tax Income approximately £129m.

Total Council Tax relief to be given approximately £30m.

Approximately 35,000 properties receive Single Person's Discount

There are currently nearly 22,000 claiming Local Council Tax Support.

Band A Band B Band C Band D Band E Band F Band G Band H Totals
50,967       15,942       12,174       7,781       4,380       1,650       867          56             93,817       

54% 17% 13% 8% 5% 2% 1% 0% 100%

Property Band
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Report to Cabinet

Date of Meeting 25th September 2018
Portfolio Leader of the Council and 

Cabinet Member for 
Finance 

Report Author Stuart Smith 

Public/Private Document For Publication

Finance Update Report 2018/19

Executive Summary

1.1 To inform Cabinet and the Corporate Overview and Scrutiny Committee of the 
Council’s forecast 2018/19 financial position as at the end of July 2018.

1.2 The Finance Update Report contains detail of the following:

 The forecast Revenue position, which is an overspend of £2.981m.
 An update of the Savings target of £0.507m, as part of the Revenue 

budget 2018/19, highlighting a current balance to address of £0.150m.
 An update on the Health & Social Care Pool Budget position.
 Forecast Capital spend of £84.887m after re-phasing of £14.711m. 

1.3 Effective financial management is essential if the Council is to keep spending 
within available resources. It is vital that services make adjustments in 
spending to ensure that they spend in line with the approved budget.

Recommendation

2.1 Cabinet notes the forecast 2018/19 budget positions for Revenue, Savings 
and Capital as at the end of July 2018.

2.2 Cabinet approves the Revenue Budget Pressure Fund request totalling 
£0.058m detailed in section 4.1.6.

2.3 Cabinet notes the Health & Social Care Pool Budget position detailed in 
section 4.3.

2.4 Cabinet notes the use of £4.8m of the Equalisation Fund to increase the 
contribution to the Pooled Fund in 2018/19.
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2.5 Cabinet notes the net Capital budget increases of £1.016m shown in section 
4.5.2.

2.6 Cabinet notes the Capital scheme reductions approved by Leadership Team 
totalling £1.411m as detailed in section 4.5.3.

2.7 Cabinet notes the Capital re-phasing of £14.711m detailed in section 4.5.4.

Reason for Recommendation

3.1 Cabinet Members should be kept updated on the financial position of the 
authority, as effective budget management is critical to ensuring financial 
resources are spent in line with the budget and are targeted towards the 
Council’s priorities. Monitoring enables the early identification of variations 
against the plan and facilitates timely corrective action.

This report provides an overview of the forecast 2018/19 financial position for 
the Council and focuses on the position as at the end of July 2018.  

Key Points for Consideration

4.1 Revenue Budget 2018/19

4.1.1. The budget set by Budget Council on 28th February 2018 was £203.674m. 

The Revenue Budget is £202.930m as at the end of July 2018 with detail of 
the changes following:

Approved by When Reason for change Amount (£m)
Budget Council Mar-18 Approved budget 203.674

Jun-18 Section 31 Adjustment - re 18/19 top up grant (0.917)
Jul-18 2017/18 Business Rates Top Up Grant adj 0.173

GRAND TOTAL 202.930

4.1.2 The movements in the Revenue budget are due to the following:

 £0.917m reduction in Section 31 grant due to Central Government 
recalculating the impact of the Business Rates Multiplier cap relating to 
Business Rates Top up grant income for 100% Business Rates 
Retention pilot authorities.  

 £0.173m increase in Business Rates Top up grant income. The Top Up 
grant included in the 2018/19 Financial Settlement included a prior year 
reduction of £0.173m, which related to, and was accounted for, in the  
2017/18 Statement of accounts. When the Council’s 2018/19 Budget 
was set, the prior year adjustment was not highlighted separately. 

4.1.3 The overall position taking account of the projections currently being forecast 
by services as at the end of July 2018 is an overspend of £2.981m.
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4.1.4 The major (>£0.250m) variations to controllable budget, by service, are 
detailed below:-

Children’s Service’s - £4.123m Overspend

Children's Services are currently forecasting a pressure of £4.123m.  The 
majority of this is due to an increase in both staffing requirements and external 
placements, arising from increased numbers of Cared for Children.  This is 
consistent with a national trend.  Due to the increased demand for placements 
nationally the market is volatile and prices are continually increasing.

Neighbourhoods Service - £0.275m Overspend

The Neighbourhoods Directorate is reporting a potential in-year pressure of 
£0.275m.  This reflects pressures on the Town Hall commercial catering 
budget, car parking, Highways income budgets and the Customer Access 
budget of £0.031m following the implementation of General Data Protection 
Regulations (GDPR). 
The Directorate is looking at ways of mitigating the pressures identified 
including the management of vacancies and maximisation of income from its 
trading activities.  

Financial Control - £1.250m In-Year saving

The forecast in-year saving relates to interest savings due to the borrowing 
requirement either being funded through internal borrowing with nil cost or the 
forecast reduction in capital expenditure. Additional investment and loan 
income is also forecast.

4.1.5 Appendix B provides detail of the current Revenue position for each 
Directorate. 

4.1.6 Budget Pressures

The Budget Pressure Fund for 2018/19 is £0.702m - £0.126m on-going and 
£0.576m one-off.

The following request for funding has been made to the end of July 2018:

Neighbourhoods - £0.058m (One-Off) 

The original Connected Council business case did not include provision for 
resources to maintain and support systems. There is an urgent requirement 
for a fixed term Grade 10 Developer which will enable stabilisation work to be 
implemented to the MyAccount platform to ensure a future-proof system. 

If the above is approved, there will be a balance of £0.644m remaining in the 
Budget Pressure Fund - £0.126m on-going and £0.518m one off for 2018/19.
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4.2 Savings Update 2018/19

4.2.1 The total savings target for 2018/19 is £0.507m:
 £0.397m of savings were approved at March 2017 Budget Council
 £0.110m of savings were approved at February 2018 Budget Council 

4.2.2  The savings proposal “Reshape of Children's Social Care delivery” approved 
at March 2017 Budget Council is not expected to be achieved this year. The 
£0.150m saving was expected to be achieved by reducing the number of 
social workers in line with an anticipated reduction in Cared for Children. This 
has not happened, and is reflected in the overspend position being reported 
by Children’s Services.

4.2.3 All other savings are achieved or expected to be achieved.

4.2.4 See Appendix C for the financial detail of Savings proposals.

4.3   Health & Social Care Pool Budget

The Council entered into a formal Health & Social Care Pool Budget 
arrangement with the Heywood Middleton and Rochdale Clinical 
Commissioning Group from 1st April 2018.

As at the end of July 2018 the forecast gap in the Pool Budget for 2018/19 is 
£3.1m. Under the risk share agreement, Rochdale Borough Council is liable 
for 30% of the gap, which equates to £0.930m. The Council’s share of any 
remaining gap at the financial year end will be funded from the Equalisation 
Reserve.

An increased contribution is to be made to the Pooled Fund in 2018/19 of 
£4.8m from the Equalisation Reserve. In 2019/20 the contribution to the 
Pooled Fund will be reduced by £4.8m with the Equalisation Reserve 
increased to reflect this reduced contribution. This contribution will enable our 
partners to access funds in 2019/20 which will benefit the system approach to 
Health and Social Care.

Further details of the latest Health & Social Care Pooled Budget position can 
be found in Appendix D.

4.4      Corporate Debt

The Council has a responsibility to collect income due and to recover 
outstanding debts owed. There are three main types of income which are 
owed to the Council: Council Tax; Business Rates and sundry debts. Sundry 
debts include:

 Fees and charges raised as invoices by all Directorates of the Council,              
for services provided.
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 Housing Benefit overpayments which occur as a result of a change in 
entitlement to benefit.

As at the end of July 2018 the outstanding debt is £11.123m. 

Total £m
Balance of debt carried forward from 2017/18 10.919
Invoices raised less credit notes 24.604
Payments/adjustments (24.261)
Write offs (0.139)

Balance as at July 2018 11.123

Summary of Corporate Debt To July 2018

The debt outstanding as at the end of March 2018 was £10.919m. Debt has 
increased by £0.204m to £11.123m as at the end of July 2018. Pre 2018/19 
debt has reduced by £2.335m since the end of March 2018 position.

The balance is split between debt which is still within minimum payment terms 
or on hold and debt which is subject to recovery actions once payment terms 
have elapsed. £8.550m (77%) of the total debt outstanding is subject to 
recovery actions with £2.573m (23%) relating to new and “on hold” debt. Debt 
subject to recovery action has increased by £0.426m since the end of March 
2018. 

Further details of the latest Corporate Debt position can be found in Appendix 
E.

4.5      Capital Budget 2018/19

The current 2018/19 Capital Budget is £84.887m.  The table below shows a 
summary of the movements:

£m £m £m
CAPITAL BUDGET MAY 2018 99.993 61.377 21.550
Capital Budget increases 1.016 - -
Capital Budget reductions (1.411) - -
Rephasing requested to end of July 2018 (14.711) 11.315 3.396
CAPITAL BUDGET AT JULY 2018 84.887 72.692 24.946

2018/19 2020/212019/20
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4.5.1 Capital Budget Changes

4.5.2 Details of the net increase to capital budgets are listed below:
 Children’s Services: £0.095m increase in Department for Education 

grants
 Neighbourhoods – a net increase of £0.921m budget to reflect:

o new S106 schemes totalling £0.495m, 
o use of £0.432m of the Insurance Reserve for works relating to 

the  Ashworth Road landslide, and 
o a minor reduction of £0.006m relating to 2017/18

4.5.3 Capital Budget Reductions

Leadership Team has reviewed the 2018/19 Capital Programme, where 
schemes are funded by Prudential Borrowing, to consider whether reductions 
in the level of funding could be made, to result in reduced borrowing charges 
to Revenue. In consultation with the Directors of the relevant Service, the 
Chief Executive and the Chief Finance Officer, it has been agreed to reduce 
the 2018/19 Capital Programme for the following schemes:

Service Scheme
Budget 

reduction 
£k

Children's Childrens Social Care Infrastructure 19
Economy Stakehill Industrial Estate 46
Economy P & R Capital Schemes 6
Economy Balderstone Park Development 8
Neighbourhoods Replacement Parks/Street Machinery 500
Neighbourhoods New Cemetery Sites 155
Neighbourhoods Housing Market Renewal Funding 27
Neighbourhoods Townships Capital Programme 140
Neighbourhoods Non AMG 10
Neighbourhoods AMG 500

1,411TOTAL
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4.5.4 Capital Re-phasing

Details of the Capital Re-phasing requests approved by the Chief Finance 
Officer in consultation with the Cabinet Member for Finance are summarised 
below:

Economy Service £9.304m

The Directorate has made a number of requests for re-phasing to cover works 
expected to take place in 2019/20:

 Town Centre Schemes span multiple years and require budgets to 
reflect this as the programs develop; rephasing has been identified of 
£5.204m,

 The River Roch Flood Storage scheme has been rescheduled due to 
the delay in announcing DEFRA funding; rephasing identified of £2.6m,

 The Heywood South/Junction 19 scheme will not commence before 
Summer 2019; rephasing identified of £1.5m.

Neighbourhoods Service £5.407m

           £5.407m of the Neighbourhoods’ Capital Programme has been requested to 
be re-phased as schemes will not be completed until 2019/20 and 2020/21.  
The request to re-phase budget relates to the following schemes:

 Completion of the ICT Data Centre project,  
 Replacement Parks/Street Machinery, 
 Waste Services Investment, 
 Energy Efficiency, Compulsory Purchase Order Programme, 
 Highway Investment Programme, and 
 Kiln Lane/Wildhouse Lane scheme 

A review of Bereavement Services is currently underway which will look at 
current and future service provision.  This review may have an impact on the 
timing of the delivery of the new cemetery sites and cemetery lodge schemes.

4.5.5 Appendix F provides details of the Capital budget position for each Directorate 
and a graph showing the Capital Forecast Spend for all Services.

4.5.6 Capital Receipts

The table following shows the forecast movements in the Capital Receipts 
Reserve during 2018/19, and provisionally for 2019/20 to 2020/21:
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2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

£m £m £m
Capital Receipts balance as at 1st April 2018 8.629 2.781 0.032
Use of Capital Receipts to fund 2018/19 Capital Programme, including prior year 
schemes rephased into 2018/19 (5.099) - -
Use of Capital Receipts to fund provisional 2019/20  and 2020/21 Capital 
Programmes, and 2018/19 rephasing into future years - (3.310) (0.010)
Earmarked use of receipts to fund other future commitments (3.433) (0.022) (0.783)
Forecast Capital Receipts income 2.684 0.583 1.333
Forecast uncommitted Capital Receipts balance as at 31st March 2019 2.781 0.032 0.572

Description

The forecast uncommitted Capital Receipts Reserve balance as at the end of 
2020/21 is currently £0.572m.

4.6 Alternatives considered

4.6.1 Not reporting on financial performance puts at risk the achievement of the 
Council’s Medium Term Financial Plan. Effective budget management is 
critical to ensuring financial resources are spent in line with the budget and 
are targeted towards the Council’s priorities. Monitoring enables the early 
identification of variations against the plan and facilitates timely corrective 
action.

Costs and Budget Summary

5. See Appendices A,B,C,D,E and F which provide an overview of budgets for 
Revenue, Savings, Corporate Debt, Health & Social Care Pool Budgets and 
Capital detailed in section 4.

Risk and Policy Implications

There are no major legal implications arising as a result of this report except 
to note that debts that are recoverable can be enforced by court action in 
accordance with the court procedure rules.

6.

Consultation

7. All services engage with the production of the service based financial 
information within this report. The Leadership Team, the Leader, Cabinet 
Member for Finance, and Opposition Portfolio holder for Finance have been 
informed of the 2018/19 financial position of the Council and its implications 
for future years. The report will be presented to the Corporate Overview and 
Scrutiny on 22nd October 2018.
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Background Papers Place of Inspection

8. For further information about this 
report or access to any 
background papers contact Stuart 
Smith

No1 Riverside Floor 2 

For Further Information Contact: Stuart Smith, 
Stuart.Smith@rochdale.gov.uk 
Tel : 01706 924196
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APPENDIX A

GENERAL FUND REVENUE ACCOUNT SUMMARY 2018/19
CURRENT POSITION AS AT END OF JULY 2018

TABLE 1

Directorate/ Detail
Budget 
Council

Virements/
Contingency

Current 
Budget

Service and 
Corporate 

Uncontrollables

Current 
Controllable
Approved 

Net 
Budget

Forecast 
Spend

In Year 
Saving/

(Overspend)

Previous 
Monitoring 

Report (June 
Cabinet)

Movement 
Since June 

Cabinet

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £000 £'000 £'000 £000

Adult Care 3,220 9,548 12,768 3,459 9,309 9,309 - - -
Children's 19,991 2,722 22,713 18,974 3,739 7,862 (4,123) - (4,123)
Economy 23,225 (158) 23,067 706 22,361 22,361 - - -
Neighbourhoods 42,061 1,830 43,891 838 43,053 43,328 (275) (733) 458
Public Health and Wellbeing 9,139 143 9,282 2,252 7,030 7,030 - - -
Resources 6,099 800 6,899 (3,766) 10,665 10,498 167 - 167
TOTAL GENERAL SERVICES SPENDING 103,735 14,885 118,620 22,463 96,157 100,388 (4,231) (733) (3,498)
Integrated Pool Budget Contribution 102,826 (14,292) 88,534 0 88,534 88,534 0 0 0
TOTAL POOLED BUDGETS 102,826 (14,292) 88,534 0 88,534 88,534 0 0 0
Finance Control: Corporately Held Budgets (5,976) (4,227) (10,203) (19,647) 9,444 8,194 1,250 - 1,250
Finance Control: Transformation Fund 1,719 3,558 5,277 0 5,277 5,277 - - -
Finance Control: Budget Pressures 1,370 (668) 702 0 702 702 - - -
TOTAL FINANCE CONTROL SPENDING (2,887) (1,337) (4,224) (19,647) 15,423 14,173 1,250 - 1,250

NET EXPENDITURE REQUIREMENTS 203,674 (744) 202,930 2,816 200,114 203,095 (2,981) (733) (2,248)
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APPENDIX B

REVENUE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF JULY 2018

Service: ADULT CARE DIRECTORATE 
Overall Risk Rating:                    LOW

Table 1. Financial Management Forecast

Area of Service

Major Risk Area 
RAG rating

Budget 
Fixing 

Council

Current 
Approved 

Expenditure 
Budget

Current 
Approved 
Income 
Budget

Current 
Approved       

Net              
Budget

Forecast 
spend to 
year end

Variation - 
Forecast 
spend to 
Current 
Budget

Change 
from 

Previous 
Report

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
CONTROLLABLE BUDGETS

Management GREEN 9,842 11,438 (2,165) 9,273 9,273 0 0
Neighbourhoods RED 33,107 48,195 (20,008) 28,187 28,397 (210) (210)
Personalisation RED 13,739 18,557 (5,279) 13,278 13,367 (89) (89)
Specialist Services GREEN 424 3,029 (2,641) 388 171 217 217
Governance Business Support & HIA GREEN 740 2,385 (983) 1,402 1,334 68 68
GM H&SC Transformation Fund GREEN 0 3,350 (3,350) 0 0 0 0
Commissioning GREEN 3,228 3,777 (1,528) 2,249 2,123 126 126
Statutory Functions AMBER 448 577 (23) 554 666 (112) (112)
SUB TOTAL 61,528 91,308 (35,977) 55,331 55,331 0 0
Contribution from Pooled Budget GREEN (61,766) 0 (46,022) (46,022) (46,022) 0 0
REVISED SUB TOTAL (238) 91,308 (81,999) 9,309 9,309 0 0

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
UNCONTROLLABLE

Service, Corporate and Support Service 
Charges GREEN 3,459 5,352 (1,893) 3,459 3,459 0 0

SUB TOTAL 3,459 5,352 (1,893) 3,459 3,459 0 0

TOTAL SERVICE BUDGET 3,221 96,660 (83,892) 12,768 12,768 0 0

Brief Explanation of Major Variances £'000

(210)

(89)

217

68

126

(112)

TOTAL 0

Financial Management Update

Specialist Services:-  In-year savings due to staff turnover

Governance Business Support & HIA:- In-year savings due to staff turnover

Personalisation:- Budget pressure arising from increases in costs and numbers of people accessing residential and community based services 
in Boroughwide teams

Neighbourhoods:- Budget pressure arising from increases in costs and numbers of people accessing residential and community based services 
in neighbourhood teams

Commissioning:- In-year savings due to staff turnover

The Adult Care Service is experiencing budget pressures in the commissioning of residential and community based services and is currently able to wholly 
offset this pressure due to in-year savings resulting from staff turnover.

Statutory Functions:- Budget pressures relating to the numbers of people requiring Deprivation of Liberty Safeguarding (DOLS) assessments
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REVENUE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF JULY 2018

Service: CHILDREN'S DIRECTORATE
Overall Risk Rating:                    HIGH

Table 1. Financial Management Forecast

Area of Service

Major Risk Area 
RAG rating

Budget 
Fixing 

Council

Current 
Approved 

Expenditure 
Budget

Current 
Approved 
Income 
Budget

Current 
Approved       

Net              
Budget

Forecast 
spend to 
year end

Variation - 
Forecast 
spend to 
Current 
Budget

Change 
from 

Previous 
Report

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
CONTROLLABLE BUDGETS

First Response RED 2,301 1,470 0 1,470 1,470 0 0
Cared for Children RED 18,504 19,112 (387) 18,725 22,612 (3,887) (3,887)
Safeguarding Children Unit AMBER 738 1,029 (221) 808 808 0 0
Youth Offending Team AMBER 488 1,345 (839) 506 808 (302) (302)
Child Protection & Care Proceedings RED 2,041 1,970 0 1,970 1,970 0 0
Advice and Screening RED 247 399 (83) 316 316 0 0
Practice Improvement GREEN 1,910 2,114 (442) 1,672 1,672 0 0
Sure Start GREEN 3,402 20,839 (17,360) 3,479 3,479 0 0
School Support GREEN 1,300 29,366 (28,054) 1,312 1,136 176 176
Special Educational Needs and Disability AMBER 5,130 21,285 (15,787) 5,498 5,445 53 53
Youth Service GREEN (230) 1,062 (1,072) (10) (10) 0 0
Management and Administration GREEN 1,491 2,817 (1,026) 1,791 1,954 (163) (163)
Funding Allocated to Schools GREEN 0 183,478 (183,477) 1 1 0 0
Early Help GREEN 393 1,699 (1,302) 397 397 0 0
SUB TOTAL 37,715 287,985 (250,050) 37,935 42,058 (4,123) (4,123)
Contribution from Pooled Budget (36,698) 0 (34,196) (34,196) (34,196) 0 0
REVISED SUB TOTAL 1,017 287,985 (284,246) 3,739 7,862 (4,123) (4,123)

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
UNCONTROLLABLE

Service, Corporate and Support Service 
Charges

GREEN 18,974 23,793 (4,819) 18,974 18,974 0 0

SUB TOTAL 18,974 23,793 (4,819) 18,974 18,974 0 0

TOTAL SERVICE BUDGET 19,991 311,778 (289,065) 22,713 26,836 (4,123) (4,123)

Brief Explanation of Major Variances £'000

(3,887)

(302)

176

53

(163)

(4,123)

Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND):-  Additional income generated in the Educational Psychology Service

School Support:- In-year saving on Bus passes together with in-year saving on Personnel and Governors due to staff vacancies and 
additional income from Service Level Agreements

TOTAL

Cared for Children:- The pressure is mainly on External Placements due to an increase in the numbers and complexity of need for Cared for 
Children together with a lack of internal foster carers and volatile market prices. 
Youth Offending Team:- Numbers of young people on remand increasing (£155k), together with a pressure in the Emergency Duty Team due 
to staff turnover and increased agency spend (£147k)

Management and Administration:- The pressure is mainly due to staff recruitment and retention issues, together with honorariums and long 
term sick cover.

Children's Services are currently forecasting a pressure of £4.123m.  The majority of this is due to an increase in both staffing requirements and external 
placements, arising from increased numbers of Cared for Children.  This is consistent with a national trend.  Due to the increased demand for placements 
nationally the market is volatile and prices are continually increasing.

Financial Management Update
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REVENUE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF JULY 2018

Service: ECONOMY DIRECTORATE
Overall Risk Rating: LOW

Table 1. Financial Management Forecast

Area of Service

Major Risk 
Area RAG 

rating

Budget 
Fixing 

Council

Current 
Approved 

Expenditure 
Budget

Current 
Approved 
Income 
Budget

Current 
Approved       

Net              
Budget

Forecast 
spend to 
year end

Variation - 
Forecast 
spend to 
Current 
Budget

Change 
from 

Previous 
Report

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
CONTROLLABLE BUDGETS

Planning and Building Control RED 569 2,458 (1,874) 584 584 0 0
Passenger Transport Levy GREEN 21,790 21,790 0 21,790 21,790 0 0
Economic Development GREEN 909 1,943 (1,028) 915 915 0 0
Properties GREEN (208) 2,226 (2,061) 165 165 0 0
Asset Rationalisation RED (19) 28 0 28 28 0 0
Property Growth Fund AMBER (529) 653 (1,774) (1,121) (1,121) 0 0
SUB TOTAL 22,512 29,098 (6,737) 22,361 22,361 0 0

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
UNCONTROLLABLE

Service, Corporate and Support Service 
Charges

GREEN 703 1,634 (928) 706 706 0 0

SUB TOTAL 703 1,634 (928) 706 706 0 0

TOTAL SERVICE BUDGET 23,215 30,732 (7,665) 23,067 23,067 0 0

Brief Explanation of Major Variances £'000
0

Financial Management Update

The Economy Directorate is not forecasting any variance to budget as at the end of July..

TOTAL
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REVENUE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF JULY 2018
Service: NEIGHBOURHOODS DIRECTORATE
Overall Risk Rating:     HIGH

Table 1. Financial Management Forecast

Area of Service

Major Risk 
Area RAG 

rating

Budget 
Fixing 

Council

Current 
Approved 

Expenditure 
Budget

Current 
Approved 
Income 
Budget

Current 
Approved       

Net              
Budget

Forecast 
spend to 
year end

Variation - 
Forecast 
spend to 
Current 
Budget

Change from 
Previous 
Report

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
CONTROLLABLE BUDGETS

Waste Disposal Levy RED 9,020 8,736 0 8,736 8,736 0 0
Facilities Management RED 1,956 10,114 (8,059) 2,055 2,093 (38) 12
Environmental Management GREEN 10,295 17,568 (6,452) 11,116 11,116 0 0
ICT Service  AMBER 0 5,709 (1,575) 4,134 4,134 0 274
Coroners RED 519 2,021 (1,392) 629 629 0 100
Community & Townships AMBER 3,272 5,925 (2,258) 3,667 3,667 0 45
Policy, Perform & Improvement GREEN 261 264 0 264 264 0 0
Communications & Digital Services Team GREEN 511 538 (12) 526 526 0 0
Customer Access RED 1,605 1,662 (60) 1,602 1,633 (31) (31)
Strategic Housing AMBER 2,070 2,492 (433) 2,059 2,059 0 0
AGMA Contributions GREEN 583 656 (29) 627 627 0 0
Highways and Engineering GREEN 3,431 6,504 (2,728) 3,776 3,982 (206) 58
Properties AMBER 417 2,997 (2,497) 500 500 0 0
Street Lighting RED 3,361 5,817 (2,455) 3,362 3,362 0 0

SUB TOTAL 41,151 71,003 (27,950) 43,053 43,328 (275) 458

UNCONTROLLABLE
Service, Corporate and Support Service 
Charges GREEN 910 18,917 (18,079) 838 838 0 0

SUB TOTAL 910 18,917 (18,079) 838 838 0 0

TOTAL SERVICE BUDGET 42,061 89,920 (46,029) 43,891 44,166 (275) 458

Brief Explanation of Major Variances £'000

0

(38)

(31)

(206)

(275)

Financial Management Update
The Neighbourhoods Directorate is reporting a potential in-year pressure of £0.275m.  This reflects pressures on the Town Hall commercial 
catering budget, car parking and highways income budgets and the customer access budget following the implementation of General Data 
Protection Regulations (GDPR). 
The Directorate is looking at ways of mitigating the pressures identified including the management of vacancies and maximisation of income 
from its trading activities.  

Facilities Management:- Pressure relates to commercial catering (Town Hall). The service are working on mitigating actions 
including only opening the clock tower on Saturdays when events are taking place.

Waste Disposal Levy:- A new levy allocation methodology agreement (LAMA) was adopted on the 6th February 2018 by 
the 9 waste collection authorities and the waste disposal authority.  Tonnage figures delivered by Rochdale for waste 
disposal are being kept under review to ensure recycling rates are maintained and a new methodology for monitoring the 
costs is being developed.  Current recycling rates are broadly in line with forecasts but this will need to be maintained to 
ensure that there are no pressures arising from the levy later on in the year.

TOTAL

Customer Access :- Due to General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) preparation and implementation there have been 
additional corporate costs, further work is being undertaken in this area.

Highways & Engineering:-  The £206k highway pressure relates to a £156k car parking income pressure and £50k Highways 
income pressure.  There is an additional £214k highway maintenance pressure which is being mitigated.
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REVENUE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF JULY 2018

Service: PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELLBEING DIRECTORATE
Overall Risk Rating:                                   LOW

Table 1. Financial Management Forecast

Area of Service

Major Risk 
Area RAG 

rating

Budget 
Fixing 

Council

Current 
Approved 

Expenditure 
Budget

Current 
Approved 
Income 
Budget

Current 
Approved       

Net              
Budget

Forecast 
spend to 
year end

Variation - 
Forecast spend 

to Current 
Budget

Change 
from 

Previous 
Report

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
CONTROLLABLE BUDGETS

Sexual Health GREEN 1,786 3,737 (2,055) 1,682 1,682 0 0
NHS Health Checks GREEN 157 280 (18) 262 262 0 0
Public Health Advice GREEN 69 69 0 69 69 0 0
Obesity and Physical Activity GREEN 581 691 0 691 691 0 0
Substance Misuse GREEN 2,909 3,151 (300) 2,851 2,851 0 0
Smoking and Tobacco GREEN 34 34 0 34 34 0 0
Children 0-19 Public Health Programme GREEN 6,538 6,538 0 6,538 6,538 0 0
Mental Health and Wellbeing GREEN 45 40 0 40 40 0 0
Other Public Health Commissioning GREEN 3,220 3,175 0 3,175 3,175 0 0
Health Protection GREEN 290 290 0 290 290 0 0
Public Health Staffing and Non Staffing GREEN 1,162 1,201 0 1,201 1,201 0 0
Public Protection RED 583 1,862 (1,236) 626 626 0 0
Client Services - Link4Life GREEN 2,528 3,131 (548) 2,583 2,583 0 0
SUB TOTAL 19,902 24,199 (4,157) 20,042 20,042 0 0
Contribution from Pooled Budget (13,016) 0 (13,012) (13,012) (13,012) 0 0
REVISED SUB TOTAL 6,886 24,199 (17,169) 7,030 7,030 0 0

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
UNCONTROLLABLE

Service, Corporate and Support Service 
Charges

GREEN 2,252 2,252 0 2,252 2,252 0 0

SUB TOTAL 2,252 2,252 0 2,252 2,252 0 0

TOTAL SERVICE BUDGET 9,138 26,451 (17,169) 9,282 9,282 0 0
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REVENUE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF JULY 2018

Service: RESOURCES DIRECTORATE

Overall Risk Rating: LOW

Table 1. Financial Management Forecast

Area of Service

Major Risk 
Area RAG 

rating

Budget 
Fixing 

Council

Current 
Approved 

Expenditure 
Budget

Current 
Approved 
Income 
Budget

Current 
Approved       

Net              
Budget

Forecast 
spend to 
year end

Variation - 
Forecast 
spend to 
Current 
Budget

Change 
from 

Previous 
Report

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
CONTROLLABLE BUDGETS

Finance Services AMBER 2,295 2,414 (350) 2,064 2,064 0 0
Other Managed Budgets GREEN 2,017 2,439 (164) 2,275 2,239 36 36
Revenues & Benefits RED 365 72,821 (72,297) 524 474 50 50
Legal Services RED 1,720 2,319 (518) 1,801 1,924 (123) (123)
Human Resources AMBER 1,434 2,118 (591) 1,527 1,343 184 184
Internal Audit GREEN 524 649 (45) 604 574 30 30
Governance AMBER 1,578 1,977 (107) 1,870 1,880 (10) (10)
SUB TOTAL 9,933 84,737 (74,072) 10,665 10,498 167 167

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
UNCONTROLLABLE

Service, Corporate and Support Service 
Charges

GREEN (3,835) 8,630 (12,396) (3,766) (3,766) 0 0

SUB TOTAL (3,835) 8,630 (12,396) (3,766) (3,766) 0 0

TOTAL SERVICE BUDGET 6,098 93,367 (86,468) 6,899 6,732 167 167

Brief Explanation of Major Variances £'000
36

50

(123)

184

Internal Audit:- In-year savings due to Staffing. 30

(10)
167

Financial Management Update
The service is forecasting to deliver services within budget and is currently forecasting an in-year saving of £0.167m.

Governance:- In-year pressure relating to various Supplies and Services.

Other Managed Budgets:- In-year savings largely due to staffing.

Revenues and Benefits:-  In-year savings due to auto-enrolment in Superannuation Scheme.

Legal Services:- In-year pressures largely due to income short-fall regarding Developer's Fees and Land Charges, though work 
is on-going to try and mitigate this.

TOTAL

Human Resources:- In-year savings due to staffing.
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APPENDIX C

SAVINGS FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF JULY 2018

Table 1. 2018/19 Saving Proposals approved at Budget Council March 2017
Savings Reference Service Savings Target Achieved On-Target Mitigating 

Actions
Balance to 
Address

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000

AC-2017-302 Adult (45) (45) 0 0

AC-2017-340 Adult (23) (23) 0 0

(68) (68) 0 0 0

CS-2017-306 Childrens (150) 0 0 (150)

CS-2017-309 Childrens (16) 0 (16) 0 0

CS-2017-316 Childrens (50) 0 (50) 0 0

(216) 0 (66) 0 (150)

NH-2017-326 Neighbourhoods (13) (13) 0 0

NH-2017-330 Neighbourhoods (100) (92) (8) 0

(113) (105) 0 (8) 0
0

(397) (173) (66) (8) (150)

Savings Reference Service Savings Target Achieved On-Target Mitigating 
Actions

Balance to 
Address

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000

EC-2018-19-010 Economy (10) (10) 0 0

(10) (10) 0 0 0

NH-2018-19-015 Neighbourhoods (30) (30) 0 0

NH-2018-19-021 Neighbourhoods (21) (21) 0 0

NH-2018-19-022 Neighbourhoods (23) (23) 0 0

NH-2018-19-023 Neighbourhoods (20) (20) 0 0

NH-2018-19-016 Neighbourhoods (6) (6) 0 0

(100) (100) 0 0 0

(110) (110) 0 0 0

TOTAL: (507) (283) (66) (8) (150)

Sub Total Neighbourhoods

Table 1 & Table 2

Total proposals net of existing £100k saving (not identified & 
already set for 18/19)

Sub Total

Update on achievement of savings, which have not been achieved or have been mitigated
Saving CS-2017-306 was expected to be achieved by reducing the number of social workers in line with an anticipated reduction in Looked After Children, which hasn't happened. This has 
been reported as an overspend.

Review Planning enforcement

Reduction in admin/finance support across Town Hall and N1R

Reduction in bookings and support across Town Hall and N1R

Play Site review

Sub Total Economy

Outsourcing Arboricultural work

Sub Total

Table 2. 2018/19 Saving Proposals Approved at Budget Council Feb 2018
Nature of Saving

Nature of Saving

Changes to Adult Care charging policy

Restructure of the ICT Systems Team

Sub Total Neighbourhoods

Re-design of Prevention Services

Sub Total Adult Care

Reshape of Children's Social Care delivery

Review of funding for Play Schemes

Proposal to rationalise the Play and Childcare Development 
Team
Sub Total Childrens 

Management Information Systems Team restructure
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APPENDIX D – Health & Social Care Pool Budget

 Health and Social Care Pooled Budget 2018/19 

 Adult's Services 
 2018/19 
Budget 

 2018/19 
Forecast  Variance Narrative

 Period 4 budget position £m £m £m
 Management, Support and 
Commissioning 4.7 4.7 -
 Adults, Older People and 
Physical Disability 46.1 46.1 -
 Learning Disability / Mental 
Health 53.1 53.5 (0.4)

Additional Section 117 patients £0.5m; 
Adult placements (£0.1m)

 Acute Health Care 111.6 111.7 (0.1)

The number of providers for AQP 
Diagnostics has risen towards the end of 
the last financial year with a corresponding 
rise in activity. 

 Primary Care - Prescribing 30.2 30.2 -

 Other Services 1.9 1.8 0.1

Under spend on Community Neuro-Rehab 
(£0.2m); Over spend on Community IVF 
Service £0.1m

 Adult Public Health 8.0 8.0 -
 Total Adult Pooled Services 255.6 256.0 (0.4)
 Children's Services 
 Period 4 budget position 
 Management, Support and 
Commissioning 3.2 3.2 -
 Children's Early Intervention 5.9 5.9 -

 Health Community Services 5.8 5.7 0.1
Under spend on Continuing Healthcare 
activity (£0.1m)

 Learning Disability / Mental 
Health 5.6 5.9 (0.3)

Children’s Joint Placements over spend 
£0.3m

 Special Educational Needs 3.5 3.5 -

 Acute Health Care 21.7 21.8 (0.1)
Over spend on Pennine Acute Children’s 
Services £0.1m

 Children 0-19 Public Health 5.0 5.0 -
 Cared for Children and 
Safeguarding 21.6 21.6 -
 Primary Care - Prescribing 8.0 8.0 -
 Other Services 0.8 0.8 - Total Children's Pooled 
Services 81.1 81.4 (0.3)
 Local Transformation Fund 0.1 0.1 - Total Health and Social Care 
Pooled Budgets 336.8 337.5 (0.7)

 Contribution from Partners 

 CCG 245.2-  245.9-  0.7
Additional CCG contributions to offset 
pressures reported above

 LA 88.5-    88.5-    -
Includes the additional support to ASC 
£0.125m agreed by ICB in Period 3

 Total Contributions 333.7-  334.4-  0.7
 Revised Gap 3.1 3.1 -
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APPENDIX E

REVENUE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF JULY 2018

Area : CORPORATE DEBT

Table 1. Age of Debt Outstanding at End of July 2018
Debt at 31st 
March 2018

Debt at 29th 
July 2018

Variance

Age of Debt £m £m £m
2018/19                 -   4.050 4.050

2017/18 6.181 2.796 (3.385)
2016/17 1.431 1.241 (0.190)
2015/16 1.299 1.216 (0.083)
2014/15 0.714 0.653 (0.061)
2013/14 and prior years 1.294 1.167 (0.127)
Subtotal from previous 10.919 7.073 (3.846)

Total 10.919 11.123 0.204

Table 2. Movement of Debt Outstanding by Recovery Stage

Debt recovery stage Debt at 31st 
March 2018

Debt at 29th 
July 2018

Variance

£m £m £m
Debt within minimum payment terms or on hold
New and on hold invoices 2.795 2.573 (0.222)
Debt subject to recovery
Notice and referrals 2.086 2.370 0.284

Payment arrangements 3.466 2.980 (0.486)

Referral and Debt Collection agency stages 1.510 1.841 0.331

Attachments to benefits/earnings 0.237 0.380 0.143

Legal 0.825 0.979 0.154

Total debt subject to recovery actions 8.124 8.550 0.426

Total Debt 10.919 11.123 0.204
Brief explanation of 
variance :- £m

(0.222)

0.284

(0.486)

0.331

0.143

0.154
TOTAL VARIANCE 0.204

Sundry Debt Overview

Bad Debts Provision: All debts which are due to the Council are subject to full recovery, collection and legal procedures, 
however, in certain circumstances debts become irrecoverable and are written off in line with the Council's Scheme of 
delegation.  A bad debts provision is maintained to provide for possible irrecoverable debts.  The sundry bad debt provision for 
2018/19 incorporates provisions for sundry debts and housing benefit overpayments.

Debt outstanding at the end of March was £10.919m; debt has increased by £0.204m to £11.123m on the July monitoring 
report. Debt in recovery has increased by £0.426m. Aged debt analysis indicates that previous years' debt has reduced by 
£3.846m since the end of March.

New invoices and debt on hold: make up 23% of debt outstanding. These invoices are within the initial 
payment period and not yet subject to formal recovery routes. Of the £2.573m debt outstanding, over 
£1.200m relates to accounts on hold areas such as recovery of deferred payments for residential adult care 
costs.Notice and referrals : This relates to debts which are actively being recovered through reminders and notices 
stages. The debt at this stage has increased by £0.284m and represents 21% of debt outstanding.

Payment arrangements :  Payment arrangements make up 27% of total debt. The majority of payment 
arrangements relate to Housing Benefit Overpayment debts deducted from housing benefits. Over half of the 
total arrears for Housing Benefit Overpayments are being repaid via such payment plans.

Referral and Debt Collection agency stages : Debt referred for collected by the Councils debt collection 
agency has increased by £331k since the last monitoring and accounts for 17% of total debt. The increase 
relates to year end invoices generated to other Public Bodies which are now at referral stage. These are being 
recovered by the Corporate Debt Team. Since the report was produced the high value accounts have been 
cleared.

Attachments to benefits/earnings : 3% of the debt outstanding is in the process of or has an attachment 
to benefits or earning in place.
Legal : 9% of debt outstanding is subject to legal proceedings.
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APPENDIX F

CAPITAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF JULY 2018

Service: ADULT CARE DIRECTORATE 

Table 1. Capital Programme Requirement A B C = A + B D E = C - D F G H = C + F + G
2018/19

Programme
Base & 

Rephasing

Current Year
Movements

Current Year
Total Budget

Forecast 
Spend

2018/19

Variation 2019/20
Capital 

Programme

2020/21
Capital 

Programme

Total

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
515 0 515 515 0 0 0 515

3,223 0 3,223 3,223 0 2,440 2,440 8,103
102 0 102 102 0 0 0 102
987 0 987 987 0 0 0 987

4,827 0 4,827 4,827 0 2,440 2,440 9,707

Capital Scheme

Better Care Fund
Disabled Facilities Grant

Springhill Renovations
Tudor Court Renovations

TOTAL

Financial Management Update 

The Service is reporting to spend in line with budget for 2018/19.
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CAPITAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF JULY 2018

Service: CHILDREN'S DIRECTORATE

Table 1. Capital Programme Requirement A B C = A + B D E = C - D F G H = C + F + G
2018/19

Programme
Base & 

Rephasing

Current Year
Movements

Current Year
Total Budget

Forecast 
Spend

2018/19

Variation 2019/20
Capital 

Programme

2020/21
Capital 

Programme

Total

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
209 0 209 209 0 167 166 542
19 (19) 0 0 0 0 0

897 (6) 891 891 0 489 489 1,869
24 5 29 29 0 0 0 29

13,990 100 13,990 13,990 0 9,987 5,200 29,177
71 0 71 71 0 0 0 71

4,434 28 4,562 4,562 0 1,880 1,880 8,322
19,644 108 19,752 19,752 0 12,523 7,735 40,010

Aiming High For Disabled Child
Childrens Social Care Infrastructure
Devolved Formula Capital

TOTAL

Capital Scheme

New Place Planning
Schools Access
Schools Cap Condition Programme

Early Years Capital Grant

Financial Management Update

The Service is reporting to spend in line with budget for 2018/19.
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CAPITAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF JULY 2018

Service: ECONOMY DIRECTORATE

Table 1. Capital Programme Requirement A B C = A + B D E = C - D F G H = C + F + G
2018/19

Programme
Base & 

Rephasing

Current Year
Movements

Current Year
Total Budget

Forecast 
Spend

2018/19

Variation 2019/20
Capital 

Programme

2020/21
Capital 

Programme

Total

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
Definitive ROW Improvement 62 0 62 62 0 0 0 62
Middleton THI 67 0 67 67 0 0 0 67
P & R Capital Schemes 15 (6) 9 9 0 0 0 9
Town Centre Schemes 8,991 0 8,991 3,787 5,204 5,604 300 14,895
River Roch Flood Storage 3,177 0 3,177 577 2,600 1,600 1,600 6,377
Rochdale Gateways 60 0 60 60 0 300 0 360
Balderstone Park Development 128 (8) 120 120 0 0 0 120
Stakehill Industrial Estate 146 (46) 100 100 0 0 0 100
Asset Development Fund 2,050 0 2,050 2,050 0 1,000 0 3,050
Property Growth Fund 30,435 0 30,435 30,435 0 20,000 0 50,435
East Lancashire Railway 606 0 606 606 0 150 50 806

1,500 0 1,500 0 1,500 1,500 0 3,000
200 0 200 200 0 200 200 600

1,500 0 1,500 1,500 0 0 0 1,500
48,937 (60) 48,877 39,573 9,304 30,354 2,150 81,381

Heywood South/Junction 19
Railway Strategy Park & Ride

TOTAL

Capital Scheme

Northern Gateway Feasibility & Study
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Variation
2018/19 

Programme
2019/20 

Programme

2020/21
Onwards

Programme
 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000

Town Centre Schemes 5,204 (5,204) 5,204 0
River Roch Flood Storage 2,600 (2,600) 2,600 0

1,500 (1,500) 1,500 0
9,304 (9,304) 9,304 0

Brief Explanation of Major Variances £'000

TOTAL 9,304

Heywood South/Junction 19 : Work will not commence until 2019.  Need to obtain planning consents and tie this scheme with the original Junction 
19 link road scheme which we are unable to commence before Summer 2019.

1,500

5,204

2,600

Town Centre Schemes : See Town Centre Schemes detailed sheet on the next page.

River Roch Flood Storage : Delays in announcing DEFRA funding has meant we are unable to make a start on site this year. The Environment 
Agency need to complete a full business case and obtain necessary planning consents and the procurement of a contractor.  We still need to retain 
the remaining budget to cover our contribution to the pre-planning work such as site investigations and land assembly.

TOTAL
Heywood South/Junction 19 Capital Receipts Rephase Request

Mixed Rephase Request
Borrowing Rephase Request

Table 2. Programme Changes Requested in Report

Capital Scheme

Funding
Source

Explanation of Variance
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CAPITAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF JULY 2018

Service: TOWN CENTRE SCHEMES

Table 1. Capital Programme Requirement A B C = A + B D E = C - D F G H = C + F + G
2018/19

Programme
Base & 

Rephasing

Current Year
Movements

Current Year
Total Budget

Forecast 
Spend

2018/19

Variation 2019/20
Capital 

Programme

2020/21
Capital 

Programme

Total

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000

187 0 187 187 0 0 0 187
185 (185) 0 0 0 0 0 0

9 0 9 9 0 0 0 9
148 0 148 94 54 0 0 148
643 0 643 393 250 200 0 843

1,289 0 1,289 289 1,000 3,024 0 4,313
2,338 (1,095) 1,243 1,243 0 0 0 1,243
2,352 0 2,352 177 2,175 1,580 0 3,932

965 0 965 615 350 500 0 1,465
575 0 575 100 475 0 0 575
300 1,280 1,580 680 900 300 300 2,180

8,991 0 8,991 3,787 5,204 5,604 300 14,895

Variation
2018/19 

Programme
2019/20 

Programme

2020/21
Onwards

Programme
 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000

54 (54) 54 0
250 (250) 250 0

1,000 (1,000) 1,000 0
2,175 (2,175) 2,175 0

350 (350) 350 0
475 (475) 475 0
900 (900) 900 0

5,204 (5,204) 5,204 0

Capital Scheme

P2 TCMP - Conservation area improvements
Middleton Town Centre Phase 3

Rochdale Market
Town Hall Square PH2
Drake Street Phase 2
Town Centre Schemes 2016/17

P2 TCMP - Middleton Gardens Phase 3
Station Car Parking
Town Centre East Feasibility
Town Hall Adaptation and Restoration

Rochdale Town Centre 3 Year Strategy

Explanation of Variance
Table 2. Programme Changes Requested in Report

Borrowing
Borrowing

TOTAL

Capital Scheme

Funding
Source

Town Hall Square PH2 Borrowing
Borrowing

Drake Street Phase 2 Borrowing

Rochdale Town Centre 3 Year Strategy Borrowing
Town Centre Schemes 2016/17 Borrowing

TOTAL

Town Centre East Feasibility
Town Hall Adaptation and Restoration

Rephase RequestStation Car Parking
Rephase Request
Rephase Request
Rephase Request
Rephase Request
Rephase Request
Rephase Request
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Brief Explanation of Major Variances £'000
54

250

1,000

2,175

350

475

900

5,204TOTAL

Town Hall Square PH2 - The procurement of the design team is underway and the appointment process will be coordinated with the Town Hall project. The majority 
of spend on capital works will take place during 19/20 once the design work and consultation is complete 

Drake Street Phase 2 - Re-profiling of Drake Street Capital Programme allocations to align with the Heritage Action Zone, which ends in March 2023.

Town Centre Schemes 2016/17 - The HLF Stage 2 grant has recently been approved and the procurement of the design team will commence shortly.  The capital 
works associated with the project (funded by the capital programme and HLF grant) will take place during 19/20 once the design work is complete  

Rochdale Town Centre 3 Year Strategy - Budget will deliver priority projects in 18/19, remainder to be transferred to continue work into 19/20

Station Car Parking - The remainder of the budget is to fund various projects in the surrounding area; these will not all commence or complete during this financial 
year, however as the scheme continues to develop and progress the budget will be needed in future years.

Town Centre East Feasibility - Expectation that further acquisitions will not happen until 2019/20 along with specialist legal and commercial advice.

Town Hall Adaptation and Restoration - Funding for fees and essential capital works required for 18/19, remainder to be transfer to future years when the project 
will commence.
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CAPITAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF JULY 2018

Service: NEIGHBOURHOODS DIRECTORATE

Table 1. Capital Programme Requirement A B C = A + B D E = C - D F G H = C + F + G
2018/19

Programme
Base & 

Rephasing

Current Year
Movements

Current Year
Total Budget

Forecast 
Spend

2018/19

Variation 2019/20
Capital 

Programme

2020/21
Capital 

Programme

Total

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
17 0 17 17 0 0 0 17

1,921 0 1,921 1,301 620 260 260 2,441
630 0 630 630 0 500 500 1,630

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
690 (281) 409 409 0 400 400 1,209

1,415 0 1,415 1,415 0 800 800 3,015
74 0 74 74 0 0 0 74

139 (21) 118 118 0 70 0 188
33 0 33 33 0 0 0 33

771 (154) 617 617 0 0 0 617
647 (500) 147 78 69 120 120 387
92 0 92 92 0 80 80 252

188 0 188 188 0 0 0 188
333 494 827 827 0 0 0 827
53 57 110 110 0 0 0 110

123 0 123 123 0 75 75 273
2,086 0 2,086 2,086 0 1,150 877 4,113

356 0 356 356 0 358 360 1,074
421 0 421 50 371 0 0 421

3,012 (500) 2,512 2,512 0 2,000 2,000 6,512
2,623 432 3,055 2,882 173 1,967 1,967 6,989

424 85 509 509 0 0 0 509
100 0 100 100 0 100 100 300
10 (10) 0 0 0 0 0 0

745 0 745 395 350 0 0 745
96 0 96 96 0 0 0 96

914 0 914 914 0 800 0 1,714
332 0 332 505 (173) 0 0 332

Developer Contributions 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
46 0 46 46 0 0 0 46

1,000 0 1,000 800 200 1,000 1,000 3,000
150 0 150 150 0 0 0 150
120 0 120 120 0 120 0

6,000 0 6,000 2,804 3,196 6,000 0 12,000
601 0 601 0 601 0 0 601

26,162 (397) 25,765 20,358 5,407 15,800 8,539 49,864TOTAL

Compulsory Purchase Order Programme

Armed Forces
ICT Infrastructure Refresh Programme
ICT Programmes (Staff)
Library Digitslisation
Townships Capital Programme
Housing Standards Fund
Kirkholt Investment
Housing Market Renewal Funding
Mercury Abatement Scheme

J19 Feasibility

Asset Management Group
Local Transport Plan
Townships Capital - Highways
Burglary Reduction Scheme
Non AMG
Energy Efficiency Schemes
Coroners Service accommodation

Capital Scheme

Property Transfers From Townships

Travellers Authorised Stopping Site
Car Parking Machines

Kiln Lane/Wildhouse Lane

Waste Bin Replacement Programme
Waste Services Investment

New Cemetery Sites
Replacement Parks/Street Machinery
Rights Of Way
Rochdale Cemetery Lodge Repair
Section 106

Vehicle Replacement Programme

Additional Highways Funding

Townships Capital - EM
Upgrade Play Equipment

Highway Investment Programme
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Table 2. Programme Changes Requested in Report

Variation
2018/19 

Programme
2019/20 

Programme

2020/21
Onwards

Programme
 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000

620 (620) 620
69 (69) 69

371 (371) 371
173 (173)
350 (350) 350

(173) 173
200 (200) 200

3,196 (3,196) 3,196
601 (601) 601

TOTAL 5,407 (5,407) 2,011 3,396

Brief Explanation of Major Variances £'000

TOTAL

Kiln Lane/Wildhouse Lane - Request to rephase as funding not expected until 19/20

Capital Scheme

Local Transport Plan

ICT Infrastructure Refresh Programme

Funding
Source

Explanation of Variance

Borrowing
Invest to Save

Borrowing

5,407

350Energy Efficiency Schemes:- No guarantee that the remaining budget can be spent 18/19 due to the complexity of gaining planning and ensuring we gain the best 
deal for RBC in energy returns, the re forecast will give us time to ensure we can obtain a better financial return for RBC and look into more detail on the following 
potential schemes:
• Green Lane Wind Turbine • Littleboro sports solar energy • Green Lane solar energy • Extending Solar Farm Rochdale Leisure • Additional Solar/Wind/Lighting/Heating 
energy opportunities to our assets

601

(173)

Compulsary Purchase Order Programme- :- We are in the process of speaking to several property owners, these negotiations are taking longer than anticipated, 
with smaller Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO) properties being considered early in the programme, therefore the majority of spend on the CPO programme will come in 
20/21 for the larger properties/land. It is requested that £200k in 18/19 and £200k in 19/20 should be transferred to 20/21 budget with the proviso that if 
opportunites do arise funding can be brought forward if neccessary

200

173Local Transport Plan:- £173k requested to be transferred from Local Transport Plan to fund J19 pre final business case

371Waste Services Investment:- A review of the waste strategy is currently being undertaken.  The request to rephase is to allow the review to be completed and 
options reported to Members

69Replacement Parks/Street Machinery:- Environmental Management will be conducting a review of machinery requirements across the borough and will therefore be 
purchasing less this year.  The request to rephase is to allow the review to be completed and to feed into future purchasing decisions

Highway Investment Programme

620ICT Refresh Programme - The Data Centre project will not be complete in 18/19, therefore a request to rephase £620k has been made to be spent in 19/20 

External

Rephase Request
Rephase Request
Rephase Request

J19:- £173k requested to be transferred from the Local Transport Plan to fund J19 pre final business case

Rephase Request

Funding Switch

Kiln Lane/Wildhouse Lane

Compulsory Purchase Order Programme

External
Rephase Request

Replacement Parks/Street Machinery
Waste Services Investment

Borrowing Rephase Request
Borrowing Rephase Request

Highway Investment Programme - Statutory undertakers have to be given three month's notice which means the earliest the programme can commence is 
October and given this is the start of winter months this is potentially not ideal.  There is an agreed programme which means that the majority of the programme can 
be completed next year and the remaining programme completed in early 2021.  

3,196

Energy Efficiency Schemes
J19 Feasibility

Invest to Save
Funding SwitchExternal
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CAPITAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
AS AT END OF JULY 2018

Service: PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELLBEING DIRECTORATE

Table 1. Capital Programme Requirement A B C = A + B D E = C - D F G H = C + F + G
2018/19

Programme
Base & 

Rephasing

Current Year
Movements

Current Year
Total Budget

Forecast 
Spend

2018/19

Variation 2019/20
Capital 

Programme

2020/21
Capital 

Programme

Total

 £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000  £'000
377 0 377 377 0 0 676 1,053

377 0 377 377 0 0 676 1,053

Financial Management Update

The Service is reporting to spend in line with budget for 2018/19.

TOTAL

Capital Scheme

Link4Life Capital Projects
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Capital Current Budget and Forecast Spend 2018/19

£0
00

Adult Care 
Directorate

Children's 
Directorate

Economy 
Directorate

Neighbourhoods 
Directorate

Public Health 
Directorate

Total

£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000
4,827 19,752 39,573 20,358 377 84,887

- - 9,304 5,407 - 14,711
- - - - - -

4,827 19,752 48,877 25,765 377 99,598Total Budget

Forecast Spend
Rephasing
(Overspend)/ Underspend

 -

 10,000

 20,000

 30,000

 40,000

 50,000

 60,000
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FINANCE SERVICES

P4 2018/19 Finance Update Summary
Recommendations Table 1 - Revenue Summary

Table 2 - Health & Social Care Pooled Budgets

Chart 1 - Corporate Debt

Chart 2 - Capital Summary

Table 3 - Capital Receipts

Revenue Key Movements/Variances
Children's Services
Children's Services are currently forecasting a pressure of £4.123m. The majority of this is due to an increase in both staffing requirements and external
placements, arising from increased numbers of Cared for Children, which is consistent with the National trend. Due to the increased demand for placements
nationally the market is volatile and prices are continually increasing.

Neighbourhoods
The Neighbourhoods Directorate is reporting a potential in-year pressure of £0.275m. This reflects pressures on the Town Hall commercial catering budget,
car parking and Highways income budgets and the customer access budget following the implementation of General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR).
The Directorate is looking at ways of mitigating the pressures identified including the management of vacancies and maximisation of income from its trading
activities.

Resources
The service is forecasting to deliver services within budget and is currently forecasting an in-year saving of £0.167m mainly relating to staffing.

Finance Control
The service is forecasting a £1.250m in-year saving due to interest savings due to the borrowing requirement either being funded through internal borrowing
with nil cost or the forecast reduction in capital expenditure. Additional investment and loan income is also forecast.

Cabinet notes :
- the forecast 2018/19 budget positions for Revenue, Savings and Capital as at the end of July 2018.
- the net Capital budget increases of £1.016m and the Capital scheme reductions of £1.411m.
- the use of £4.8m of the Equalisation Fund to increase the contribution to the Pooled Fund in 2018/19.
- the Capital re-phasing of £14.711m.

Cabinet Approves:
- Budget Pressure request, Neighbourhoods £0.058m for a fixed term Grade 10 Developer post to enable the stabilisation work to be implemented to the
MyAccount platform to ensure it is a future proof system.

Capital

The current capital budget is £84.767m

Rephasing of £14.711m has been approved is as
follows:

Economy £9.304m :
- Town Centre Schemes £5.204m
- River Roch Flood Storage £2.600m
- Heywood South/Junction 19 £1.500m

Neighbourhoods £5.407m :
- ICT Refresh Programme £0.620m
- Replacement Parks/Street Machinery £0.069m
- Waste Services Investment £0.371m
- Energy Efficiency £0.350m
- Compulsory Purchase Order Programme £0.200m
- Highway Investment Programme £3.196m
- Kiln Lane/Wildhouse Lane £0.601m

Health & Social Care Pooled Budget:

Under the risk share agreement, Rochdale Borough Council is liable for 30% of the gap, which equates to £0.930m.

An increased contribution is to be made to the Pooled Fund in 2018/19 of £4.8m from the Equalisation Reserve which will be returned in
2019/20. This contribution will enable our partners to access funds in 2019/20 which will benefit the system approach to Health and Social
Care.

Health and Social Care Pooled Budget 2018/19

 Adult's Services 
 2018/19 
Budget 

 2018/19 
Forecast  Variance 

 Period 4 budget position £m £m £m
 Total Adult Pooled Services 255.6 256.0 (0.4)
 Total Children's Pooled Services 81.1 81.4 (0.3)
 Total Health and Social Care Pooled Budgets 336.8 337.5 (0.7)
 Contribution from Partners 
 CCG (245.2) (245.9) 0.7
 LA (88.5) (88.5) -      
 Total Contributions (333.7) (334.4) 0.7
 Revised Gap 3.1       3.1       -      

Directorate/ Detail

Current 
Controllable
Approved 

Net 
Budget

Forecast 
Spend

In Year 
Saving/

(Overspend)

Previous 
Monitoring 

Report (June 
Cabinet)

Movement 
Since June 

Cabinet

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
£'000 £000 £'000 £'000 £000

Adult Care 9,309 9,309 -            -            -            
Children's 3,739 7,862 (4,123) -            (4,123)
Economy 22,361 22,361 -            -            -            
Neighbourhoods 43,053 43,328 (275) (733) 458
Public Health and Wellbeing 7,030 7,030 -            -            -            
Resources 10,665 10,498 167 -            167
TOTAL GENERAL SERVICES SPENDING 96,157 100,388 (4,231) (733) (3,498)
Integrated Pool Budget Contribution 88,534 88,534 0 0 0
TOTAL POOLED BUDGETS 88,534 88,534 0 0 0
Finance Control: Corporately Held Budgets 9,444 8,194 1,250 -            1,250
Finance Control: Transformation Fund 5,277 5,277 -            -            -            
Finance Control: Budget Pressures 702 702 -            -            -            
TOTAL FINANCE CONTROL SPENDING 15,423 14,173 1,250 -             1,250

NET EXPENDITURE REQUIREMENTS 200,114 203,095 (2,981) (733) (2,248)

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

£m £m £m
Capital Receipts balance as at 1st April 2018 8.629 2.781 0.032
Use of Capital Receipts to fund 2018/19 Capital Programme, including prior year 
schemes rephased into 2018/19 (5.099) -         -         
Use of Capital Receipts to fund provisional 2019/20  and 2020/21 Capital 
Programmes, and 2018/19 rephasing into future years -         (3.310) (0.010)
Earmarked use of receipts to fund other future commitments (3.433) (0.022) (0.783)
Forecast Capital Receipts income 2.684 0.583 1.333
Forecast uncommitted Capital Receipts balance as at 31st March 2019 2.781 0.032 0.572

Description

Adults Children's Economy Neighbourhoods Public Health TOTAL
£k £k £k £k £k £k

Actual Spend 857                    1,275                  5,008                  2,712                    27                       9,879          
Forecast Spend 3,970                18,477                34,565                17,646                 350                    75,008        
Re-phase requested -                    -                       9,304                  5,407                    -                     14,711        
Approved Budget 4,827             19,752             48,877             25,765              377                99,598        
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1

Report to Cabinet

Date of Meeting 25th September 2018
Portfolio Leader of the Council and 

Cabinet Member for 
Finance

Report Author Victoria Bradshaw
Public/Private Document Public

Revenue Budget Update 2019/20 to 2021/22

Executive Summary

1. This report provides Cabinet Members with an update on the latest position 
regarding the Council’s Revenue Budget for 2019/20 to 2021/22. 

Recommendation

2.1 It is recommended that Cabinet considers the Revenue Budget position for 
2019/20 to 2021/22 and the potential risks around the Revenue Budget.

Reason for Recommendation

3.1 Cabinet members are required to recommend a balanced Revenue Budget 
and Capital Programme 2019/20 to Budget Council and provisional budgets 
for 2020/21 to 2021/22. The Council is required to set a balanced budget for 
2019/20 by 11th March 2019.

Key Points for Consideration

4.1

4.1.1

4.1.2

Background

The Budget process begins in June with approval, by Cabinet, of the 
assumptions and principles on which the budget is to be based. These 
are used as a part of the determination of the overall budget position and 
are currently being incorporated into Service budgets.

Throughout the year we consult on the budget and savings proposals.  
Financial projections are updated as further information becomes 
available from Central Government and other changes, including local 
decisions. The updated budget and feedback from consultations are 
reported back to Cabinet in February with recommendations for Budget 
Council, who will in turn set the budget. The timetable for the Revenue 
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4.1.3

4.1.4

4.2

4.2.1

4.2.2

4.2.3

4.2.4

Budget and Savings Programme is provided at Appendix 1.

Budget Council 28th February 2018 approved provisional budgets for 
2019/20 and 2020/21. A provisional budget gap of £8.2m for 2019/20 and 
£17.0m for 2020/21 was identified. The budget position of the Council is 
reviewed throughout the budget process as more information becomes 
available. 

During April to June Directorates have engaged in producing the saving 
proposals. A number of Budget Review Sessions have been held where 
officers and members have scrutinised service functions, finance and 
performance matters for each Directorate to inform the process and 
support the delivery of a balanced budget for 2019/20

Revenue Budget 2019/20 to 2021/22

This report provides an update on the Council’s revenue budget position 
for 2019/20 to 2021/22.  

This report is based on current information following the Chancellor’s 
Spring Statement 2018, the technical consultation on the Local 
Government Finance Settlement 2019/20 and the savings proposals 
approved for consultation at Cabinet 24th July 2018. Updated information 
from Central Government will become available following the Autumn 
Budget 2018 and the Provisional 2019/20 Local Government Finance 
Settlement which will be published November/ December 2018. This will 
have potential implications for Council funding, noting these may be 
reductions or increases.  

The budget assumptions used in this report as detailed at Appendix 2.

Local Government Finance Settlement 2019/20 – Technical Consultation

The Government published a technical consultation on the 2019/20 Local 
Government Finance Settlement on 24th July 2018. The consultation runs 
until 18th September 2018. The consultation confirmed that:

 The fourth year of the multi-year settlement offer (2019/20) is 
expected to be confirmed as previously announced, including 
Improved Better Care Fund allocations. 

 The New Homes Bonus threshold expected to be increased from 
the current 0.4%, with details to be confirmed in the provisional 
settlement. 

 The Council tax referendum principles for 2019/20 – a core 
principle of up to a 3% increase.

 The Adult care precept – additional 2% flexibility, subject to total 
increase not exceeding 6% 2017-18 to 2019-20.

 Police and Crime Commissioners to be allowed to increase council 
tax by up to £12.

 No referendum limit for mayoral combined authorities. 
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4.2.5

4.2.6

4.2.7

4.2.8

4.2.9

4.2.10

4.2.11

 The Greater Manchester 100% Business Rate Retention pilot will 
continue in 2019/20.

For planning purposes only it has been assumed that the Council will 
accept the additional flexibility on the council tax referendum limit. This 
would mean an increase of 2.99% for 2019/20 for general purposes.

The Council has increased its Adult Social Care Precept by 3% in 
2017/18 and 2% in 2018/19, meaning that the maximum increase in 
2019/20 is 1% in order not to exceed the 6% limit over three years.

The total increase in the Rochdale BC element of council tax has 
therefore been assumed as 3.99% for planning purposes, compared to a 
4.99% increase in 2018/19. This equates to an increase of £60.70 for a 
Band D property.

For planning purposes it has been assumed that that the increase in 
2019/20 Mayoral Police and Crime Commissioner Precept will be the 
maximum £12,  and the increase in the 2019/20 Mayoral General Precept 
(including Fire Services) will be £8 in line with the 2018/19 increase. 

This would give an overall council tax of 4.58% for 2019/20, compared to 
the 2018/19 overall increase of 5.52%. This equates to an increase of 
£80.70 for a Band D property, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Council Tax increase 2019/20 (for planning purposes only)

Band D Tax Levels 2018/19 2019/20

£ £ £ %

Rochdale BC 1,424.44 1,469.93 45.49 2.99%
Rochdale BC Adult Care 96.99 112.20 15.21 1.00%
Total Rochdale BC 1,521.43 1,582.13 60.70 3.99%
Mayoral Police and Crime Commissioner Precept 174.30 186.30 12.00 6.88%
Mayoral General Precept (including Fire Services) 67.95 75.95 8.00 11.77%
TOTAL COUNCIL TAX 1,763.68 1,844.38 80.70 4.58%

Increase

In February 2018 the Council set a three year budget for 2017/18 to 
2019/20. This budget identified a budget gap of £8.2m in 2019/20 and 
£17.0m in 2020/21.

The budget for 2019/20 – 2021/22 has been updated from the position 
reported to Council in February 2018. The estimated budget gap has 
been revised to £3.5m in 2019/20; £11.6m in 2020/21; and £17.4m in 
2021/22, based on:

 Current assumptions;
 The Spring Statement 2018;
 The technical consultation on the Local Government Finance 

Settlement 2019/20.
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4.2.12

4.2.13

4.2.14

4.2.15

4.2.16

4.2.17

Table 2 summarises the changes in assumptions since Budget Council 
February 2018.

Table 2 Movement in Budget Gap since Budget Council 

Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Overall Position

Budget Gap at Budget Council February 2018 8,158 0 16,950 0 22,059 0

Budget pressures 1,068 0 1,808 0 2,535 0
Corporate savings -1,200 0 -1,200 -750 -1,200 0
Additional resources to the Council -4,492 0 -5,726 0 -6,985 0
Local priorities 14 0 498 0 1,008 0

Revised Budget Gap 3,548 0 12,330 -750 17,417 0

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Cabinet 24th July 2018 approved savings proposals in relation to General 
Council Services and Aligned Services for consultation, as detailed in 
Table 3.

Table 3 Savings Proposals 2019/20 to 2020/21

Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Service Savings Proposals
Proposals not requiring consultation -1,209 -200 -1,497 -100
Outside the process -226 0 -526 0
Service Delivery Proposals -264 0 -365 0

-1,699 -200 -2,388 -100

2019/20 2020/21

Consultation on the savings proposals commenced on 27th July 2018 and 
will end on 10th September 2018.

The estimated Council Tax base for 2019/20 is 55,176 Band D 
Equivalent, an increase of 1,639. The increase in the 2019/20 council tax 
base is a result of: an estimated increase in the number of properties; a 
reduction in the amount of discounts for local council tax support; an 
increase in the collection rate form 97.2% to 97.5%.

The 2019/20 Business Rates base is currently estimated to be £61.5m, 
taking into account anticipated growth in Rateable Value and changes to 
mandatory and discretionary reliefs.

The 2019/20 Council Tax and Business Rates bases will be submitted to 
Cabinet on 13th November 2018.
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4.2.18

4.2.19

4.2.20

The 2019/20 New Homes Bonus will be based on movement in total 
stock and long-term empty properties between October 2017 and 
October 2018. The technical consultation on the 2019/20 Local 
Government Finance Settlement stats that the New Homes Bonus 
threshold is expected to be increased from the current 0.4%, with details 
to be confirmed in the provisional settlement. Until further information is 
released the current 0.4% baseline has been assumed for 2019/20 and 
future years.

The budget is split into General Council Services, Aligned Services and 
Pooled Fund Services. General Council Services include Economy, 
Neighbourhoods, Resources and Public Health (Public Protection). 
Aligned Services are the Non-pooled elements of Children's Services and 
Public Health (Link4Life Contract Fee). Pooled Fund Services include 
Council services such as Adult Social Care, and elements of Children’s 
Services and Public Health. 

Tables 4 and 5 show the movement in the Budget Gap for General 
Council Services and Aligned Services.

Table 4 Movement in Budget Gap since Budget Council - General 
Council Services

Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

General Council Services

Budget Gap at Budget Council February 2018 3,364 0 5,568 0 6,719 0

Budget pressures 270 0 450 0 626 0
Corporate savings -330 0 -330 -206 -330 0
Additional resources to the Council -1,236 0 -1,575 0 -1,921 0
Local priorities 4 0 137 0 277 0

Revised Budget Gap 2,072 0 4,250 -206 5,371 0

Service Savings Proposals -1,699 -200 -2,088 -100 -2,088 0

Gap after Savings Proposals 373 -200 2,163 -306 3,283 0

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
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4.2.21

Table 5 Movement in Budget Gap since Budget Council - Aligned 
Services

Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Aligned Services

Budget Gap at Budget Council February 2018 259 0 428 0 517 0

Budget pressures 21 0 35 0 48 0
Corporate savings -25 0 -25 -16 -25 0
Additional resources to the Council -95 0 -121 0 -148 0
Local priorities 0 0 11 0 21 0

Revised Budget Gap 159 0 327 -16 413 0

Service Savings Proposals 0 0 -300 0 -600 0

Gap after Savings Proposals 159 0 27 -16 -187 0

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Table 6 shows the Revised Budget Gap for the Pooled Fund for 
2019/20 and 2020/21
Table 6 Revised Budget Gap for the Pooled Fund

Description HMR CCG LA
Total Pooled 

Fund Position
HMR CCG LA

Total Pooled 
Fund Position

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Budget Position Reported to 
Leadership Team 14th June 2018 16,000 13,960 29,960 24,000 20,378 44,378

Changes in Budget Assumptions - 
Additional Resources -3,519 -3,219 -6,738 -12,367 -3,728 -16,095

Ongoing Savings Achieved in 2018/19 -4,110 -6,370 -10,480 -4,110 -6,839 -10,949

Ongoing QIPP achieved in 2019/20 0 -8,021 -8,021

Cashable Benefits from Transformation 0 -4,248 -4,248

Unidentified Savings Target -350 -350 -350 -350

One-off Resources -85 -85 0

Revised Budget Gap reported to ICB 8,021 4,286 12,307 -5,096 9,811 4,715

If QIPP in 19/20 not achieved 8,021 8,021

Budget Gap if QIPP in 19/20 is not 
achieved 2,925 9,811 12,736

2019/20 2020/21
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4.2.22

4.2.23

4.2.24

4.2.25

4.3

4.3.1

4.3.2

4.3.3

The latest budget for 2019/20, 2020/21 and 2021/22 is continually being 
updated throughout the budget process. 

The major factors influencing the Council’s Budget are covered in Part 2 
of the Medium Term Financial Strategy. The key factors being :

 The level of resources received by the Council, both locally 
generated and government grants;

 Health and Social Care integration;
 Budget pressures and costs increasing our spend. 

Over the coming months further work will be undertaken to identify and 
update the Medium Term Financial Strategy and Budget 2019/20 to 
2021/22 making recommendations to Cabinet/Council in February 2019. 
This will be reported to Cabinet as part of the update following the 
Autumn Budget 2018 and provisional Local Government Finance 
Settlement.

The MTFS is based on current assumptions and will be reviewed and 
updated as more information is released by the Government regarding 
the reforms to local government funding.

Local Government Funding Reforms for 2020/21

2019/20 is the last year of the current Government Spending Review 
period and of the four-year funding settlement for local government. 
There are multiple reforms scheduled for 2020/21 that will have a 
significant impact on local authority funding.

Spending Review 2019

The Autumn Budget 2018 will set out the total public spending envelope 
for years beyond 2020. This will be followed by a full departmental 
Spending Review in 2019, which will determine the overall local 
government funding from 2020/21.
 
Fair Funding Review

The Fair Funding Review will re-assess the relative needs and relative 
resources of local authorities. This will determine the methodology for the 
distribution of the funding allocated for local government to individual 
authorities from 2020/21.
 
To date there has been a high level technical consultation on proposals 
for a new needs assessment. The consultation proposed a foundation 
formula based on key cost drivers such as population, rurality and 
deprivation; and supplementary service specific formulas to reflect 
differing needs, such as Adult Social Care, Children’s Services and 
Highways.

Further consultations are due on the assessment of relative resources 
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4.3.4

4.3.5

4.3.6

4.3.7

4.4

4.4.1

(i.e. council tax and other income available to authorities) and the 
transitional arrangements for moving to the new funding distribution. 

Baseline Reset

The business rates retention system is due to be reset for 2020/21. The 
reset will establish new baseline funding levels, business rates baselines 
and top-ups/tariffs for each local authority.  

Top-ups/tariffs will be reset based on:
 The amount of funding to be distributed following the Spending 

Review.
 The new needs assessment resulting from the Fair Funding 

Review.
 Estimates of individual local authority’s business rates income.

Business Rate Retention 

The Government announced in the Autumn Budget 2017 that local 
authorities will move to a system of 75% business rates retention from 
2020/21. The Government recently confirmed that the Greater 
Manchester 100% retention pilot will continue in 2019/20. It is unclear 
whether pilot authorities will move to 75% retention in 2020/21, or 
continue to pilot 100% retention. The 2020/21 and 2021/22 provisional 
budgets currently assume that the Council will continue to be part of the 
100% retention pilot for the foreseeable future.

Council Tax

The Government’s future strategy for council tax increases will also be a 
key issue. 2019/20 is the last year of the current Adult Social Care 
precept. It is unclear whether the Government will allow authorities to 
charge an additional Adult Social Care precept from 2020/21 onwards.

In 2018/19 and 2019/20 the Government has allowed authorities to 
charge additional 1% on top of the 2% standard referendum limit for 
general purposes. The Government’s policy on referendum limits from 
2020/21 onwards is not yet known. 

Other funding streams in Core Spending Power

The treatment of a number of funding streams currently within the Core 
Spending Power is unclear with the move to 75% Business Rates 
Retention and the Fair Funding Review: Revenue Support Grant 
(including Local Council Tax Support funding); Public Health Grant; 
Improved Better Care Fund; Local Council Tax Support funding; New 
Homes Bonus. 

Integration of Health & Social Care

Greater Manchester is moving towards taking full control and 
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4.4.2

4.4.3

4.4.4 

4.4.5

4.5

4.5.1

responsibility of the £6bn Health & Social Care Budget and the creation 
of its own sustainable Health & Social Care system by 2021. To deliver 
the devolved health and social care initiative, a Greater Manchester 
Strategic Plan has been developed and each local area sets out a 
Locality plan to support this Strategic Plan focussing on the integration of 
health, social care and public health/prevention. 

The integration of services is key to improving the quality of care and 
outcomes for people within the funding available. The pooling of 
resources across the locality will provide more opportunities to explore 
value for money, economies of scale, reduce duplication and streamline 
processes. From 2018/19 the Local Authority moved into a formal pooled 
arrangement for health and social care.

The pooled budget brings together resources from a range of 
organisations including the Clinical Commissioning Group and the Local 
Authority, Better Care Funds and GM level resources to invest in 
transformation of service delivery, (known as Transformation Funding). 

The Transformation Fund benefits and savings required to be delivered 
by the Pool Budget in relation to Health and Social Care Integration 
generate savings. There is a risk that delivery of the planned benefits 
may not arise within the timescale forecasts which could provide a risk to 
the Council’s budget. 

Financial reporting and monitoring of the delivery of the Transformation 
Fund benefits, Locality Plan and Pooled Budget savings proposals will be 
submitted to the Integrated Commissioning Board (ICB). The ICB brings 
together the joint commissioning activities of the Council and the Clinical 
Commissioning Group to form a Strategic Commissioning Board. The aim 
is to oversee the delivery of health and social care services and control 
the pooled budgets of the Council and local health bodies, whilst seeking 
value for money and efficiencies from integration and joint working.

Alternatives Considered

The Council is legally obliged to set a balanced revenue budget. The 
budget setting process is complex and must be undertaken in a planned 
way. Whilst budgets are prepared in accordance with the approved 
guidelines a number of alternative options relating to savings proposals 
and budget pressures are considered as part of the overall budget setting 
process.

Costs and Budget Summary

5. Financial implications are considered in the main body of the report.
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Risk and Policy Implications

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.3.1

6.3.2

6.3.3

The Council is required to set a lawful budget for 2019/20 by 11th March 2019 
and there is a risk if we do not responsibly put forward proposals for 
consideration to meet the budget reductions/pressures.

In relation to savings proposals, risk implications have been added where 
applicable within individual detailed reports.  To manage this risk we have 
sought to supply Cabinet members with copies of all available implications to 
make informed decisions.

There are a number of risks and potential pressures in the Medium Term 
Financial Strategy and Budget 2019/20 – 2021/22 which have an impact on 
the budget, but are outside of the control of the Council. The MTFS and 
Budget include pressures based on the latest information available. Key risk 
areas for the Budget and MTFS being :

Local Government Funding Reforms

There are multiple reforms to the system of Government funding for local 
authorities scheduled for 2020/21. At this stage the impact of these reforms 
on individual authorities is unknown.  We will continue to assess the likely 
financial implications for the Council, as and when the Government issues 
further consultations on proposed funding reforms. 

Health and Social Care Integration

A significant proportion of the savings proposals relate to the benefits to be 
delivered from the efficiencies from contract /commission renegotiations and 
integration of working between health and social care organisations. Delays 
in delivery and slippage in the development of new ways of delivery would 
negatively impact on the Budget position for the Council

Children’s Services

Children’s Services are experiencing significant budget pressures due to an 
increase in both the number and complexity of Looked after Children 
(increase of 6% since April 2018) and costs of provision.  A national 
increase, together with a reduced supply of internal foster carers, has led to 
market pressures on supply for placements causing the increase in costs.    
The Service is currently drawing up a strategy to manage this pressure; once 
completed this will provide an estimate of the resource requirements in the 
medium/ longer term.
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Consultation

Background Papers Place of Inspection

8. None

For Further Information Contact: Victoria Bradshaw, Tel: 01706 925409, 
Victoria.Bradshaw@Rochdale.Gov.UK
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Appendix 1
Revenue Budget and Savings Programme Timetable

Date Meeting/Event Purpose

2018

September

Consultation

Budget Cabinet  25th September

1. 10th September consultation ends

1. Discretionary Fees & Charges 2019/20   } 
2. Revenue Budget 2019/20 - 2021/22         }        For Consultation                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
3. MTFS 2019/20 - 2023/24                                }

October Budget Cabinet 30th October
1. Savings Programme 2019/20 - 2020/21 - Post consultation
2. Capital Programme 2019/20 - 2021/22  - For consultaion

November

Budget Cabinet 13th November
Corporate O&S 20th November

1. Capital Programme 2019/20 - 2021/22   
2. Revenue Budget 2019/20 - 2021/22                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
3. Council Tax and Business Rates Bases 2019/20
4. Discretionary Fees & Charges 2019/20 - Post Consultation

2019

January Budget Cabinet 29th January 1. Revenue Budget Update 2019/20 - 2021/22

February

Corporate O&S 11th February
Cabinet 12th February
Council 27th February 

1. Treasury Management Strategy 2019/20
2. MTFS 2019/20 - 2023/24
3. Local Government Act 2003
4. Revenue Budget and Council tax 2019/20
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Appendix 2

Budget Assumptions 2019/20 to 2021/22

Area of Budget 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Pay 2% Increase 1% Increase 1% Increase

20.5% 21.4% 22.3%
(0.0% Increase) (0.9% Increase) (0.9% Increase)

Prices* 0% 0% 0%

Discretionary Fees & Charges 2% Increase 2% Increase 2% Increase

Underlying Waste Disposal Levy 2.9% Increase 1.5% Decrease 1.6% Decrease
Underlying PTA Levy 0%   Increase 0%   Increase 0%   Increase

Council Tax

General Increase 2.99% 1.99% 1.99%
Adult Care Precept 1.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Total Council Tax Increase 3.99% 1.99% 1.99%

Business Rates
Business Rates income/Top-up Grant 2.2% Increase 2% Increase 2% Increase

Superannuation Contribution Rate

* Prices – Contractual arrangements and other significant inflation issues will be considered on a 
case by case basis. 
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Report to Cabinet

Date of Meeting 25th September
Portfolio Leader of the Council and 

Cabinet Member for 
Finance

Report Author Victoria Bradshaw
Public/Private Document Public 

Discretionary Fees & Charges

Executive Summary

1. This report provides Cabinet Members with: 

 The proposed fee and charge levels, by service, for 2019/20
 Highlights proposed fees and charges not in line with the 2% general 

uplift 
 Highlights a proposed change in the Adult Care charging policy.

Recommendation

2.

2.1

Cabinet consider the proposals in this report and, confirm or otherwise, to 
progress with proposed discretionary fees and charges for consultation.  

Cabinet to consider the amendment to the Adult Care charging policy detailed 
in paragraph 5.4 and confirm or otherwise to progress to consultation.

Reason for Recommendation

3. The fees and charges in this report have been proposed by each Directorate, 
taking into account the 2% general uplift in Discretionary Fees and Charges 
agreed at Cabinet on the 26th June. Any uplifts that are not in line with the 2% 
proposal, with the exception of rounding, are highlighted in section 5.4.

Key Points for Consideration

4.1 The Authority carries out an annual review of discretionary fees and charges 
as part of the budget setting process. It is a requirement of this process that 
Elected Members agree a general level of increase for all income streams 
taking into account the prevailing rate of inflation. For the 2019/20 financial 
year, Elected Members are being asked to agree an increase of 2.0%, 
wherever possible to ensure that the Authority sets a balanced budget for the 
forthcoming year (2019/20).
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4.2

4.2

The proposed fee levels for the 2019/20 financial year are included in 
Appendix 1.  Due to rounding of the individual charges, in some cases 
increases are greater than 2%.  Where fees have not been increased by the 
percentage agreed by Elected Members, explanations are provided in section 
5.4.

Alternatives Considered

The alternative is not to review or increase our fees and charges. This would 
potentially reduce the income available to the Council and make it more 
difficult to achieve a balanced budget. 

Costs and Budget Summary

5.1

5.2

A full list of all proposed fees and charges for 2019/20 are included in 
appendix 1.  Increases above the 2% which relate to rounding are highlighted 
in the report.

The proposed increase for 2019/20 is £166.6k.  By completing their returns, 
Directors have agreed to the increase that will be applied to their respective 
income targets.

5.3 Services have proposed to increase certain charges above 2% for the purpose 
of achieving savings.  The savings propose a further increase of £148k.  
These increases are detailed within the Appendix 1.

5.4 Uplifts not in line with the 2% are listed below

Highways – Taking into account existing pressures on parking and a review 
of the provision, the service has proposed a 0% uplift for parking season 
tickets and parking charges.

Following a parking review, a report will be presented to Cabinet on options for 
the service going forward.

Libraries – no uplift for 2018/19 is being proposed for replacement 
membership cards.

Environmental Management – charges associated with car boot sales 
proposed to be held to maintain patronage.

Public Protection – Vehicles: Annual Fees, proposed no increase following 
review of other GM authorities’ charges.  Rats/Mice treatment: no rise 
proposed due to reduction in uptake based on current prices.

Registrars – Attendance At Weddings: no rise proposed to keep fees 
competitive.

Facilities Management – no increase on Town Hall room hire charges based 
on current uptake levels and market testing.
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No increase proposed for Commercial Catering, taking into account current 
uptake levels.

Resources – Ministry of Justice has reduced Liability Order charges to the 
Council from £3.00 to £0.50 from 25 July 2018. These reductions to be passed 
on to the residents.

Adult Care – Not all charges are increased as they are linked to payment 
agreements. Adult Care have a separate charging policy which details the 
methodology for financial assessments. There is a proposal to update the 
policy and that any future financial assessments will include the full amount of 
attendance allowance. 

Children’s Services – Music Service charges to remain in line with 2018/19 
prices.
 

Risk and Policy Implications

The Service has reviewed its charges against relevant legislation to ensure 
that all transactions remain compliant with the relevant statutes governing 
Local Authority activities.

6.  

Consultation

7. All services engage with the production of the proposed charges identified 
within this report. The Leadership Team, Cabinet Member for Corporate & 
Resources, and opposition Portfolio holder for Finance have been informed 
of the proposed charges for 2019/20. The report will be presented to the 
Corporate Overview and Scrutiny on the 22nd October 2018.

Background Papers Place of Inspection

8. Background papers to this report 
can be obtained from Stuart 
Smith

Number 1 Riverside
Floor 2

For Further Information Contact: Victoria Bradshaw, Tel: 01706 925409, 
Victoria.Bradshaw@Rochdale.Gov.UK
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Discretionary Fees & Charges 2019/20

Appendix 1 - Strategic Housing

Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current 

Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£)
% Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

Strat Housing R0347 d3007 7714 Landlord's First Application £856.00 £873.00 £17.00 1.99%

Strat Housing R0348 d3007 7714 Landlord's Subsequent Application £725.00 £740.00 £15.00 2.07%

Strat Housing R0349 d3007 7714 Five Yearly Inspection £43.90 £45.00 £1.10 2.51%

Strat Housing R0350 d3007 7714 Supplement For Inadequate Applications £141.00 £144.00 £3.00 2.13%

Strat Housing R0351 d3007 7714 Supplement For Initial Refusal Of A Licence £940.00 £959.00 £19.00 2.02%

Strat Housing R0352 d3007 7714 Managing Agent Fee £179.00 £183.00 £4.00 2.23%

Strat Housing R0353 d3007 7714

Houses In Multiple Occupation Licensing 

Scheme Fees: Supplement For: Variations To 

A Licence £291.00 £297.00 £6.00 2.06%

Strat Housing d3007 7714

Rented accommodation -service of statutory 

notices, up to 10 deficiencies £328.00 £335.00 £7.00 2.13%

Strat Housing d3007 7714

Further charge for each subsequent additional  

deficiency £11.30 £11.50 £0.20 1.77%

Applies to all entries - the fee categories are set 

by legislation and we are only allowed to recover 

our costs. The costs were assessed by an 

external study which several AGMA authorities 

contributed to and we have since increased the 

fees by the standard 2% per annum, which 

represents inflation. The costs are taken from 

the Housing Standards budget and income is 

paid back into that account. We utilise an 

external, independent surveyor within the 

process as this meets recommended best 

practice in respect of separation of roles within 

the inspection and enforcement procedures. 

The inspection process has been on hold due to 

a change in legislation which comes into force in 

September this year. Inspection fee income in 

2018-19 is expected to be approx. £8k which is 

expected to rise to £18k in 2019-20. 
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Discretionary Fees & Charges 2019/20

Appendix 1 - Environmental Management

Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

EM R1029 Mini Soccer League (Bowlee) Per Pitch £48.00 £49.00 £1.00 2.08%

EM R1030 Mini Soccer League without accommodation per season £135.00 £138.00 £3.00 2.22%

EM R1031 Mini Soccer League with accommodation £217.00 £221.00 £4.00 1.84%

EM R1032 Rounder's League £1,095.00 £1,117.00 £22.00 2.01%

EM R1033 Pitch Letting without changing accommodation £405.00 £413.00 £8.00 1.98%

EM R1034 Pitch Letting with changing accommodation £700.00 £714.00 £14.00 2.00%

EM R1035 Friendly Letting without changing accommodation £51.00 £52.00 £1.00 1.96%

EM R1036 Friendly Letting with changing accommodation £74.00 £75.00 £1.00 1.35%

EM R1078 Mot Tests - Private £45.90 £47.00 £1.10 2.40%

EM R1080 Repairs - Private £44.00 £45.00 £1.00 2.27%

EM Allotments Charge per square metre £0.45 £0.50 £0.05 11.11%

EM R0905 1100L Wheeled Bin £444.00 £453.00 £9.00 2.03%

EM R0906 240L Wheeled Bin £37.00 £38.00 £1.00 2.70%

EM R0907 360L Wheeled Bin £55.00 £56.00 £1.00 1.82%

EM R0908 660L Wheeled Bin £371.00 £378.00 £7.00 1.89%

EM R1888 140L Wheeled Bin £31.00 £32.00 £1.00 3.23%

EM 880L Wheeled Bin £388.00 £396.00 £8.00 2.06%

EM

Any Household White Goods Item that would be taken on moving 

house £32.20 £33.00 £0.80 2.48%

EM R0913

Small Electrical Items (Hi - Fi Systems, Microwaves, TV's) Up To 

5 Items £32.20 £33.00 £0.80 2.48%

EM R0942

Bed, Mattress, Carpet, Chairs, Suites - Any General household 

item That would be taken on moving house. £21.50 £22.00 £0.50 2.33%

EM R0943 Medical Referee Fee £27.40 £28.00 £0.60 2.19%

EM R0944 Full Grave £1,076.00 £1,098.00 £22.00 2.04%

EM R0945 Non-Resident £1,937.00 £1,976.00 £39.00 2.01%

EM R0946 Cremated Remains - Resident £708.00 £722.00 £14.00 1.98%

EM R0947 Cremated Remains - Non-Resident £1,279.00 £1,305.00 £26.00 2.03%

EM R0950 Private Grave Adult Resident £931.00 £950.00 £19.00 2.04%

EM R0951 Private Grave Adult Non-Resident £1,397.00 £1,425.00 £28.00 2.00%

EM R0952 Private Grave With Chamber £346.00 £353.00 £7.00 2.02%

EM R0955 Public Grave Adult £221.00 £225.00 £4.00 1.81%

EM R0956 Cremated Remains Up To FT Resident £251.00 £256.00 £5.00 1.99%

EM R0957 Cremated Remains Up To FT Non-Resident £452.00 £461.00 £9.00 1.99%

EM R0958 Cremated Remains Per Additional (No Suggestions) £71.00 £72.00 £1.00 1.41%

EM R0959 Cremated Remains Under Turf £55.00 £56.00 £1.00 1.82%

EM R0960 General Charges: Use Of Cemetery Chapel £111.00 £113.00 £2.00 1.80%

EM R0961 General Charges: Concrete Heading £247.00 £252.00 £5.00 2.02%

EM R0962 General Charges: Additional Inscription £41.00 £42.00 £1.00 2.44%

EM R0963 Right To Erect Memorial £138.00 £141.00 £3.00 2.17%

Note: on-going Bereavement Review may impact 

the proposed charges.  Further updates will be 

provided as part of consultation.
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Discretionary Fees & Charges 2019/20

Appendix 1 - Environmental Management

Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase Notes

EM R0964 Numberstone £100.00 £102.00 £2.00 2.00%

EM R0967 Cremation Fees Adult £712.00 £726.00 £14.00 1.97%

EM R0968 Burial Of Remains Cremated Elsewhere In Garden £67.00 £68.00 £1.00 1.49%

EM R0990 Book Of Remembrance £106.00 £108.00 £2.00 1.89%

EM R0991 Book Of Remembrance £142.00 £145.00 £3.00 2.11%

EM R0992 Book Of Remembrance £198.00 £202.00 £4.00 2.02%

EM R0993 Floral Designs £106.00 £108.00 £2.00 1.89%

EM R0994 Other Designs £185.00 £189.00 £4.00 2.16%

EM R0995 Memorial Cards £37.80 £39.00 £1.20 3.17%

EM R0996 Memorial Cards £49.60 £51.00 £1.40 2.82%

EM R0997 Memorial Cards £68.40 £70.00 £1.60 2.34%

EM R0998 Rose Bush & Plaque For 10 yrs £152.00 £155.00 £3.00 1.97%

EM R0999 Memorial Wall Plaque For 10 yrs £140.00 £143.00 £3.00 2.14%

EM R1667 Replacement/Additional Plaques £76.70 £78.00 £1.30 1.69%

EM R1668 Replacement Memorial £41.30 £42.00 £0.70 1.69%

EM R1000 Children's Garden Plaque For 10 yrs £140.00 £143.00 £3.00 2.14%

EM R1001 Memorial Stone Vase For 10 yrs £536.00 £547.00 £11.00 2.05%

EM R1002 Stone Niche For 20 yrs - Small £287.00 £293.00 £6.00 2.09%

EM R1003 Stone Niche For 20 yrs - Large £413.00 £421.00 £8.00 1.94%

EM R1004 Stone Niche For 20 yrs - Re Open £61.40 £63.00 £1.60 2.61%

EM R1005 Stone Niche For 20 yrs - Urn £50.70 £52.00 £1.30 2.56%

EM R1006 Letters for Stone Niche For 20 yrs - Black £3.70 £3.80 £0.10 2.70%

EM R1007 Letters for Stone Niche For 20 yrs - Gold £3.90 £4.00 £0.10 2.56%

EM R1008 Re-letter for Stone Niche For 20 yrs - Black £1.00 £1.05 £0.05 5.00%

EM R1009 Re-letter for Stone Niche For 20 yrs - Gold £1.90 £2.00 £0.10 5.26%

EM R1010 New Tree & Plaque £188.00 £192.00 £4.00 2.13%

EM R1011 Bronze Memorial Plaque For 10 yrs - Double £359.00 £366.00 £7.00 1.95%

EM R1012 Bronze Memorial Plaque For 10 yrs - Single £181.00 £185.00 £4.00 2.21%

EM R1013 Search Fee £41.30 £42.00 £0.70 1.69%

EM R1014 Wooden Casket £57.90 £59.00 £1.10 1.90%

EM R1015 Wooden Cross / Stone Marker & Plaque £130.00 £133.00 £3.00 2.31%

EM R1016 Accompanied Selection Of New Graves £49.60 £51.00 £1.40 2.82%

EM R1513 Memorial Bench and Plaque with ten year lease £929.00 £948.00 £19.00 2.05%

EM R0983 Site Fees £707.00 £800.00 £93.00 13.15%

EM R0984 Individual Rides £65.30 £70.00 £4.70 7.20%

EM R0985 Bouncy Castles £65.30 £70.00 £4.70 7.20%

EM R0986 Adult Season Ticket £53.00 £54.00 £1.00 1.89%

EM R0987 Adult Day Pass £5.70 £6.00 £0.30 5.26%

EM R0988 Junior/Concession Season Ticket £29.00 £30.00 £1.00 3.45%

EM R0989 Junior/Concession Day Pass £3.50 £3.60 £0.10 2.86%

Note: on-going Bereavement Review may impact 

the proposed charges.  Further updates will be 

provided as part of consultation.
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Discretionary Fees & Charges 2019/20

Appendix 1 - Environmental Management

Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase Notes

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

EM R1037 Bowlee Car Boot Sales - Car Park £2.50 £2.50 £0.00 0.00% Prices held to maintain patronage

EM R1038 Bowlee Car Boot Sales - Sellers (Car) £15.00 £15.00 £0.00 0.00% Prices held to maintain patronage

EM R1039 Bowlee Car Boot Sellers (Estate cars, Small Vans & 4x4) £20.00 £20.00 £0.00 0.00% Prices held to maintain patronage

EM R1040 Bowlee Car Boot Sellers (Transit Van and upward) £25.00 £25.00 £0.00 0.00% Prices held to maintain patronage

New Charges

EM NEW CHARGE Non-attended cremations £425.00

New Charge from 1st Jan 2019 linked to 

savings proposal BAU 19/20

EM NEW CHARGE Accompanied visits/search £100.00

New Charge from 1st Jan 2019 linked to 

savings proposal BAU 19/20

EM NEW CHARGE Transfer of ownership of plot £75.00

New Charge from 1st Jan 2019 linked to 

savings proposal BAU 19/20

EM NEW CHARGE Lost papers/deeds £30.00

New Charge from 1st Jan 2019 linked to 

savings proposal BAU 19/20

EM NEW CHARGE Scattering of ashes £30.00

New Charge from 1st Jan 2019 linked to 

savings proposal BAU 19/20

EM NEW CHARGE Sedum Matting £105.00

New Charge from 1st Jan 2019 linked to 

savings proposal BAU 19/20
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Discretionary Fees & Charges 2019/20

Appendix 1 - Public Protection

Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

Public Protection R1876 New - Food Hygiene Rescore £165.00 £168.00 £3.00 1.82%

This is an GM agreed consistent fee. Any deviation from other GM authorities will create 

differential charges. All GM LAs are proposing to raise the fee by the standard rate of 

inflation.

Public Protection R1877 New - Food hygiene Advisory Visit - hourly rate £79.00 £81.00 £2.00 2.53%

This is an GM agreed consistent fee. Any deviation from other GM authorities will create 

differential charges. All GM LAs are proposing to raise the fee by the standard rate of 

inflation.
Public Protection R1107 Car Boot Sales - Fee per car £4.10 £4.20 £0.10 2.44%  

Public Protection R1109 Council Car Boot Sales - fee per car £4.10 £4.20 £0.10 2.44%  

Public Protection R1112 Administration Fee For Work In Default £44.90 £46.00 £1.10 2.45%  

Public Protection R1113 Information Search Fee: Minimum Charge (Up To First Hour) £96.90 £99.00 £2.10 2.17%  

Public Protection R1114 Information Search Fee: Each Subsequent Hour Or Part Thereof £38.80 £40.00 £1.20 3.09%  

Public Protection R1115 Information Search Fee: Reclamation Of Stray Dogs £101.00 £103.00 £2.00 1.98%  

Public Protection R1116

Individual Export Certificates request with less than 5 working days 

notice - first hour cost  £109.00 £111.00 £2.00 1.83%  

Public Protection R1117

Individual Export Certificate request with 5 or more working days 

notice £61.20 £63.00 £1.80 2.94%  

Public Protection R1118

Batch Certs Only Applicable In Strictly Limited Circumstances (Inc. 

Low Risk Product And Subject To A Audit System) £185.00 £189.00 £4.00 2.16%  

Public Protection R1268 Grant, renewal, transfer fee for Sexual Establishment Venue (SEV) £1,547.00 £1,578.00 £31.00 2.00%

Public Protection R1269 Street Trading: - Annual Consent £925.00 £944.00 £19.00 2.05%  

Public Protection R1270 Street Trading: - Annual Licence £1,337.00 £1,364.00 £27.00 2.02%  

Public Protection R1271

Street Trading: - Consent To Cover Trading At Specific Event: Up 

To 5 days £216.00 £220.00 £4.00 1.85%  

Public Protection R1272

Street Trading: - Consent To Cover Trading At Specific Event: Up 

To 2 days £85.70 £87.00 £1.30 1.52%  

Public Protection R1273 Ear Piercing/Tattooing/Acupuncture £155.00 £158.00 £3.00 1.94%  

Public Protection R1274 Animal Boarding £155.00 £158.00 £3.00 1.94%  

Public Protection R1275 Dog Breeding £155.00 £158.00 £3.00 1.94%  

Public Protection R1277 Riding Establishment £155.00 £158.00 £3.00 1.94%  

Public Protection R1278 Dangerous Animals £155.00 £158.00 £3.00 1.94%  

Public Protection R1282 Licensing Pre - Application Consultation Fee £30.60 £31.00 £0.40 1.31%  

Public Protection R1283 Licensing Street Trading - Change Of Vehicle £55.10 £56.00 £0.90 1.63%

Public Protection R1825 Scrap Metal Dealers Site Licence (grant and renewal) £702.00 £716.00 £14.00 1.99%

Public Protection R1826 Scrap Metal Dealers Site Licence (multiple sites)

£702.00 plus 

£587.00 per 

additional site

£716 plus £600 

per additional 

site

Public Protection R1828

Scrap Metal Licence Variation; change from collector's licence to 

site licence £702.00 £716.00 £14.00 1.99%

Public Protection R1829

Scrap Metal Licence Variation; change from site licence to 

collector's licence £290.00 £296.00 £6.00 2.07%

Public Protection R1830 Scrap Metal Licence Variation; change of licensee's details £16.40 £17.00 £0.60 3.66%

Public Protection R1831 Scrap Metal Licence Variation; change licenced sites £21.50 £22.00 £0.50 2.33%

Public Protection R1832 Scrap Metal Licence Variation; change site managers £54.10 £55.00 £0.90 1.66%

Public Protection R1833 Scrap Metal certified copy of licence £21.50 £22.00 £0.50 2.33%

Public Protection R1890

Domestic Premises (1 Bed Flat / Studio) - Cockroaches, bedbugs, 

fleas with advanced payment £60.20 £61.00 £0.80 1.33%  

Public Protection R1891

Domestic Premises (2/3 Bed) - Cockroaches, bedbugs, fleas with 

advanced payment £76.50 £78.00 £1.50 1.96%  

Public Protection R1892

Domestic Premises (4/5 Bed) - Cockroaches, bedbugs, fleas with 

advanced payment £92.90 £95.00 £2.10 2.26%  
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Public Protection R1893

Domestic Premises (6+ Bed) - Cockroaches, bedbugs, fleas with 

advanced payment £110.00 £112.00 £2.00 1.82%  

Public Protection R1894

Domestic Premises (1 Bed Flat / Studio) - Demestes , carpet 

beetles with advanced payment £76.50 £78.00 £1.50 1.96%  

Public Protection R1895

Domestic Premises (2/3 Bed) -  Demestes , carpet beetles with 

advanced payment £92.90 £95.00 £2.10 2.26%  

Public Protection R1896

Domestic Premises (4/5 Bed) -  Demestes , carpet beetles with 

advanced payment £110.00 £112.00 £2.00 1.82%  

Public Protection R1897

Domestic Premises (6+ Bed) -  Demestes , carpet beetles with 

advanced payment £127.00 £130.00 £3.00 2.36%  

Public Protection R1293

Commercial Premises - Wasp Nest - price per nest invoice 

requested £119.00 £121.00 £2.00 1.68%

Public Protection R1295

Domestic Premises - Assessment / monitoring charge, including call 

out charge if treatment inappropriate. £41.90 £43.00 £1.10 2.63%  

Public Protection R1296 Domestic Premises - Advisory visit with not treatment. £41.90 £43.00 £1.10 2.63%  

Public Protection R1297

Domestic Premises - re-booking fee - to rebook/ change an 

appointment time £24.50 £25.00 £0.50 2.04%  

Public Protection R1298 Domestic Premises - cancellation of appointment £23.50 £25.00 £1.50 6.38%  

Public Protection Pest Port Scheme - 12 months scheme with up to 3 treatments £124.00 £128.00 £4.00 3.23%  

Public Protection R1417 Drivers: Initial Application (1 year licence) £108.00 £110.00 £2.00 1.85%  

Public Protection Drivers: Initial Application (3 year licence) £253.00 £258.00 £5.00 1.98%

Public Protection R1418 Drivers: Renewal (1 year licence) £72.50 £74.00 £1.50 2.07%  

Public Protection R1419 Drivers: Combined Initial (1 year) £165.00 £168.00 £3.00 1.82%  

Public Protection Drivers: Combined initial (3 year) £412.00 £420.00 £8.00 1.94%

Public Protection R1420 Drivers: Combined Renewal (1 year) £124.00 £126.00 £2.00 1.61%  

Public Protection R1422 Drivers: Replacement Badge £18.40 £19.00 £0.60 3.26%  

Public Protection R1424 Drivers: Duplicate Licence £12.30 £13.00 £0.70 5.69%  

Public Protection R1425 Drivers: Replacement Lanyard £3.10 £3.20 £0.10 3.23%  

Public Protection R1426 Drivers: Drivers Declaration £8.20 £8.40 £0.20 2.44%  

Public Protection R1428 Vehicles: Plate Fee £36.80 £38.00 £1.20 3.26%  

Public Protection R1429 Change Of Vehicle £120.00 £122.00 £2.00 1.67%  

Public Protection R1430 Change Of Owner £36.80 £38.00 £1.20 3.26%  

Public Protection R1431 Retest Charge £61.20 £62.00 £0.80 1.31%  

Public Protection R1432 Duplicate Licence £12.30 £13.00 £0.70 5.69%  

Public Protection R1433 Replacement Window Stickers £6.20 £6.30 £0.10 1.61%  

Public Protection R1435 Private Hire Operators: 1 Vehicle (1 year licence) £204.00 £208.00 £4.00 1.96%  

Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 1 Vehicle (5 year licence) £1,022.00 £1,042.00 £20.00 1.96%  

Public Protection R1436 Private Hire Operators: 2 - 10 Vehicles (1 year licence) £388.00 £396.00 £8.00 2.06%  

Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 2 - 10 Vehicles (5 year licence) £1,941.00 £1,980.00 £39.00 2.01%  

Public Protection R1437 Private Hire Operators: 11 - 20 Vehicles (1 year licence) £545.00 £556.00 £11.00 2.02%  

Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 11 - 20 Vehicles (5 year licence) £2,726.00 £2,781.00 £55.00 2.02%  

Public Protection R1438 Private Hire Operators: 21 - 30 Vehicles (1 year licence) £699.00 £713.00 £14.00 2.00%  

Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 21 - 30 Vehicles (5 year licence) £3,491.00 £3,561.00 £70.00 2.01%  

Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 31 - 40 Vehicles (1 year licence) £855.00 £872.00 £17.00 1.99%  

Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 31 - 40 Vehicles (5 year licence) £4,271.00 £4,356.00 £85.00 1.99%  

Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 41 - 50 Vehicles (1 year licence) £1,008.00 £1,028.00 £20.00 1.98%  

Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 41 - 50 Vehicles (5 year licence) £5,037.00 £5,138.00 £101.00 2.01%  

Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 51 - 60 Vehicles (1 year licence) £1,161.00 £1,184.00 £23.00 1.98%  

Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 51 - 60 Vehicles (5 year licence) £5,803.00 £5,919.00 £116.00 2.00%  

Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 61 - 70 Vehicles (1 year licence) £1,314.00 £1,340.00 £26.00 1.98%  

Public Protection Private Hire Operators: 61 - 70 Vehicles (5 year licence) £6,569.00 £6,700.00 £131.00 1.99%  

Public Protection Private Hire Operators: above 70 Vehicles (1 year licence) £1,466.00 £1,495.00 £29.00 1.98%  

Public Protection Private Hire Operators: above 70 Vehicles (5 year licence) £7,331.00 £7,478.00 £147.00 2.01%  

Public Protection R1440

Misc.: Information Letter (Cost Includes Up To 1 Hours Work And A 

Cost Of Letter) £90.80 £93.00 £2.20 2.42%  

Public Protection R1441 Misc.: Information Check (Each Subsequent Hour Or Part Thereof) £22.50 £23.00 £0.50 2.22%  
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Public Protection R1442 Misc.: Insurance £47.00 £48.00 £1.00 2.13%  

Public Protection Front plate carrier £21.50 £22.00 £0.50 2.33%  

Public Protection Rear plate carrier £28.60 £29.00 £0.40 1.40%  

Public Protection Button and key £1.10 £1.10 £0.00 0.00%  

Public Protection Window pouch £6.20 £6.30 £0.10 1.61%  

Public Protection Area Knowledge Re-test £41.90 £43.00 £1.10 2.63%  

Public Protection Coaching session £41.90 £43.00 £1.10 2.63%  

Public Protection Coaching (missed appointment) £41.90 £43.00 £1.10 2.63%  

Public Protection R1443 Hourly Rate For Work Not Included Below £109.00 £111.00 £2.00 1.83%  

Public Protection R1444 Hourly Rate : Weights Up To 5 kg £8.20 £8.40 £0.20 2.44%  

Public Protection R1445 Hourly Rate: Weights Above 5 kg £10.20 £10.40 £0.20 1.96%  

Public Protection R1446 Linear Measures - Not Exceeding 3 Meters £11.30 £12.00 £0.70 6.19%  

Public Protection R1447

Linear Measures: Capacity (Without Division): Not Exceeding 1 

Litre £222.00 £226.00 £4.00 1.80%  

Public Protection R1448 Linear Measures: Capacity (Without Division): Cubic Ballast £36.80 £38.00 £1.20 3.26%  

Public Protection R1449

Linear Measures: Capacity (Without Division) Liquid Capacity: 

Templates £65.30 £67.00 £1.70 2.60%  

Public Protection R1450 Weighing Instruments Imperial Or Metric Units: Up To 15 kg £38.80 £40.00 £1.20 3.09%  

Public Protection R1451 Weighing Instruments Imperial Or Metric Units: Up To 100 kg £56.10 £57.00 £0.90 1.60%  

Public Protection R1452 Weighing Instruments Imperial Or Metric Units: Up To 250 kg £72.50 £74.00 £1.50 2.07%  

Public Protection R1453 Weighing Instruments Imperial Or Metric Units: Up To 1 Tonne £137.00 £140.00 £3.00 2.19%  

Public Protection R1454 Weighing Instruments Imperial Or Metric Units: Up To 10 Tonne £218.00 £222.00 £4.00 1.83%  

Public Protection R1455 Weighing Instruments Imperial Or Metric Units: Up To 30 Tonne £454.00 £463.00 £9.00 1.98%  

Public Protection R1456 Weighing Instruments Imperial Or Metric Units: Up To 60 Tonne £680.00 £694.00 £14.00 2.06%  

Public Protection R1457 Measuring Instruments: Intoxicating Liquors: Up To 150 ml £27.60 £28.00 £0.40 1.45%  

Public Protection R1458 Measuring Instruments: Intoxicating Liquors: Other £28.60 £29.00 £0.40 1.40%  

Public Protection R1459 Liquid Fuel And Lubricants £95.90 £98.00 £2.10 2.19%  

Public Protection R1460 Unsubdivisional Container: Multigrade-Single Outlet £132.00 £135.00 £3.00 2.27%  

Public Protection R1461 Unsubdivisional Container: Price Adjustment: Other £237.00 £242.00 £5.00 2.11%  

Public Protection R1462 Unsubdivisional Container: Price Adjustment: Other-Single Outlet £107.00 £109.00 £2.00 1.87%  

Public Protection R1463 Unsubdivisional Container: Price Adjustment: Other  £142.00 £145.00 £3.00 2.11%  

Public Protection R1464 Unsubdivisional Container: Multi-Outlets: 1 Meter £155.00 £158.00 £3.00 1.94%  

Public Protection R1465 Unsubdivisional Container: Multi-Outlets: 2 Meters £250.00 £255.00 £5.00 2.00%  

Public Protection R1466 Unsubdivisional Container: Multi-Outlets: 3 Meters £341.00 £348.00 £7.00 2.05%  

Public Protection R1467 Unsubdivisional Container: Multi-Outlets: 4 Meters £430.00 £439.00 £9.00 2.09%  

Public Protection R1468 Unsubdivisional Container: Multi-Outlets: 5 Meters £524.00 £534.00 £10.00 1.91%  

Public Protection R1469 Unsubdivisional Container: Multi-Outlets: 6 Meters £611.00 £623.00 £12.00 1.96%  

Public Protection R1470 Unsubdivisional Container: Multi-Outlets: 7 Meters £719.00 £733.00 £14.00 1.95%  

Public Protection R1471 Unsubdivisional Container: Multi-Outlets: 8 Meters £798.00 £814.00 £16.00 2.01%  

Public Protection R1472 Road Tanker Fuel (Above 100 Litres): Meter System: Wet Hose £252.00 £257.00 £5.00 1.98%  

Public Protection R1473 Road Tanker Fuel (Above 100 Litres): Meter System: Dry Hose £282.00 £288.00 £6.00 2.13%  

Public Protection R1474

Road Tanker Fuel (Above 100 Litres): Dipstick System: To 7600 

Litres £222.00 £226.00 £4.00 1.80%  

Public Protection R1475 Road Tanker Fuel (Above 100 Litres): Dipstick System: Initial £29.60 £30.00 £0.40 1.35%  

Public Protection R1476 Road Tanker Fuel (Above 100 Litres): Dipstick System: Spare £29.60 £30.00 £0.40 1.35%  

Public Protection R1477 Road Tanker Fuel (Above 100 Litres): Dipstick System: Replace £61.20 £62.00 £0.80 1.31%  

Public Protection R1481 Primary Authority Agreement Hourly rate £60.20 £61.00 £0.80 1.33%  
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Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

Public Protection R1290

Commercial Premises - Pest Control Work -  price per hour 

minimum charge of 1 hour (Based on historical data, if new data 

identifies that the full unit cost/hourly £106.00 £115.00 £9.00 8.49%

Public Protection R1291

Commercial Premises - Wasp Nest - price per nest with advanced 

payment £72.50 £75.00 £2.50 3.45%

Public Protection R1292

Domestic premises - Wasp nest - price per nest with advanced 

payment £60.20 £75.00 £14.80 24.58%

Public Protection R1889 Domestic premises - Ants with advanced payment £60.20 £75.00 £14.80 24.58%

Public Protection R1294 Domestic Premises - Squirrel Treatment £129.00 £145.00 £16.00 12.40%

Public Protection R1427 Vehicles: Annual Fee £339.00 £339.00 £0.00 0.00%

We do not intend to raise the vehicle fees as benchmarking has identified Rochdale's fee is 

significantly higher than other GM LAs and includes only one vehicle inspection per annum. 

Other LAs fees are less expensive and include 2 vehicle inspections. The gap in income will 

be funded by the increasing number of new applications both from drivers and vehicles.

Public Protection R1874 New - Treatment for Rats (including 2 revisits) £25.00 £25.00 £0.00 0.00%

We do not intend to raise the fee for the treatment of either rats or mice in domestic 

situations. This new fee was introduced in Jan 2018. There has been an evidenced drop in 

the number of service requests since the introduction of these fees.  Any loss in income 

generation will be offset by the higher increase in fees in commercial premises and non 

public health pests. 

Public Protection R1875 New - Treatment for Mice (including 2 revisits) £25.00 £25.00 £0.00 0.00%

We do not intend to raise the fee for the treatment of either rats or mice in domestic 

situations. This new fee was introduced in Jan 2018. There has been an evidenced drop in 

the number of service requests since the introduction of these fees.  Any loss in income 

generation will be offset by the higher increase in fees in commercial premises and non 

public health pests. 

Public Protection R1279 Grant, renewal or transfer fee for Sex Shop Establishment £1,148.00 £1,148.00 £0.00 0.00%

There is only one sex shop in the Borough. There is currently a legal challenge on the fee 

(following a successful challenge at Westminster Council). Legal advice from Barrister's 

Chambers are assisting defending the claim. We would not wish to alter the fees until the 

outstanding claim (£33K in historic overpayments) has been settled. 

Public Protection Drivers Renewal (3 year licence) £219.00 £222.00 £3.00 1.37%

This fee has been reduced slightly to ensure it is the same as 3 x yearly fees. The slight 

difference has come about due to rounding and this reduction of £1 addressed this.

Public Protection Drivers: Combined Renewal (3 year) £41.90 £378.00 £336.10 802.15%

This fee has been increased as the costs of renewing a 3 yearly combined licence (both 

hackney carriage and private hire) should be the same as 3 x yearly renewed badges 

because the administration, checks each year on the driver and enforcement are exactly 

the same. There appears to be an error in the figure presented last year as the cost for 3 

years was significantly incorrect. This change addresses this. 

Public Protection R1827 Scrap Metal Collectors Licence (grant and renewal) £276.00 £296.00 £20.00 7.25%

There was an error in 2017-18 when the fee was not increased. This was compounded 

again in 2018-19. The proposed increase addresses these errors and brings the proposed 

fee to the same fee as a variation from a site to a collector. Thus the fee for a scrap metal 

collectors licence is now consistent whichever way the licence is applied for (i.e. new or 

variation) 

Public Protection R1276 Pet Shop £0.00 £158.00 £158.00 0.00%

There was an error last year and the fee for Pet Shops was set at zero. The fee should be 

consistent with other miscellaneous animal licences. 

Increased higher than 2% to offset the loss of income from the maintenance of fees for the 

treatment of rats and mice in domestic premises. 
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New Charges

Public Protection NEW CHARGE

Hand delivery of export certificates to trader premises within 

Rochdale borough £35.00

Some businesses request hand delivery of export certificates to their premises within 

Rochdale borough. This fee covers officers time, car allowance and any parking costs.

Public Protection NEW CHARGE Pleasure Boat Licence (carrying up to 12 passengers) £339.00

This is a new fee introduced in response to Link 4 Life applying for a licence to operate a 

pleasure boat on Hollingworth Lake. The proposed fee is set the same as a private hire 

vehicle fee.

Public Protection NEW CHARGE Public Health funeral officer recharge cost - hourly rate per officer £81.00

This is a new fee introduced to recover the cost of officers involvement in assessing the 

circumstances, searching property, arranging the funeral, administrating the funeral and 

associated costs, identification of estate and referral of appropriate cases to the Duchy of 

Lancaster. The work requires a professionally qualified officer to make appropriate 

professional judgments and the fee is therefore set the same as the fee for a professional 

officer undertaking food hygiene rescore visits where a similar level of professional 

qualification and judgement is required.  

Public Protection NEW CHARGE

Work in default / non-compliance officer recharge cost - hourly rate 

per officer £81.00

This is a new fee introduced to recover the cost of officers involvement in the assessment of 

compliance with statutory notices and the subsequent organisation of works in default or 

other enforcement actions. Officers will make site visits, assess the circumstances, develop 

schedules of work, source contractors make payments and arrange cost recovery from the 

person responsible. Alternatively officers may gather evidence and prepare a file for 

prosecution. The work requires a professionally qualified officer to make appropriate 

professional judgments. The fee is therefore set the same as the fee for a professional 

officer undertaking food hygiene rescore visits where a similar level of professional 

qualification and judgement is required.  
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REGISTRARS R1373F Priority Fees For Certificate Issue £10.00 £10.00 £0.00 0.00% Rounded down for practicalities

REGISTRARS R1375F Ceremonies: Confetti £1.80 £1.90 £0.10 5.56%

REGISTRARS R1376F Plastic Wallets £0.70 £0.70 £0.00 0.00%

REGISTRARS R1388F Att At Partnership Ceremonies At App Ven: M-F £296.00 £302.00 £6.00 2.03%

REGISTRARS R1389F Att At Partnership Ceremonies At App Ven: Sat £317.00 £323.00 £6.00 1.89%

REGISTRARS R1390F Att At Partnership Ceremonies At App Ven: Sun/BH £363.00 £370.00 £7.00 1.93%

REGISTRARS R1382F Attendance At Weddings At Approved Venues: Sat £388.00 £396.00 £8.00 2.06%

REGISTRARS R1383F Attendance At Weddings At Approved Venues: Sun/BH £414.00 £422.00 £8.00 1.93%

REGISTRARS R1394F Civil Naming and Renewal Of Vows - App Ven: M-F £211.00 £215.00 £4.00 1.90%

REGISTRARS R1395F Civil Naming and Renewal Of Vows - App Ven: Sat £261.00 £266.00 £5.00 1.92%

REGISTRARS R1396F Civil Naming and Renewal Of Vows - App Ven: Sun/BH £296.00 £302.00 £6.00 2.03%

REGISTRARS R1393F Civil Naming and Renewal Of Vows - Roche Ste: Sun/ £255.00 £260.00 £5.00 1.96%

REGISTRARS R1391F Civil Naming and Renewal Of Vows - Roche Suite: M- £143.00 £146.00 £3.00 2.10%

REGISTRARS R1392F Civil Naming and Renewal Of Vows - Roche Suite: Sa £189.00 £193.00 £4.00 2.12%

REGISTRARS R1385F Marriage / Civil Ceremony Fees - Roche Ste: Sun/BH £225.00 £230.00 £5.00 2.22%

REGISTRARS R1384F Marriage / Civil Ceremony Fees: Roche Suite: Sat £169.00 £172.00 £3.00 1.78%

REGISTRARS R1397F Name Deed - Adult £56.00 £57.00 £1.00 1.79%

REGISTRARS R1398F Name Deed - Child £61.00 £62.00 £1.00 1.64%

REGISTRARS R1408F Name Deed - Family Application £182.00 £186.00 £4.00 2.20%

REGISTRARS R1399F Purchase Of Additional Name Deed £13.00 £13.00 £0.00 0.00% Rounded down for practicalities

REGISTRARS R1400F Licensing Of Venues Of Civil Ceremonies £1,255.00 £1,280.00 £25.00 1.99%

REGISTRARS R1367F Marriage / Civil Ceremony Fees: Roche Suite (M-Th) £110.00 £112.00 £2.00 1.82%

REGISTRARS R1374F Ceremonies: Provisional Ceremony Booking Fee £30.00 £31.00 £1.00 3.33%

REGISTRARS R1401F Citizenship Ceremonies - Private Ceremonies: M-F £158.00 £161.00 £3.00 1.90%

REGISTRARS R1402F Citizenship Ceremonies - Private Ceremonies: Sat £233.00 £238.00 £5.00 2.15%

REGISTRARS R1403F Citizenship Ceremonies - Private Ceremonies: Sun £317.00 £323.00 £6.00 1.89%

REGISTRARS Marriage / Civil Ceremony Fees : Roche Suite( Fri) £133.00 £136.00 £3.00 2.26%

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

REGISTRARS R1812 Credit Card Fee (non-VATable Purchases) £1.00 £0.00 -£1.00 -100.00%

We no longer impose this fee following advice from Finance after 

the implementation of new legislation 13/1/2018

REGISTRARS R1381F Attendance At Weddings At Approved Venues: Mon-Fri £373.00 £373.00 £0.00 0.00%

In order to keep our fees competitive this fee needs to currently 

remain the same. The average fee for other Register Offices 

within the North West region is £319 Mon-Th and £347 Fri. 
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LIBRARIES Various Item Request £3.90 £4.00 £0.10 2.56%

LIBRARIES Various

Talking Books, Playaways & Learn a 

Language £1.40 £1.45 £0.05 3.57%

LIBRARIES Various Library Fine (overdue items per day) £0.20 £0.20 £0.00 0.00%

Currently trialling not charging this with 

agreement with the portfolio holder to align 

with other areas.  If this prove successful 

there will be a report to Cabinet to delete

LIBRARIES Various Maximum Level Of Fine For Overdue Books £12.00 £12.25 £0.25 2.08%

LIBRARIES Various

Meeting Room - Priv Sect / Profit Making 

Groups £18.50 £19.00 £0.50 2.70%

LIBRARIES Various Computer Printouts (A4 B and W) £0.10 £0.10 £0.00 0.00%

LIBRARIES Various Photocopying (A4 B+W) £0.10 £0.10 £0.00 0.00%

LIBRARIES Various Play Sets / Music Sets £9.50 £9.70 £0.20 2.11%

LIBRARIES Various Microfilm prints £0.90 £1.00 £0.10 11.11%

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

LIBRARIES Various Replacement Membership Cards (Adult) £2.50 £2.50 £0.00 0.00% No increase

LIBRARIES Various

Replacement Membership Cards (Under 17 

/ Over 60) £1.25 £1.25 £0.00 0.00% No increase

LIBRARIES Various

Earphones - For Use With PCs Or 

Playaways £1.40 £0.00 -£1.40 -100.00% DELETE - No longer Supplying

LIBRARIES Various Magnifiers £1.80 £0.00 -£1.80 -100.00% DELETE - Not sold anymore

LIBRARIES Various Batteries £2.20 £0.00 -£2.20 -100.00% DELETE - Not sold anymore

LIBRARIES Various Article Request £3.90 £0.00 -£3.90 -100.00% DELETE - Service not provided

LIBRARIES Various Computer Printouts (A4 Colour) £0.40 £0.50 £0.10 25.00% Raise to 50p

New Charges

LIBRARIES NEW CHARGE Local History Digital Photography prints £4.00

LIBRARIES NEW CHARGE Local History Digital Photography prints £7.50

LIBRARIES NEW CHARGE Local History Digital Photography prints £15.00

LIBRARIES NEW CHARGE A4 colour £0.50

LIBRARIES NEW CHARGE Lost or damaged Books £2.10

LIBRARIES NEW CHARGE A3 colour £1.00

LIBRARIES NEW CHARGE A3 Black & White £0.20
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Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

FINANCE SERVICES R0507 Charges for Blue Badge £10.00 £10.00 £0.00 0.00%

The Department for Transport are currently considering 

increasing the maximum charge to £20 from 1 April 2019. If this 

change occurs, we will want to increase to cover additional costs - 

new software system (£6k pa)

FINANCE SERVICES R0612 Charities Support Management Charge £43.00 £44.00 £1.00 2.33% This is a charge per hour

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

FINANCE SERVICES R0410 Liability Order - Council Tax £104.00 £101.50 -£2.50 -2.40%

Ministry of Justice has reduced charge to the Council from £3.00 

to £0.50 from 25 July 2018. We need to pass this onto residents. 

CE has approved the reduction using delegated powers.

We already charge more than anybody in GM and nobody is 

increasing costs, following a High Court case a few years ago 

involving Haringey Council.

FINANCE SERVICES R0411 Liability Order - NNDR £126.00 £123.50 -£2.50 -1.98%

Ministry of Justice has reduced charge to the Council from £3.00 

to £0.50 from 25 July 2018. We need to pass this onto 

businesses. CE has approved the reduction using delegated 

powers.

We are top in GM with 3 other Councils and nobody is increasing 

costs, following a High Court case a few years ago involving 

Haringey Council.

LEGAL & HR R0090 Confirmation Letter – Elect Reg – Current Year £18.90 £19.85 £0.95 5.03% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0091 Confirmation Letter – Elect Reg - Historic £41.00 £43.05 £2.05 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0092 Conf On Official Docs – to prove on Elect Reg £18.90 £19.85 £0.95 5.03% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0093 Public Path Orders:- Within Gen Range + Adv Costs £1,436.00 £1,507.80 £71.80 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0094 Public Path Orders:- Additional Rates £155.00 £162.75 £7.75 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0095 Street Closure:- Within A General Range £1,436.00 £1,507.80 £71.80 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0096 Street Closure:- Additional Rates £155.00 £162.75 £7.75 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0097 Prosecution (Court) Costs Recovered

LEGAL & HR R0098F - a Local Land Charges Search:- Full Search CON29 £158.00 £166.00 £8.00 5.06% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0098F - b Local Land Charges Search £20.00 £21.00 £1.00 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0099F Local Land Charges Search:- Part 2 Enquiries numbered 4 to 21 £36.00 £38.00 £2.00 5.56% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR

Local Land Charges Search:- Part 2 Enquiries number 22 common 

land £24.00 £25.00 £1.00 4.17% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0100F Local Land Charges Search:- Additional Enquiries £36.00 £38.00 £2.00 5.56% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0101F Local Land Charges Search:- Extra Parcels Of Land £24.00 £25.00 £1.00 4.17% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0103F Local Land Charges Search:- Copy Searches £25.00 £26.00 £1.00 4.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0113 Sales Of Land And Property: Under £5,000 £873.00 £916.65 £43.65 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0114

Sales Of Land And Property:

£5,001 - £10,000 £873.00 £916.65 £43.65 5.00% 5% increase + roundings
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LEGAL & HR R0115

Sales Of Land And Property:

£10,001 - £15,000 £873.00 £916.65 £43.65 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0116

Sales Of Land And Property:

£15,001 - £20,000 £1,294.00 £1,358.70 £64.70 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0117

Sales Of Land And Property:

£20,001 - £25,000 £1,294.00 £1,358.70 £64.70 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0118

Sales Of Land And Property:

£25,001 - £30,000 £1,294.00 £1,358.70 £64.70 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0119

Sales Of Land And Property:

£30,001 - £60,000 £1,604.00 £1,684.20 £80.20 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0120

Sales Of Land And Property:

£60,001 - £100,000 £1,998.00 £2,097.90 £99.90 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0121

Sales Of Land And Property:

£100,001 - £250,000 £2,616.00 £2,746.80 £130.80 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0122 Sales Of Land And Property: Over £250,000 £3,179.00 £3,337.95 £158.95 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0123 Auctions 4% or £2000 min In line with other GM authorities

LEGAL & HR R0124 Redemptions (One Per Charge) £209.00 £219.45 £10.45 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0125 Redemptions (Two Charges) £407.00 £427.35 £20.35 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0126 Mortgage Questionnaires £204.00 £214.20 £10.20 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0127 Deeds Of Postponement £249.00 £755.00 £506.00 203.21% In line with other deed costs

LEGAL & HR R0128 Title Questionnaires:- Up To 20 Questions £114.00 £145.00 £31.00 27.19%

LEGAL & HR R0129 Title Questionnaires:- Above 20 Questions £114.00 £145.00 £31.00 27.19%

LEGAL & HR R0130 Title Questionnaires:- Per Additional Question (>20) £9.50 £9.97 £0.47 4.95% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0131 RTB Sales - Engrossments £108.00 £113.40 £5.40 5.00% DELETE - no longer charge

LEGAL & HR R0132 Registration Fees:- Commercial £204.00 £214.20 £10.20 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0133 Registration Fees:- Private £108.00 £113.40 £5.40 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0134 Registration Fees:- Sealing Fee £73.50 £77.17 £3.67 4.99% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0135 Registration Fees:- Copies For Solicitors £73.50 £77.17 £3.67 4.99% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0136 Shop Leases £603.00 £2,000.00 £1,397.00 231.67% Align with commercial leases

LEGAL & HR R0137 Licenses:- Community and Residential Commercial £699.00 £733.95 £34.95 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0138 Licenses:- License To Assign £997.00 £1,046.85 £49.85 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0139 Licenses:- License To Sublet (Multiple Licenses) £997.00 £1,046.85 £49.85 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0140 Deeds Of Variation, Rectification etc. £755.00 £755.00 £0.00 0.00%

LEGAL & HR R0141 Surrender £755.00 £755.00 £0.00 0.00%

LEGAL & HR R0142 Deeds Of Easement:- Residential £755.00 £755.00 £0.00 0.00%

LEGAL & HR R0143 Deeds Of Easement:- Commercial £1,436.00 £1,507.80 £71.80 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0144 Agreements To Adopt Highways £1,436.00 £1,750.00 £314.00 21.87% Negotiable if aligned with s278 agreement

LEGAL & HR R0145 Section 106 Agreements (Planning Agreements) £1,436.00 £1,507.80 £71.80 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0146 Section 278 Agreements (Highway Works) £1,436.00 £1,507.80 £71.80 5.00% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0147 Building Agreements £1,436.00 £2,000.00 £564.00 39.28%

LEGAL & HR R0148 Leases/Premiums – Residential £726.00 £2,000.00 £1,274.00 175.48% 5% increase + roundings

LEGAL & HR R0149 Industrial Leases - £1,436.00 £2,000.00 £564.00 39.28% Discretion to reduce for SME/start up businesses
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COMMERCIAL R0110 Copies Of Documents £1.10 £1.15 (min £25)

COMMERCIAL R0111 Charities Admin – Committee Services Meeting £33.60 £35.28 £1.68 5.00%

COMMERCIAL R1882 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) £15.80 £15.00 -£0.80 -5.06% Correction of prior years charges

New Charges

LEGAL & HR NEW CHARGE Loan/Facilitty Agreements £2,000.00 Discretion to reduce for SME/start up businesses

LEGAL & HR NEW CHARGE Temporary Public Path Orders £800.00

Linked to 19/20 savings proposal

Discretion to reduce for SME/start up businesses

LEGAL & HR NEW CHARGE Commercial Leases £2,000.00 Discretion to reduce for SME/start up businesses

LEGAL & HR NEW CHARGE Community Leases £1,000.00 Discretion to reduce for SME/start up businesses
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Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

HIGHWAYS R0838 Parking Dispensations £40.50 £41.00 £0.50 1.23%

HIGHWAYS R0839 Parking Suspensions: Pay & Display Bays £30.00 £31.00 £1.00 3.33%

HIGHWAYS R0840

Parking Suspensions: Limited Waiting Bays/Disabled Bays/Loading 

Bays/Taxi Ranks £30.00 £31.00 £1.00 3.33%

HIGHWAYS R0841 Use Of Free Parks

HIGHWAYS R0842 Use Of Pay & Display Car Parks

HIGHWAYS R0618 Extension Of S.38 Agreement £981.00 £1,001.00 £20.00 2.04%

HIGHWAYS R0619 S.278/S.106 Agreement Where Built By RMBC £1,743.00 £1,778.00 £35.00 2.01%

HIGHWAYS R0626

Where Built By Developer, Value Of Works Assessed By RMBC: Up To 

£45,000 £4,421.00 £4,509.00 £88.00 1.99%

HIGHWAYS R0627

Where Built By Developer, Value Of Works Assessed By RMBC: Up To 

£20,000 £3,280.00 £3,346.00 £66.00 2.01%

HIGHWAYS R0628

Where Built By Developer, Value Of Works Assessed By RMBC: Up To 

£10,000 £2,067.00 £2,108.00 £41.00 1.98%

HIGHWAYS R0629

Re-Submission Of Plans To Check Compliance With Specification And 

Design £124.00 £126.00 £2.00 1.61%

HIGHWAYS R0630 Highway Records Information £88.80 £91.00 £2.20 2.48%

HIGHWAYS R0634 Placement Of Skips On The Highway: Registration Of Firm & Vetting £413.00 £421.00 £8.00 1.94%

HIGHWAYS R0635

Placement Of Skips On The Highway: One-Off Permit For Non-

Registered Firm £113.00 £115.00 £2.00 1.77%

HIGHWAYS R0636 Placement Of Skips On The Highway: Removal Of Skip £332.00 £339.00 £7.00 2.11%

HIGHWAYS R0637 Licence For Placement Of Scaffold Over Highway £130.00 £133.00 £3.00 2.31%

HIGHWAYS R0638

Licence For Placement Of Hoardings, Cranes & MEWP's On The 

Highway £130.00 £133.00 £3.00 2.31%

HIGHWAYS R0639 Vehicular Crossings: Domestic £110.00 £112.00 £2.00 1.82%

HIGHWAYS R0640 Vehicular Crossings: Industrial £167.00 £170.00 £3.00 1.80%

HIGHWAYS R0641 Accident Debris Removal £181.00 £185.00 £4.00 2.21%

HIGHWAYS R0642 Recoverable Works: Admin Fees £117.00 £119.00 £2.00 1.71%

HIGHWAYS Street Café License’s: Annual License – permanent fittings £510.00 £520.00 £10.00 1.96%  

HIGHWAYS Erection of tourist signs on the highway £255.00 £260.00 £5.00 1.96%  

HIGHWAYS Erection of new housing site signs in the highway £255.00 £260.00 £5.00 1.96%  

HIGHWAYS

Road closures for commercial events on the highway using RTRA 

section 16A. £536.00 £547.00 £11.00 2.05%  

HIGHWAYS Supply of copies of Traffic Orders (excludes requests from GMP) £161.00 £164.00 £3.00 1.86%  

HIGHWAYS R0650 Street Café License’s: Annual License £468.00 £477.00 £9.00 1.92%  

HIGHWAYS R0652 Street Café License’s: Annual Renewal Of License £147.00 £150.00 £3.00 2.04%  
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HIGHWAYS R0853

Home Watch Sign Consents (approval to place sign on the highway 

only) £47.00 £48.00 £1.00 2.13%  

HIGHWAYS R0854

Application For Privately Funded Temporary Direction Signs (Housing 

Dev't Signs) £134.00 £137.00 £3.00 2.24%  

HIGHWAYS R0855 Advance Direction Signs: Non Commercial (per sign face) £289.00 £295.00 £6.00 2.08%  

HIGHWAYS R0856 Advance Direction Signs: Commercial (per sign face) £481.00 £491.00 £10.00 2.08%  

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

HIGHWAYS R0614 Sponsored Boundary Signs n/a n/a

Price is negotiable dependent on customer 

requirements - unable to apply as each sign is under 

at least a 12 month contract which is negotiated at 

renewal stage

HIGHWAYS R0615 Sponsored Roundabout Signs n/a n/a

Price is negotiable dependent on customer 

requirements - unable to apply as each sign is under 

at least a 12 month contract which is negotiated at 

renewal stage

HIGHWAYS R0616

S.38 Agreements (Highways) Value Of Works Assessed By RMBC: 

Over £1.5M 5% 5%

Charge depends on value of the works - cannot uplift 

the 5% figure

HIGHWAYS R0617

S.38 Agreements (Highways) Value Of Works Assessed By RMBC: 

Over £100,000 6% 6%

Charge depends on value of the works - cannot uplift 

the 6% figure

HIGHWAYS R0620 Design And Supervision For Works Up To: £100,000 18% 18%

Charge depends on value of the works - cannot uplift 

the 18% figure

HIGHWAYS R0621 Design And Supervision For Works Up To: £150,000 15% 15%

Charge depends on value of the works - cannot uplift 

the 15% figure

HIGHWAYS R0624

Where Built By Developer, Value Of Works Assessed By RMBC: Over 

£100,000 5% 5%

Charge depends on value of the works - cannot uplift 

the 5% figure

HIGHWAYS R0625

Where Built By Developer, Value Of Works Assessed By RMBC: Over 

£45,000 6% 6%

Charge depends on value of the works - cannot uplift 

the 6% figure

HIGHWAYS R0632 Use Of Planning-Provide And Layout Fees are based on the cost of the supervising officer

HIGHWAYS R0633 Bollards To Prevent Access (Non-Highway) Fees are based on the cost of the supervising officer

HIGHWAYS R0643

S.38 Agreements (Highways) Value Of Works Assessed By RMBC: Up 

To £100,000

Price is negotiable dependent on customer 

requirements

HIGHWAYS R0645 Traffic Regulation Orders: Permanent/Experimental

Price is negotiable dependent on customer 

requirements

HIGHWAYS R0648 Traffic Regulation Orders: Permanent Road Closures

Price is negotiable dependent on customer 

requirements

HIGHWAYS R0649 Road Marking Requests

Price is negotiable dependent on customer 

requirements

HIGHWAYS Production of Traffic management Plan for events or roadworks

At cost (min 

£500)

At cost (min 

£500)

HIGHWAYS

Design and provision of road signage, barriers, etc. to facilitate an 

event or roadworks.

At cost (min 

£500)

At cost (min 

£500)

HIGHWAYS R0653 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 1 £37.00 £38.00 £1.00 2.70%

HIGHWAYS R0654 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 2 £74.00 £75.00 £1.00 1.35%

HIGHWAYS R0655 Five Day Car Park Pass- Month 3 £111.00 £113.00 £2.00 1.80%

The main permit affected is just the 5 day car pass 

which currently costs £444.  Approx. 130 of these are 

taken up and a 2% increase would generate an 

additional income of approx. £1,200 which is the 

equivalent of 3 permits.  There are currently 

alternative nearby private car parks which offer a 

cheaper package and it is feared that an increase for 

the council car parks would results in loss of permit 

renewals. Therefore propose to maintain current 

levels 
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HIGHWAYS R0656 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 4 £148.00 £151.00 £3.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0657 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 5 £185.00 £189.00 £4.00 2.16%

HIGHWAYS R0658 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 6 £222.00 £226.00 £4.00 1.80%

HIGHWAYS R0659 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 7 £259.00 £264.00 £5.00 1.93%

HIGHWAYS R0660 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 8 £296.00 £302.00 £6.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0661 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 9 £333.00 £340.00 £7.00 2.10%

HIGHWAYS R0662 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 10 £370.00 £377.00 £7.00 1.89%

HIGHWAYS R0663 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 11 £407.00 £415.00 £8.00 1.97%

HIGHWAYS R0664 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 12 £444.00 £453.00 £9.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0665 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 1 £44.00 £45.00 £1.00 2.27%

HIGHWAYS R0666 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 2 £88.00 £90.00 £2.00 2.27%

HIGHWAYS R0667 Five Day Car Park Pass- Month 3 £132.00 £135.00 £3.00 2.27%

HIGHWAYS R0668 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 4 £176.00 £180.00 £4.00 2.27%

HIGHWAYS R0669 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 5 £220.00 £224.00 £4.00 1.82%

HIGHWAYS R0670 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 6 £264.00 £269.00 £5.00 1.89%

HIGHWAYS R0671 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 7 £308.00 £314.00 £6.00 1.95%

HIGHWAYS R0672 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 8 £352.00 £359.00 £7.00 1.99%

HIGHWAYS R0673 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 9 £396.00 £404.00 £8.00 2.02%

HIGHWAYS R0674 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 10 £440.00 £449.00 £9.00 2.05%

HIGHWAYS R0675 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 11 £484.00 £494.00 £10.00 2.07%

HIGHWAYS R0676 Five Day Car Park Pass - Month 12 £528.00 £539.00 £11.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0677 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 1 £41.00 £42.00 £1.00 2.44%

HIGHWAYS R0678 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 2 £82.00 £84.00 £2.00 2.44%

HIGHWAYS R0679 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 3 £123.00 £125.00 £2.00 1.63%

HIGHWAYS R0680 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 4 £164.00 £167.00 £3.00 1.83%

HIGHWAYS R0681 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 5 £205.00 £209.00 £4.00 1.95%

HIGHWAYS R0682 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 6 £246.00 £251.00 £5.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0683 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 7 £287.00 £293.00 £6.00 2.09%

HIGHWAYS R0684 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 8 £328.00 £335.00 £7.00 2.13%

HIGHWAYS R0685 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 9 £369.00 £376.00 £7.00 1.90%

HIGHWAYS R0686 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 10 £410.00 £418.00 £8.00 1.95%

HIGHWAYS R0687 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 11 £451.00 £460.00 £9.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0688 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 12 £492.00 £502.00 £10.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0689 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 1 £48.00 £49.00 £1.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0690 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 2 £96.00 £98.00 £2.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0691 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 3 £144.00 £147.00 £3.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0692 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 4 £192.00 £196.00 £4.00 2.08%

The main permit affected is just the 5 day car pass 

which currently costs £444.  Approx. 130 of these are 

taken up and a 2% increase would generate an 

additional income of approx. £1,200 which is the 

equivalent of 3 permits.  There are currently 

alternative nearby private car parks which offer a 

cheaper package and it is feared that an increase for 

the council car parks would results in loss of permit 

renewals. Therefore propose to maintain current 

levels 

The main permit affected is just the 5 day car pass 

which currently costs £444.  Approx. 130 of these are 

taken up and a 2% increase would generate an 

additional income of approx. £1,200 which is the 

equivalent of 3 permits.  There are currently 

alternative nearby private car parks which offer a 

cheaper package and it is feared that an increase for 

the council car parks would results in loss of permit 

renewals. Therefore propose to maintain current 

levels 
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HIGHWAYS R0693 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 5 £240.00 £245.00 £5.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0694 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 6 £288.00 £294.00 £6.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0695 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 7 £336.00 £343.00 £7.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0696 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 8 £384.00 £392.00 £8.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0697 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 9 £432.00 £441.00 £9.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0698 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 10 £480.00 £490.00 £10.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0699 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 11 £528.00 £539.00 £11.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0700 Six Day Car Park Pass - Month 12 £576.00 £588.00 £12.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0701 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 1 £25.00 £26.00 £1.00 4.00%

HIGHWAYS R0702 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 2 £50.00 £51.00 £1.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0703 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 3 £75.00 £77.00 £2.00 2.67%

HIGHWAYS R0704 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 4 £100.00 £102.00 £2.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0705 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 5 £125.00 £128.00 £3.00 2.40%

HIGHWAYS R0706 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 6 £150.00 £153.00 £3.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0707 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 7 £175.00 £179.00 £4.00 2.29%

HIGHWAYS R0708 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 8 £200.00 £204.00 £4.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0709 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 9 £225.00 £230.00 £5.00 2.22%

HIGHWAYS R0710 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 10 £250.00 £255.00 £5.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0711 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 11 £275.00 £281.00 £6.00 2.18%

HIGHWAYS R0712 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 12 £300.00 £306.00 £6.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0713 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 1 £32.00 £33.00 £1.00 3.13%

HIGHWAYS R0714 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 2 £64.00 £65.00 £1.00 1.56%

HIGHWAYS R0715 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 3 £96.00 £98.00 £2.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0716 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 4 £128.00 £131.00 £3.00 2.34%

HIGHWAYS R0717 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 5 £160.00 £163.00 £3.00 1.88%

HIGHWAYS R0718 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 6 £192.00 £196.00 £4.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0719 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 7 £224.00 £228.00 £4.00 1.79%

HIGHWAYS R0720 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 8 £256.00 £261.00 £5.00 1.95%

HIGHWAYS R0721 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 9 £288.00 £294.00 £6.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0722 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 10 £320.00 £326.00 £6.00 1.88%

HIGHWAYS R0723 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 11 £352.00 £359.00 £7.00 1.99%

HIGHWAYS R0724 Five Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 12 £384.00 £392.00 £8.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0725 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 1 £28.00 £29.00 £1.00 3.57%

HIGHWAYS R0726 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 2 £56.00 £57.00 £1.00 1.79%

HIGHWAYS R0727 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 3 £84.00 £86.00 £2.00 2.38%

HIGHWAYS R0728 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 4 £112.00 £114.00 £2.00 1.79%

HIGHWAYS R0729 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 5 £140.00 £143.00 £3.00 2.14%

The main permit affected is just the 5 day car pass 

which currently costs £444.  Approx. 130 of these are 

taken up and a 2% increase would generate an 

additional income of approx. £1,200 which is the 

equivalent of 3 permits.  There are currently 

alternative nearby private car parks which offer a 

cheaper package and it is feared that an increase for 

the council car parks would results in loss of permit 

renewals. Therefore propose to maintain current 

levels 

The main permit affected is just the 5 day car pass 

which currently costs £444.  Approx. 130 of these are 

taken up and a 2% increase would generate an 

additional income of approx. £1,200 which is the 

equivalent of 3 permits.  There are currently 

alternative nearby private car parks which offer a 

cheaper package and it is feared that an increase for 

the council car parks would results in loss of permit 

renewals. Therefore propose to maintain current 

levels 
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(Rounded)
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HIGHWAYS R0730 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 6 £168.00 £171.00 £3.00 1.79%

HIGHWAYS R0731 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 7 £196.00 £200.00 £4.00 2.04%

HIGHWAYS R0732 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 – Month 8 £224.00 £228.00 £4.00 1.79%

HIGHWAYS R0733 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 – Month 9 £252.00 £257.00 £5.00 1.98%

HIGHWAYS R0734 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 – Month 10 £280.00 £286.00 £6.00 2.14%

HIGHWAYS R0735 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 11 £308.00 £314.00 £6.00 1.95%

HIGHWAYS R0736 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 1 - Month 12 £336.00 £343.00 £7.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0737 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 1 £35.00 £36.00 £1.00 2.86%

HIGHWAYS R0738 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 2 £70.00 £71.00 £1.00 1.43%

HIGHWAYS R0739 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 3 £105.00 £107.00 £2.00 1.90%

HIGHWAYS R0740 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 4 £140.00 £143.00 £3.00 2.14%

HIGHWAYS R0741 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 5 £175.00 £179.00 £4.00 2.29%

HIGHWAYS R0742 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 6 £210.00 £214.00 £4.00 1.90%

HIGHWAYS R0743 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 7 £245.00 £250.00 £5.00 2.04%

HIGHWAYS R0744 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 8 £280.00 £286.00 £6.00 2.14%

HIGHWAYS R0745 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 9 £315.00 £321.00 £6.00 1.90%

HIGHWAYS R0746 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 10 £350.00 £357.00 £7.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0747 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 11 £385.00 £393.00 £8.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0748 Six Day Car Park Passes Middleton Class 2 - Month 12 £420.00 £428.00 £8.00 1.90%

HIGHWAYS R0749 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 1 £30.00 £31.00 £1.00 3.33%

HIGHWAYS R0750 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 2 £60.00 £61.00 £1.00 1.67%

HIGHWAYS R0751 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 3 £90.00 £92.00 £2.00 2.22%

HIGHWAYS R0752 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 4 £120.00 £122.00 £2.00 1.67%

HIGHWAYS R0753 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 5 £150.00 £153.00 £3.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0754 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 6 £180.00 £184.00 £4.00 2.22%

HIGHWAYS R0755 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 7 £210.00 £214.00 £4.00 1.90%

HIGHWAYS R0756 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 8 £240.00 £245.00 £5.00 2.08%

HIGHWAYS R0757 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 9 £270.00 £275.00 £5.00 1.85%

HIGHWAYS R0758 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 10 £300.00 £306.00 £6.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0759 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 11 £330.00 £337.00 £7.00 2.12%

HIGHWAYS R0760 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 12 £360.00 £367.00 £7.00 1.94%

HIGHWAYS R0761 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 1 £37.00 £38.00 £1.00 2.70%

HIGHWAYS R0762 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 2 £74.00 £75.00 £1.00 1.35%

HIGHWAYS R0763 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 3 £111.00 £113.00 £2.00 1.80%

HIGHWAYS R0764 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 4 £148.00 £151.00 £3.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0765 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 5 £185.00 £189.00 £4.00 2.16%

HIGHWAYS R0766 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 6 £222.00 £226.00 £4.00 1.80%

The main permit affected is just the 5 day car pass 

which currently costs £444.  Approx. 130 of these are 

taken up and a 2% increase would generate an 

additional income of approx. £1,200 which is the 

equivalent of 3 permits.  There are currently 

alternative nearby private car parks which offer a 

cheaper package and it is feared that an increase for 

the council car parks would results in loss of permit 

renewals. Therefore propose to maintain current 

levels 

The main permit affected is just the 5 day car pass 

which currently costs £444.  Approx. 130 of these are 

taken up and a 2% increase would generate an 

additional income of approx. £1,200 which is the 

equivalent of 3 permits.  There are currently 

alternative nearby private car parks which offer a 

cheaper package and it is feared that an increase for 

the council car parks would results in loss of permit 

renewals. Therefore propose to maintain current 

levels 
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HIGHWAYS R0767 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 7 £259.00 £264.00 £5.00 1.93%

HIGHWAYS R0768 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 8 £296.00 £302.00 £6.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0769 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 9 £333.00 £340.00 £7.00 2.10%

HIGHWAYS R0770 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 10 £370.00 £377.00 £7.00 1.89%

HIGHWAYS R0771 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 11 £407.00 £415.00 £8.00 1.97%

HIGHWAYS R0772 Five Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 12 £444.00 £453.00 £9.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0773 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 1 £34.00 £35.00 £1.00 2.94%

HIGHWAYS R0774 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 2 £68.00 £69.00 £1.00 1.47%

HIGHWAYS R0775 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 3 £102.00 £104.00 £2.00 1.96%

HIGHWAYS R0776 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 4 £136.00 £139.00 £3.00 2.21%

HIGHWAYS R0777 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 5 £170.00 £173.00 £3.00 1.76%

HIGHWAYS R0778 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 6 £204.00 £208.00 £4.00 1.96%

HIGHWAYS R0779 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 7 £238.00 £243.00 £5.00 2.10%

HIGHWAYS R0780 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 8 £272.00 £277.00 £5.00 1.84%

HIGHWAYS R0781 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 9 £306.00 £312.00 £6.00 1.96%

HIGHWAYS R0782 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 10 £340.00 £347.00 £7.00 2.06%

HIGHWAYS R0783 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 11 £374.00 £381.00 £7.00 1.87%

HIGHWAYS R0784 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 1 - Month 12 £408.00 £416.00 £8.00 1.96%

HIGHWAYS R0785 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 1 £41.00 £42.00 £1.00 2.44%

HIGHWAYS R0786 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 2 £82.00 £84.00 £2.00 2.44%

HIGHWAYS R0787 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 3 £123.00 £125.00 £2.00 1.63%

HIGHWAYS R0788 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 4 £164.00 £167.00 £3.00 1.83%

HIGHWAYS R0789 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 5 £205.00 £209.00 £4.00 1.95%

HIGHWAYS R0790 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 6 £246.00 £251.00 £5.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0791 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 7 £287.00 £293.00 £6.00 2.09%

HIGHWAYS R0792 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 8 £328.00 £335.00 £7.00 2.13%

HIGHWAYS R0793 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 9 £369.00 £376.00 £7.00 1.90%

HIGHWAYS R0794 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 10 £410.00 £418.00 £8.00 1.95%

HIGHWAYS R0795 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 11 £451.00 £460.00 £9.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0796 Six Day Car Park Passes Rochdale Others Class 2 - Month 12 £492.00 £502.00 £10.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS R0797 Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 1 £71.00 £72.00 £1.00 1.41%

HIGHWAYS R0798 Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 2 £142.00 £145.00 £3.00 2.11%

HIGHWAYS R0799 Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 3 £213.00 £217.00 £4.00 1.88%

HIGHWAYS Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 4 £284.00 £290.00 £6.00 2.11%

HIGHWAYS Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 5 £355.00 £362.00 £7.00 1.97%

HIGHWAYS R0800 Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 6 £426.00 £435.00 £9.00 2.11%

HIGHWAYS Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 7 £497.00 £507.00 £10.00 2.01%

The main permit affected is just the 5 day car pass 

which currently costs £444.  Approx. 130 of these are 

taken up and a 2% increase would generate an 

additional income of approx. £1,200 which is the 

equivalent of 3 permits.  There are currently 

alternative nearby private car parks which offer a 

cheaper package and it is feared that an increase for 

the council car parks would results in loss of permit 

renewals. Therefore propose to maintain current 

levels 
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HIGHWAYS Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 8 £568.00 £579.00 £11.00 1.94%

HIGHWAYS Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 9 £639.00 £652.00 £13.00 2.03%

HIGHWAYS Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 10 £710.00 £724.00 £14.00 1.97%

HIGHWAYS Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 11 £781.00 £797.00 £16.00 2.05%

HIGHWAYS R0801 Car Park Passes Premium Pass - Month 12 £852.00 £869.00 £17.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0805 On Street Long Stay Rochdale: 3 - 4 hr £1.00 £1.00 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0806 On Street Long Stay Rochdale: 4 - 5 hr £1.30 £1.30 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0807 On Street Long Stay Rochdale: 5 - 6 hr £1.60 £2.00 £0.40 25.00%

HIGHWAYS R0808 On Street Long Stay Rochdale: Over 6 hrs £5.00 £5.00 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0809 Off Street long Stay Rochdale: 3 - 4 hr £1.00 £1.00 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0810 Off Street Long Stay Rochdale: 4 - 5 hr £1.30 £1.30 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0811 Off Street long Stay Rochdale: 5 - 6 hr £1.60 £2.00 £0.40 25.00%

HIGHWAYS R0817 Off Street Long Stay Rochdale: Over 6 hr £5.00 £5.00 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0818 Off Street Long Stay Rochdale: –3-4 hr £1.00 £1.00 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0819 Off Street Long Stay Rochdale: –4-5 hr £1.30 £1.30 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0820 Off Street Long Stay Rochdale: –5-6 hr £1.60 £2.00 £0.40 25.00%

HIGHWAYS R0824 Off Street Long Stay Rochdale: Over 6 hrs £5.00 £5.00 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0830 Middleton Short Stay 3 -4 hr £0.60 £0.70 £0.10 16.67%

HIGHWAYS R0831 Middleton Short Stay 4 -5 hr £0.90 £1.00 £0.10 11.11%

HIGHWAYS R0832 Middleton Short Stay 5 -6 hr £1.10 £1.10 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0828 Middleton Long Stay (Over 6hrs) £2.20 £2.20 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0833 Hollingworth Lake 0 - 2 hr £1.00 £1.00 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0834 Hollingworth Lake 2 - 4 hr £1.30 £1.30 £0.00 0.00%

HIGHWAYS R0835 Hollingworth Lake Over 4 hr £4.50 £4.60 £0.10 2.22%

HIGHWAYS R0836 Parking Permits: Residents £50.00 £51.00 £1.00 2.00%

HIGHWAYS R0837 Parking Permits: Visitors

HIGHWAYS New charges Parking Permits: Replacement for lost permit £25.00 £26.00 £1.00 4.00%

HIGHWAYS R0646 Traffic Regulation Orders: Temporary/Emergency £911.00 £929.00 £18.00 1.98%

Increase above 2 due to hike in advertisement costs 

(5%)

HIGHWAYS R0647

Traffic Regulation Orders: Temporary Carnivals, Fetes & Similar Events 

I.E. Charity Or Non-Commercial/Non-Profit Making £130.00 £133.00 £3.00 2.31% Increase to £200 to cover expenses

The main permit affected is just the 5 day car pass 

which currently costs £444.  Approx. 130 of these are 

taken up and a 2% increase would generate an 

additional income of approx. £1,200 which is the 

equivalent of 3 permits.  There are currently 

alternative nearby private car parks which offer a 

cheaper package and it is feared that an increase for 

the council car parks would results in loss of permit 

renewals. Therefore propose to maintain current 

levels 

All Car Parking charges proposed to be removed 

from Discretionary Charges - Any increase requires 

formal consultation and then a corresponding change 

to the TRO - therefore the proposed 2% increased 

cost far outweighed by the TRO. 

Proposed Parking Permits are not discretionary 

charges
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2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase

Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

ESTATES

Annual licence fees for garden tenancies - 

current income receivable £80,000 per 

annum

Variable 

depending upon 

the size of the 

plot

Variable 

depending upon 

the size of the 

plot 3.00%

Total licence fee increase = £2,400

ESTATES

Average annual licence fees for garage 

plots current income receivable £64,000 per 

annum

Variable 

depending upon 

the size of the 

plot

Variable 

depending upon 

the size of the 

plot 3.00%

Total licence fee increase = £2,000

ESTATES

Annual licence fees for grazing licences - 

total income expected in 2017/18 = £29,000 

per annum

Variable 

depending upon 

the size of the 

plot

Variable 

depending upon 

the size of the 

plot 20.00%

Linked to 19/20 savings proposal to generate 

additional income

Total licence fee increase = £5,800

ESTATES

Minimum fee for granting landlord consent 

to the Council's tenants - increase to £250. £250.00 £255.00 £5.00 2.00%

Total increase in income = £2,000

ESTATES

Increase non-returnable reservation fee for 

off-market disposals from £100 to £200 £200.00 £204.00 £4.00 2.00%

The fee is designed to meet the Council's costs of 

investigating requests to purchase land, especially to 

cover those costs in the event that the enquirer 

subsequently withdraws interest. The fee is deducted from 

final costs and purchase price

ESTATES

Introduction of a minimum surveyor's fee of 

£500 charged on any disposal £500.00 £510.00 £10.00 2.00%

Total increase in income = £2,000
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(Rounded)
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(£) % Increase

Notes

PLANNING

Pre application consultancy charge - 

Assistant Director (hourly rate) £74.89 £76.00 £1.11 1.48%

PLANNING

Pre application Consultancy charge - Chief 

Planning Officer (hourly rate) £50.40 £51.00 £0.60 1.19%

PLANNING

Pre application consultancy charge - 

Development Manager (Grade 10) (hourly 

rate) £45.18 £46.00 £0.82 1.81%

PLANNING

Pre application consultancy charge - 

Assistant Development Manager (Grade 9) 

(hourly rate) £40.39 £41.00 £0.61 1.51%

PLANNING

Pre application consultancy charge - Senior 

Planning Officer (Grade 8) (hourly rate) £38.49 £39.00 £0.51 1.33%

PLANNING

Pre application consultancy charge - 

Planning Officer (Grade 7) (hourly rate) £31.04 £32.00 £0.96 3.09%

PLANNING

Pre application consultancy charge - 

Assistant Planning Officer (Grade 5) (hourly 

rate) £21.44 £22.00 £0.56 2.61%

PLANNING R1357 Tree Preservation Order Notice (Copy) £34.20 £35.00 £0.80 2.34%

PLANNING R1358

Printed Copy Of Scanned Planning 

Application (Up To 10 Documents) - 

Excluding Large Format Plans (Over A4 

Size) £32.20 £33.00 £0.80 2.48%

PLANNING R1359

Copy Of Large Application Plans (Over A4 

Size) £8.20 £8.40 £0.20 2.44%

PLANNING R1360

Photocopies Of Correspondence And Other 

Papers On Planning Application Files, Up 

To A4 Size £0.30 £0.30 £0.00 0.00%

The service already charges for the provision of pre 

application advice in the form of an hour meeting with the 

Case Officer and follow up response letter. These charges 

will apply where the request is made for an additional 

officer to attend the initial meeting or attend any 

subsequent meetings
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2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase

Notes

PLANNING R1361 Township Green Infrastructure Plans £25.50 £26.00 £0.50 1.96%

PLANNING R1362 Public Art Strategy £12.30 £13.00 £0.70 5.69%

PLANNING R1363

Strategic Housing Land Availability 

Assessment Site Plans >10 £28.60 £29.00 £0.40 1.40%

PLANNING R1364 Employment Land Study £138.00 £141.00 £3.00 2.17%

PLANNING R1284 LDF Core Strategy - Publication 2016 £18.40 £19.00 £0.60 3.26%

PLANNING R1285 LDF Background Paper 2010 £23.50 £24.00 £0.50 2.13%

PLANNING R1286

LDF Report On Consultation On Preferred 

Options £36.30 £37.00 £0.70 1.93%

PLANNING R1287 LDF Statement Of Community Involvement £13.30 £14.00 £0.70 5.26%

PLANNING R1288

LDF Core Strategy Preferred Options 

Report £18.90 £19.00 £0.10 0.53%

BUILDING 

CONTROL R1094

Building Regulation Decision Notice Enquiry 

(Including Copy Of Any Notice) £32.20 £45.00 £12.80 39.75%

Often, this documentation is requested by third parties 

(solicitors etc) and is required as part of an urgent 

sale/conveyance of a property which means that the 

service has to prioritise the request to assist the 

conveyancing process at the expense of other critical 

building regulation related activities.

BUILDING 

CONTROL R1095

Building Completion Notice/Certificate 

Enquiry (Including Copy Of Any Notice) £48.00 £60.00 £12.00 25.00%
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2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)
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(£) % Increase

Notes

BUILDING 

CONTROL R1096

Site History Search: Minimum Charge (Up 

To First Hour) £53.60 £77.00 £23.40 43.66%

Rate based on market research & CIPFA calculation for 

hourly charge

BUILDING 

CONTROL R1097

Site History Search: Each Subsequent Hour 

Or Part Thereof £38.80 £77.00 £38.20 98.45%

BUILDING 

CONTROL R1098

Dangerous Building Call Out For The 1 st 

Hour £204.00 -£204.00 -100.00%

DELETE - replaced by new charges

BUILDING 

CONTROL R1099

Dangerous Building Call Out Charge Each 

Hour Thereafter £91.80 -£91.80 -100.00%

DELETE - replaced by new charges

BUILDING 

CONTROL R1102

Provision Of Late Completion Inspections & 

Issue Of Completion Certificates £179.00 £185.00 £6.00 3.35%

The council has no obligation to return to a completed or 

occupied project where notice of such 

completion/occupation was never submitted. Often, the 

late completion is required as part of an urgent 

sale/conveyance of a property which means that the 

service has to prioritise the request to assist the 

conveyancing process at the expense of other critical 

building regulation related activities.

BUILDING 

CONTROL R1103

Administration Fee For Building Control Fee 

Refunds £37.30 £65 min

The process of accepting, validating and processing and 

application can be complicated and take up valuable 

administrative resources, which should, at least in part, be 

recouped upon a clients decision to withdraw an 

application (often in favour of using an alternative 

provider)

BUILDING 

CONTROL R1104

Administration Charges To Building Owners 

For Inspection/Specification For Securing 

Buildings Open To Access/Dilapidated £118.00 £150.00 £32.00 27.12%

In accordance with S107 of the Building Act 11984 and 

Section 36 of the Local Government Act 1973, the service 

is entitled to recover its reasonable establishment charges 

when carrying out any works relating to land or buildings. 

This fee allows the service to recoup its expenses from 

property owners who have failed to maintain or secure 

their own properties.

BUILDING 

CONTROL R1105 Section 80/81 Notices £176.00 £180.00 £4.00 2.27%

In accordance with S107 of the Building Act 11984 and 

Section 36 of the Local Government Act 1973, the service 

is entitled to recover its reasonable establishment charges 

when carrying out any works relating to land or buildings. 

This fee will enable the service to recoup its expenses 

incurred in administering such applications
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Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase

Notes

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

PLANNING

Planning Performance Agreements (to 

cover large scale, complex or strategic 

proposals where a bespoke fee is 

necessary to cover the work of the service)

Fee to be negotiated with landowner/developer, typically 

20-40% of planning application fee. Linked to 19/20 

savings proposal to generate additional £100k income 

from discretionary planning services

PLANNING

Pre application advice - Large Scale Major 

Development - 10,000m2 of commercial 

floorspace / 50 plus homes / major 

infrastructure projects (roads and utilities) / 

sites biggeer than 1.5 hectares / energy 

projects (Case Officer Meeting and written 

advice) £1,500.00 £2,000.00 £500.00 33.33%

PLANNING

Pre application advice - Major Development - 

10 - 49 homes / 1,000m2 - 9,999m2 

commercial floorpsace / 100m2 - 999m2 

retail floorspace / 1.0 - 1.5 hectare site 

(Case Officer Meeting and Written Advice) £835.00 £1,500.00 £665.00 79.64%

PLANNING

Pre application advice - Minor Development - 

100m2 - 999m2 commercial floorspace / up 

to 100m2 retail floorspace / 2 - 9 homes / 

telecommunications development / Section 

73 variation of conditions relevant to this 

category / change of use (excluding retail) / 

public realm and engineering work / 

minerals, waste and energy projects / wind 

turbine / telecoms  (Case Officer Meeting 

and written advice £420.00 £550.00 £130.00 30.95%

PLANNING

Pre application advice - 1 Dwelling / small 

commercial changes of use or alterations 

eg up to 99m2   (Case Officer Meeting and 

Written Advice) £158.00 £350.00 £192.00 121.52%

PLANNING

Pre application advice - Site visit 

householder £101.00 £125.00 £24.00 23.76%

Proposal is to increase all existing pre app charges by a 

minimum 20% in line with national planning applicatioon 

fee increases and to introduce new charges for certain 

types of pre application enquiry as part of a savings 

proposal to realise an additional £100k income from 

discretionary planning services during 2019/20.   
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Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase

Notes

PLANNING

Charge to cover Officer time to visit property 

and provide written advice on works to 

fell/prune protected or dangerous trees £100.00 £120.00 £20.00 20.00%

The service receives an increasing number of requests to 

advice property owners on works to protected 

trees/requests to fell potentially dangerous trees etc which 

can otherwise be obtained from private sector.  Charge to 

cover site visit and written advice

PLANNING

Fee to cover works incurred in processing 

requests to modify terms of an existing 

S106 agreement following a grant of 

planning permission £1,000.00 £1,200.00 £200.00 20.00%

The proposal is to apply a 20% uplift in line with the 

proposed increases for pre application enquiries.  The 

charge will cover Officer time in validating and reporting 

on such requests to Committee. A separate charge will 

apply to cover specialist advice on the likes of viability 

appraisals

New Charges

PLANNING

NEW 

CHARGE

Requests for a more bespoke pre 

application service, including meetings with 

more senior officers or officers from other 

services (e.g. the Local Highway Authority), 

or where a quicker response is required, for 

example, to meet a bid or funding deadline, 

will be subject to a bespoke charge to cover 

the work of the service.

Fee to be negotiated with landowner/developer, to reflect 

senior officer attendance and for premuim eg 

quicker/comprehensive service. Linked to 19/20 savings 

proposal to generate additional £100k income from 

discretionary planning services

PLANNING

NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application advice - Large Scale Major 

Development - 10,000m2 of commercial 

floorspace / 50 plus homes / major 

infrastructure projects (roads and utilities) / 

sites bigger than 1.5 hectares / energy 

projects  (Written advice only) £1,500.00

PLANNING

NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application advice - Large Scale Major 

Development - 10,000m2 of commercial 

floorspace / 50 plus homes / major 

infrastructure projects (roads and utilities) / 

sites bigger than 1.5 hectares / energy 

projects  (Charge for follow up meeting with 

Case Officer) £750.00

PLANNING 

NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application advice - Major Development - 

10 - 49 homes / 1,000m2 - 9,999m2 

commercial floorpsace / 100m2 - 999m2 

retail floorspace / 1.0 - 1.5 hectare site. 

(Written advice only) £1,000.00

Proposal is to increase all existing pre app charges by a 

minimum 20% in line with national planning applicatioon 

fee increases and to introduce new charges for certain 

types of pre application enquiry as part of a savings 

proposal to realise an additional £100k income from 

discretionary planning services during 2019/20.   
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Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase

Notes

PLANNING 

NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application advice - Major Development - 

10 - 49 homes / 1,000m2 - 9,999m2 

commercial floorpsace / 100m2 - 999m2 

retail floorspace / 1.0 - 1.5 hectare site. 

(Charge for follow - up meeting with Case 

Officer) £600.00

PLANNING

NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application advice - Minor Development - 

100m2 - 999m2 commercial floorspace / up 

to 100m2 retail floorspace / 2 - 9 homes / 

telecommunications development / Section 

73 variation of conditions relevant to this 

category / change of use (excluding retail) / 

public realm and engineering work / 

minerals, waste and energy projects / wind 

turbine / telecoms (Written Advice only) £400.00

PLANNING

NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application advice - Minor Development - 

100m2 - 999m2 commercial floorspace / up 

to 100m2 retail floorspace / 2 - 9 homes / 

telecommunications development / Section 

73 variation of conditions relevant to 

category / change of use (excluding retail) / 

public realm and engineering work / 

minerals, waste and energy projects / wind 

turbine / telecoms(Charge for follow up 

meeting with Case Officer) £300.00

PLANNING

NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application advice - 1 dwelling /small 

commercial changes of use or alterations 

eg up to 99m2 (Written advice only) £250.00

PLANNING

NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application advice - 1 dwelling / small 

commerciall changes of use or alterations 

eg up to 99m2 (Charge for Follow up 

meeting with Case Officer) £200.00

PLANNING

NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application enquiry to vary / modify / 

discharge legal agreement for residential / 

commercial development (Meeting with 

Case Officer and written advice) £500.00

Proposal is to increase all existing pre app charges by a 

minimum 20% in line with national planning applicatioon 

fee increases and to introduce new charges for certain 

types of pre application enquiry as part of a savings 

proposal to realise an additional £100k income from 

discretionary planning services during 2019/20.   

Proposal is to increase all existing pre app charges by a 

minimum 20% in line with national planning applicatioon 

fee increases and to introduce new charges for certain 

types of pre application enquiry as part of a savings 

proposal to realise an additional £100k income from 

discretionary planning services during 2019/20.   
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Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase

Notes

PLANNING

NEW 

CHARGE

Pre application enquiry to vary / modify/ 

discharge legal agreement for residential 

development (single plot) Meeting with 

Case Officer and written advice £300.00

BUILDING 

CONTROL

NEW 

CHARGE

Copies of correspondence (excluding 

Decision Notice/Completion Certificates)

£12.00 up to 10 A4 

sides if over 10 

then 40p per A4 

side

Frequent requests from professionals 

(architects/engineers etc.) for historical technical  

information which is held on our manual and digital 

databases 

BUILDING 

CONTROL

NEW 

CHARGE

Provision of certificate/written confirmation 

of exemption from the provisions of Building 

Regulations(PER HOUR) £77.00

The council provides free electronic information on its 

webpages relating to exempt structures. Where this is not 

sufficient and written confirmation is requested for specific 

buildings/properties, then this charge is proposed. Rate 

based on CIPFA calculation for hourly charge

BUILDING 

CONTROL

NEW 

CHARGE

Site inspection and written report relating to 

structures exempt from the building 

regulations (PER HOUR) £77.00

BUILDING 

CONTROL

NEW 

CHARGE

Registering a change of 

agent/applicant/change of main contractor 

when work has commenced on site £77.00

Additional administrative resource required due to non-

fault of the council. Rate based on CIPFA calculation for 

hourly charge

BUILDING 

CONTROL

NEW 

CHARGE

Provision of pre-submission consultancy 

advice and research for technical 

information relating to an existing building 

e.g. foundation detail(PER HOUR) £77.00

Pre-submission consultancy is not an obligatory duty and 

is often misused by customers who utilise the service's 

free expertise and guidance without any serious intention 

of undertaking the building work or using the service. This 

fee will help to cover the costs of such time expended and 

will reduce the amount of timewasters abusing the 

goodwill of officers. Rate based on CIPFA calculation for 

hourly charge

BUILDING 

CONTROL

NEW 

CHARGE

Pre-submission site visits (COST PER 

VISIT) £77.00

Proposal is to increase all existing pre app charges by a 

minimum 20% in line with national planning applicatioon 

fee increases and to introduce new charges for certain 

types of pre application enquiry as part of a savings 

proposal to realise an additional £100k income from 

discretionary planning services during 2019/20.   
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Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase

Notes

BUILDING 

CONTROL

NEW 

CHARGE

To provide a letter relating to the building 

regulations for work which is not covered by 

a valid building regulation application (PER 

HOUR) £77.00

The service often deals with unauthorised building work 

which is of an age which prohibits any enforcement action 

and reports are often requested on the present condition 

of the building in terms of compliance. Rate based on 

CIPFA calculation for hourly charge

BUILDING 

CONTROL

NEW 

CHARGE

replaces R1098 

& R1099

Dangerous building Call Out (contractor 

cost <£300)

40% of cost (min 

£75.00) + £230.00 

out of hours 

charge)

VAT exempt unless owners have authorised work to be 

undertaken by the council) In accordance with S107 of the 

Building Act 11984 and Section 36 of the Local 

Government Act 1973, the service is entitled to recover its 

reasonable establishment charges when carrying out any 

works relating to land or buildings. In the majority of cases, 

these costs can be recovered by owners through their 

insurance claim.

BUILDING 

CONTROL

NEW 

CHARGE

replaces R1098 

& R1099

Dangerous building Call Out (contractor 

cost Between £301 - £1500)

20% of cost (min 

£120.00) + 

£230.00 out of 

hours charge)

BUILDING 

CONTROL

NEW 

CHARGE

replaces R1098 

& R1099

Dangerous building Call Out (contractor 

cost Between £1501 - £5000)

15% of cost (min 

£300.00) + 

£230.00 out of 

hours charge)

BUILDING 

CONTROL

NEW 

CHARGE

replaces R1098 

& R1099

Dangerous building Call Out (contractor 

cost Between £5001 - £10000)

10% of cost (min 

£700.00) + 

£230.00 out of 

hours charge)
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Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase

Notes

BUILDING 

CONTROL

NEW 

CHARGE

replaces R1098 

& R1099

Dangerous building Call Out (contractor 

cost over £10000)

5% of cost (min 

£1500.00) + 

£230.00 out of 

hours charge)
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Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

FM Ogden Room Hire - Evening £57.00 £58.00 £1.00 1.75%

FM Ogden Room Hire - Saturday £72.00 £73.00 £1.00 1.39%

FM Hollingworth A or B or C Room Hire - Day £52.00 £52.50 £0.50 0.96%

FM Hollingworth A or B or C Room Hire - Evening £62.00 £63.00 £1.00 1.61%

FM Hollingworth A or B or C Room Hire - Saturday £77.00 £79.00 £2.00 2.60%

FM Hollingworth A & B or B & C - Saturday £115.00 £126.40 £11.40 9.91%

FM Hollingworth A & B or B & C - Sunday £135.00 £139.20 £4.20 3.11%

FM Hollingworth A & B & C - Day £105.00 £110.25 £5.25 5.00%

FM Hollingworth A & B & C - Evening £125.00 £132.30 £7.30 5.84%

FM Hollingworth A & B & C - Saturday £157.00 £165.90 £8.90 5.67%

FM Hollingworth A & B & C - Sunday £178.00 £182.70 £4.70 2.64%

FM Greenbooth A - Day £36.50 £37.00 £0.50 1.37%

FM Greenbooth A - Evening £47.00 £47.00 £0.00 0.00%

FM Greenbooth B - Day £52.50 £53.00 £0.50 0.95%

FM Greenbooth B - Evening £63.00 £63.00 £0.00 0.00%

FM Roch - Day £36.50 £37.00 £0.50 1.37%

FM Roch - Evening £47.00 £47.00 £0.00 0.00%

FM Watergrove - Day £26.00 £27.00 £1.00 3.85%

FM Watergrove - Evening £36.50 £37.00 £0.50 1.37%

FM Piethorne - Day £26.00 £27.00 £1.00 3.85%

FM Piethorne - Evening £36.50 £37.00 £0.50 1.37%

FM Beal - Day £21.00 £21.00 £0.00 0.00%

FM Beal - Evening £31.50 £32.00 £0.50 1.59%

FM Irk - Day £21.00 £21.00 £0.00 0.00%

FM Irk - Evening £31.50 £32.00 £0.50 1.59%

FM Working Lunch Buffet £5.10 £5.20 £0.10 1.96%

FM 6-item Buffet £6.60 £6.70 £0.10 1.52%

FM 7-item Buffet £9.20 £9.40 £0.20 2.17%

FM 9-item Buffet £11.70 £12.00 £0.30 2.56%
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Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase Notes
FM R0972F and R0973F Flipchart Paper and Pens £7.70 £8.00 £0.30 3.90%

FM A4 Pad of paper and pen £2.60 £3.00 £0.40 15.38% Roundings

FM Bronze BYOB Items £1.80 £1.90 £0.10 5.56%

FM Silver BYOB Items £2.10 £2.20 £0.10 4.76%

FM Gold BYOB Items £2.60 £2.70 £0.10 3.85%

FM Standard Hot Supper £7.70 £8.00 £0.30 3.90%

FM Premium Hot Supper £9.20 £9.50 £0.30 3.26% Roundings

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

FM Platinum Wedding Package 2019 £5,999.00 £6,499.00 £500.00 8.33%

FM Gold Wedding Package 2019 £4,499.00 £5,249.00 £750.00 16.67%

FM Silver Wedding Package 2019 £3,499.00 £3,999.00 £500.00 14.29%

FM Bronze Wedding Package 2019 £999.00 £1,149.00 £150.00 15.02%

FM R0979F Organ Practise £7.50 £10.00 £2.50 33.33% This is per hour

FM R1018F Tea Dance £2.50 £3.00 £0.50 20.00% £3 in 1819 - keep same for 1920

FM Public Full Tour (Adults) £5.10 £7.50 £2.40 47.06% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC

FM Public Full Tour (Children) £2.60 £3.80 £1.20 46.15% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC

FM Public Short Tour (Adults) £2.60 £4.50 £1.90 73.08% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC

FM Public Short Tour (Children) £2.60 £2.30 -£0.30 -11.54% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC

FM Private Full Tour (Adults) £7.70 £11.00 £3.30 42.86% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC

FM Private Full Tour (Children) £3.90 £7.00 £3.10 79.49% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC

FM Private Short Tour (Adults) £4.60 £7.00 £2.40 52.17% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC

FM Private Short Tour (Children) £2.30 £3.50 £1.20 52.17% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC

FM R1074F School Tours £1.60 £2.00 £0.40 25.00% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC

FM R1796 School Tours (RMBC Schools) £1.60 £2.00 £0.40 25.00% Work done by volunteers so no cost to RBC

FM Ogden Room Hire - Day £47.00 £47.00 £0.00 0.00% As 1819 to maintain usage

FM Ogden Room Hire - Sunday £82.00 £82.00 £0.00 0.00% As 1819 to maintain usage

FM Hollingworth A or B or C Room Hire - Sunday £87.00 £87.00 £0.00 0.00% As 1819 to maintain usage

FM Hollingworth A & B or B & C - Day £73.00 £84.00 £11.00 15.07%

FM Hollingworth A & B or B & C - Evening £84.00 £100.80 £16.80 20.00%

FM Committee Room 1 or 2 - per hour £96.90 £52.50 -£44.40 -45.82% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing

FM Committee Room 1 or 2 - full day £658.00 £336.00 -£322.00 -48.94% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing

FM Committee Room 1 and 2 - per hour £148.00 £84.00 -£64.00 -43.24% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing

FM Committee Room 1 and 2 - full day £1,005.00 £538.00 -£467.00 -46.47% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing

FM Committee Room 3 - per hour £81.60 £75.00 -£6.60 -8.09% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing

FM Committee Room 3 - full day £556.00 £480.00 -£76.00 -13.67% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing

FM Committee Room 4 - per hour £71.40 £60.00 -£11.40 -15.97% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing

FM Committee Room 4 - full day £485.00 £384.00 -£101.00 -20.82% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing

FM Council Chamber - per hour £102.00 £100.00 -£2.00 -1.96% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing

FM Council Chamber - full day £694.00 £640.00 -£54.00 -7.78% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing

FM Reception Room - per hour £102.00 £90.00 -£12.00 -11.76% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing

FM Reception Room - full day £694.00 £576.00 -£118.00 -17.00% Proposed reduction based on current uptake and market testing

FM Great Hall - per hour £153.00 £175.00 £22.00 14.38%

FM Great Hall - full day £1,041.00 £1,120.00 £79.00 7.59%

FM Zodiac Bar (Room Only) £81.60 -£81.60 -100.00% DELETE - NO LONGER CHARGED

FM Zodiac Bar (Room Only) £556.00 -£556.00 -100.00% DELETE - NO LONGER CHARGED

FM R1791 Zodiac Bar (Bar Open) £40.80 -£40.80 -100.00% DELETE - NO LONGER CHARGED

FM Zodiac Bar (Bar Open) £281.00 -£281.00 -100.00% DELETE - NO LONGER CHARGED

FM Ground Floor (Mon-Fri) £1,224.00 -£1,224.00 -100.00% DELETE - NO LONGER CHARGED

FM R1053 Ground Floor (Saturday) £1,750.00 -£1,750.00 -100.00% DELETE - NO LONGER CHARGED

R1071F

R1076F
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Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase Notes
FM R1054 Ground Floor (Sunday) £2,601.00 -£2,601.00 -100.00% DELETE - NO LONGER CHARGED

FM All Accommodation (Mon-Fri) £1,377.00 £2,500.00 £1,123.00 81.55%

FM R0152 All Accommodation (Saturday) £2,918.00 £3,000.00 £82.00 2.81%

FM R1056 All Accommodation (Sunday) £3,642.00 £3,500.00 -£142.00 -3.90%

FM R1055F Non-refundable Deposit £510.00 £500.00 -£10.00 -1.96%

FM R1795 Refundable Deposit (Bond) £510.00 £500.00 -£10.00 -1.96%

FM R0901 Bar Licence Extension (Until Midnight) £204.00 £250.00 £46.00 22.55%

DELEFM R0981F Blue Dividing Screen £5.80 -£5.80 -100.00% DELETE - Charge not required.

FM R0978F Grand Piano £30.60 -£30.60 -100.00% DELETE - Charge not required.

FM R1072F Afternoon Tea (with tour) £8.10 £9.90 £1.80 22.22%

FM Champagne Afternoon Tea (with tour) £14.70 £19.90 £5.20 35.37%

FM R1073F 2-Course Lunch (with tour) £10.20 £11.90 £1.70 16.67%

FM Danish Pastry Selection £1.70 £1.90 £0.20 11.76% DELETE - now with bronze BYOB

New Charges

FM NEW CHARGE Platinum Wedding Package 2020 £6,999.00 £500 increase on 2019 prices

FM NEW CHARGE Gold Wedding Package 2020 £5,749.00 £500 increase on 2019 prices

FM NEW CHARGE Silver Wedding Package 2020 £4,499.00 £500 increase on 2019 prices

FM NEW CHARGE Bronze Wedding Package 2020 £1,249.00 £100 increase on 2019 prices

FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 1 or 2 - Weekend rate per hour £105.00

FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 1 or 2 - Weekday evening rate per hour £63.00

FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 1 and 2 -  Weekday evening per hour £100.00

FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 1 and 2 -  Weekend rate per hour £168.00

FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 3 - weekend rate per hour £150.00

FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 3 - weekday evening rate per hour £90.00

FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 4 - weekend rate per hour £120.00

FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 4 - weekday evening rate per hour £72.00

FM NEW CHARGE Council Chamber - weekend rate per hour £200.00

FM NEW CHARGE Council Chamber - weekday evening rate per hour £120.00

FM NEW CHARGE Reception Room - weekend rate per hour £180.00

FM NEW CHARGE Reception Room - weekday evening rate per hour £108.00

FM NEW CHARGE Great Hall - weekend rate per hour £350.00

FM NEW CHARGE Great Hall - weekday evening rate per hour £210.00

FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 1 or 2 - Half Day £189.00

FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 1 or 2 - Full Week £1,470.00

FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 1 and 2 - Half Day £302.00

FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 1 and 2 - Full Week £2,352.00

FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 3 - Half Day £270.00

FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 3 - Full Week £2,100.00

FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 4 - Half Day £216.00

FM NEW CHARGE Committee Room 4 - Full Week £1,680.00

FM NEW CHARGE Council Chamber - Half Day £360.00

FM NEW CHARGE Council Chamber - Full Week £2,800.00

FM NEW CHARGE Reception room - Half Day £324.00

FM NEW CHARGE Reception room - Full Week £2,520.00

FM NEW CHARGE Great Hall - Half Day £630.00

FM NEW CHARGE Great Hall - Full Week £4,900.00
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Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

ADULT CARE Appointeeship fee – non-residential care (annual fee) £576.00 £588.00 £12.00 2.08%

ADULT CARE Careline £3.00 £3.10 £0.10 3.33%

ADULT CARE Support@Home £5.00 £5.10 £0.10 2.00%

ADULT CARE Appointeeship fee – residential care £300.00 £306.00 £6.00 2.00%

ADULT CARE Community re-start utility charge £17.50 £18.00 £0.50 2.86% Reflecting inflation rates for domestic energey

ADULT CARE Deputyship - annual management fee - first year £840.00 £857.00 £17.00 2.02%

ADULT CARE Deputyship - annual property management Fee £270.00 £275.00 £5.00 1.85%

ADULT CARE

Deputyship - preparation and lodgement of annual report or 

account £195.00 £199.00 £4.00 2.05%

ADULT CARE Deputyship - annual management fee - subsequent years £585.00 £597.00 £12.00 2.05%

ADULT CARE

Deputyship - work up to the court order appointing a deputy for 

property and affairs £714.00 £728.00 £14.00 1.96%

Court of Protection directions state that the charge should not 

exceed £745

ADULT CARE Deferred Payment Admin Fee (new scheme) £551.00 £562.00 £11.00 2.00%

ADULT CARE Transport (per journey) £4.10 £420.00 £415.90 10143.90%

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

ADULT CARE

Short term and assessment care (weekly charge) - Pensionable 

age. £130.40 TBC TBC TBC

ADULT CARE Short term and assessment care (weekly charge) - Working age. £85.32 TBC TBC TBC

ADULT CARE

Short term and assessment care (weekly charge) - Aged less than 

25 years. £73.16 TBC TBC TBC

ADULT CARE Deferred Payment Interest Rate (old scheme)

3.06% to 6.12% 

depending on age of 

debt. £0.00 0.00%

No Proposed increase to these interest rates as they are in 

excess of the maximum rate for the new deferred payment 

agreements

ADULT CARE Deferred Payment Interest Rate (new scheme) TBC TBC TBC TBC

This charge is the maximum we can levy and is linked to the cost 

of Government Borrowing - 15 year average gilt yeild. Next to be 

reviewed in January 2019

ADULT CARE Shared lives TBC TBC TBC TBC

Charges are based on the rate of DLA/PIP the service user 

receives. Charges will increase in line with any cahnge to rates 

announced by Government,

These charges are set at 80% of the basic weekly income for 

each age bracket. Benefit rates for 2019-20 have not yet been 

announced, so actual rates cannot be determined at this point
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Sub-Area Ref Ledger Code Desc

Current Charge

2018/19 (£)

Proposed

Charge

2019/20 (£)

(Rounded)

Increase

(£) % Increase Notes

Charges in line with the 2% proposed uplift (subject to roundings)

YOUTH SERVICE R0075 Duke of Edinburgh Award – Bronze or Silver – Other organisations £22.00 £22.50 £0.50 2.27%

YOUTH SERVICE R0076 Duke of Edinburgh Award – Bronze or Silver – Schools £22.00 £22.40 £0.40 1.82%

YOUTH SERVICE R0077 Duke of Edinburgh Award – Gold – Other organisations £29.00 £30.00 £1.00 3.45%

YOUTH SERVICE R0078 Duke of Edinburgh Award – Gold – Schools £29.00 £30.00 £1.00 3.45%

ROCH & OLD SUPPLY 

AGENCY R0054 Supply Teacher DBS £51.00 £52.00 £1.00 1.96%

ROCH & OLD SUPPLY 

AGENCY R0055 Supply Teacher ID £3.60 £3.70 £0.10 2.78%

CHILDRENS CENTRES R1807 Room Hire £25.20 £26.00 £0.80 3.17%

SURESTART R0064 CPD/Welfare Training Autumn £17.70 £18.00 £0.30 1.69%

SURESTART R0065 CPD/Welfare Training non attendance £17.70 £18.00 £0.30 1.69%

SURESTART R0066 CPD/Welfare Training Spring £17.70 £18.00 £0.30 1.69%

SURESTART R0067 CPD/Welfare Training Summer £17.70 £18.00 £0.30 1.69%

SURESTART R1674 Childminder pre-registration Training £13.10 £13.40 £0.30 2.29%

Charges that are not in line with the 2% proposed uplift

MUSIC SERVICE R0045 e0484/7760 Music Service Termly membership – Individual £30.60 £30.60 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 

we will cover the proposed additional budget 

required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE R0046 e0484/7760 Music Service Termly membership – Family £51.00 £51.00 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 

we will cover the proposed additional budget 

required  by reducing costs within the music 

service
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MUSIC SERVICE R0047 e0484/7704 15 minute lesson £8.20 £8.20 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 

we will cover the proposed additional budget 

required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE R0048 e0484/7704 20 minute lesson £11.30 £11.30 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 

we will cover the proposed additional budget 

required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE R0049 e0484/7704 30 minute lesson £16.40 £16.40 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 

we will cover the proposed additional budget 

required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE R0043 e0484/7704 60 minute lesson £32.70 £32.70 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 

we will cover the proposed additional budget 

required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE e0484/7700 Music Festival entry – Individual £5.10 £5.10 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 

we will cover the proposed additional budget 

required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE e0484/7700 Music Festival entry – duets/trios £6.20 £6.20 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 

we will cover the proposed additional budget 

required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE e0484/7700 Music Festival entry – large ensemble £11.30 £11.30 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 

we will cover the proposed additional budget 

required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE e0484/7728 Exam accompaniment £32.70 £32.70 £0.00 0.00%

Charges to Remain the same this year, however 

we will cover the proposed additional budget 

required  by reducing costs within the music 

service

MUSIC SERVICE R0037 Ticket sales variable variable
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Introduction

The Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) is a five year plan which sets out the Council’s 
commitment to provide services that meet the needs of people locally and that represent 
good value for money within the overall resources available to it. 

The MTFS is what links our Council’s vision and priorities with forecasted resources and 
budgets and shows how our Council’s finances will be structured and managed to ensure that 
this fits with, and supports, the priorities of our Council and its partners. 

The strategy considers: 
 international and national economic influences on our Council 
 the influence of Central Government policy and strategy 
 local factors which influence policy within our Council include the commitment to  

regenerate the borough and create jobs 
 key Council policy areas 

The strategy brings together the key issues affecting the:
 Revenue Budget
 Capital Strategy and Capital Programme, and 
 Treasury Management Strategy. 

A key part of the strategy is to highlight the budget issues that will need to be addressed by 
our Council over the coming financial years, by forecasting the level of available resources 
from all sources and budget pressures relating to both capital and revenue spending. 
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Part 1: Executive Summary – The Finance Challenge for Our Council

1. Rochdale is the birthplace of co-operation, and the Council is committed to retaining this 
distinction by working with partners, local people and communities to improve the lives of 
local people. Our vision is to be a Council which builds success and prosperity with our 
citizens and partners, while protecting vulnerable people.

2. Each year there is a legal requirement to prepare an annual budget and set the Council Tax 
for the borough of Rochdale. Alongside the annual budget our Council reviews the Medium 
Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) to take into account the latest financial forecasts for future 
levels of resources for the next 5 years and aligns these to service plans. The strategy sets 
the financial context for how the Council’s resources are received and allocated through the 
budget setting over a rolling five year timeframe, for this Strategy that is from 2019/20 to 
2023/24. 

3. The MTFS is aligned to the Borough’s Place Plan and the Council’s Corporate Plan to ensure 
that our resources are directed to delivering the vision and priorities for the Borough. The key 
Corporate Plan priorities which the MTFS supports are shown below

Our vision : to be a  Council which builds 
success and prosperity with our citizens and 
partners, while protecting vulnerable people

Three key drivers of the Corporate Plan over the next 3 years:
                            People       -    Improving education
                            Place         -    Our local environment
                            Prosperity  -    Our local economy

Improving performance is our fourth priority – Focusing on managing our 
resources effectively to achieve our ambitions – supported by the MTFS

4. Key objectives of the Medium Term Financial Strategy

The key objectives of the MTFS are as follows:

 To ensure that effective financial planning and management contributes to the Council 
achieving the priorities in the Corporate Plan;

 To direct resources to the Council's priorities to support the achievement of the Corporate 
Plan;

 To maximise the income from Council Tax and Business Rates revenue to support the 
priorities of the council;

 To maximise income from commercial and regeneration opportunities adding value to the 
economy, with the long-term aim of making the Council self-financing.

 To analyse budget performance to assess the effectiveness of resource allocation.
 To continue to improve value for money - managing people and our money more 

efficiently, streamlining processes and systems, getting better value from commissioning 
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and procurement, whilst seeking to minimise the impact of budget savings on priority 
services. 

 To ensure the Council's financial standing is prudent, robust, stable and sustainable.

5. Local authorities have faced unprecedented reductions in Government funding since the 
Government Spending Review 2010, coupled with rising costs and increased demand for 
services by local residents has meant that our Council has had to make significant budget 
savings. The Council is now working with partners to transform services to enable 
efficiencies and value for money to be achieved by reducing duplication through the 
integration of services, such as health and social care. The Council is also seeking to 
maximise income from commercial and regeneration opportunities adding value to the 
economy, with the long-term aim of making the Council self-financing. 

6. Integration of Health & Social Care

Greater Manchester is moving towards taking full control and responsibility of the £6bn 
Health & Social Care Budget with the creation of its own sustainable Health & Social Care 
system by 2021. The Council and local health partners have developed a Locality Plan to 
support the regional delivery of the integration of health and social care, public health and 
prevention. Integration is key to protecting social care and providing services to people in 
the Community. Without investment in social care the financial pressure within health will 
not be sustainable and may lead to a full system failure. It is felt that the pooling of 
resources across the locality will provide more opportunities to explore value for money, 
economies of scale, reduce duplication and streamline processes. 

The Local Authority created a formal pooled budget arrangement from 1st April 2018 for 
health and social care. The MTFS reports on the total budget which includes the Pooled 
fund this includes the Adult Social Care; Public Health; and elements of Children’s Services 
Strategic Commissioning Budgets. General Council Services relate to services not within 
the Pooled Fund including Economy, Neighbourhoods, Resources and Wellbeing.
 
The 2019/20 to 2020/21 savings proposals include a number of savings proposals which 
are to be delivered through the efficiencies of integration. There is a risk that delivery of the 
planned benefits may not arise within the timescale forecasts which could provide a risk to 
the Council’s budget.

7. Financial savings generated by our Council since 2010/11

Over the last nine years our Council has approved £178.1m of ongoing savings to bridge the 
gap between falling resources, rising costs and increasing local demands. This has led to 
transformations and changes within our Council as we look to meet the changing needs of 
local residents within the funds we have available. Table 1 illustrates the savings agreed 
between 2010/11 to 2018/19 based on the year they were approved.
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Table 1 – Our Council’s Revenue Savings approved 2010/11 to 2018/19

8. The continuing need to make budget savings since 2010 is an increasingly difficult financial 
challenge for our Council. 

9. Changes to the Council’s Spending Power since 2010

Changes in local government funding streams have obscured the true reduction in the 
funding available to councils since 2010. However, using the Government’s own measure of 
“Core Spending Power”1 it can be seen that local government has undergone a sustained and 
significant reduction in total funding. Furthermore the cuts have not been borne evenly across 
the country, with some authorities bearing a much higher burden of cuts than the national 
average.

Table 2 illustrates the cuts in Core Spending Power 2010-11 to 2019-20. Rochdale’s cut of 
£67.1m equates to £312 per head.

1 Core Spending Power is the measure used by the Government to demonstrate the maximum funding deemed available to Councils to deliver 
services from Central Government support and locally raised taxes, business rates and council tax.
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Table 2 - Cuts in Core Spending Power 2010-11 to 2019-20

Table 3 compares the cumulative percentage cut in Core Spending Power since 2010/11, 
showing that Rochdale’s reduction of 27% is above the reduction in overall funding for 
England of 17%.
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Table 3 Core Spending Power – Cumulative percentage cut since 2010/11

10. Changes to Central Government Funding since 2013/142

Core spending power identifies the central government resources allocated to a Local 
Authority plus the local sources of revenue from council tax and business rates that Central 
Government forecast could be raised locally. The Council’s core spending power has 
reduced mainly due to the reduction in central government resources in particularly Revenue 
Support Grant.

Funding has fallen by 79% in seven years from £80.6m in 2013/14 to £16.9m in 2019/20, a 
reduction of £63.7m, as highlighted at Table 4. This equates to a reduction of £291 per 
person or £681 per residential dwelling. Our Medium Term Financial Strategy forecasts that 
this will reduce steadily to nil by 2020/21 as part of the Central Government move to allowing 
local authorities to retain business rates to fund local services and Central Government’s 
pledge to reduce levels of public sector deficit by the end of the Parliament. 

The Queen’s Speech 2017 did not include the changes expected to bring forward legislation 
to move to 100% business rates retention. In the Local Government Finance Settlement 

2 Revenue support grant allocations changed significantly from 2013/14, with the introducing of council tax benefits and revised needs formulas. 
Comparisons prior to 2013/14 do not provide a comparable basis.
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2018/19 the Government announced that from 2020/21 it is proposed that councils will retain 
75% of their business rates income, incorporating Revenue Support Grant, Public Health 
Grant and other grants, with suitable transitional arrangements. 

Rochdale is part of the Greater Manchester 100% business rates retention pilot and there is 
no information on the consequences of this change for pilot authorities. The MFTS reflects 
100% retention of business rates until further details are provided.

Table 4 shows the reduction in Central Government funding our Council receives, which is 
known as Revenue Support Grant.

Table 4 – Reduction in Revenue Support Grant 2013/14 to 2019/20

11. Resources allocated from Central Government to Rochdale Council and those generated 
locally from council tax and business rates each year will not be enough to meet the current 
spending requirement to deliver local services in the way they are now. Our need is greater 
than the resources that we can generate which is due to a combination of  :

 the reduced levels of Central Government funding, 
 the inability to raise funds locally above the level set by Central Government for 

Council Tax above the referendum limits, which are currently 2% for general services 
and 6% over three years (2017/18 to 2019/20) for Adult Social Care. The technical 
consultation on the 2019/20 Local Government Finance Settlement proposed an 
additional 1% flexibility on the council tax referendum limit for 2019/20, as in 2018/19, 
i.e. 3% in total)

 the inability to raise additional business rates above the increases set by Central 
Government.

 rising costs and increases in demand from the changing needs of our Borough and its 
residents. 
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12. Our Demographics

Some of the main financial challenges affecting how we balance our budget relate to the 
changing profile of our Council’s residents. These include:

a. Population Projections impacting on Children’s Services

1. Projected population increase for 0-19 year olds from 2018 to 2023 based on the 
Office for National Statistics.

Children Population 2018 2023 % 
Movement

0 to 9 year old 30,200 29,400 -2.6%
10 to 19 years old 26,600 28,900 8.6%
Total 56,800 58,300 2.5%

Within this the population for 0-9 year olds decreases by 2.5% whilst the 10-19 range 
increases by 8.6%.

2. Implications for Children’s Social Care

Currently Rochdale has 56,800 children of which 1% are looked after by the Local 
Authority. Based on future population growth this would equate to an additional 13 
children being cared for by the Local Authority at the end of the 5 year period. Total 
increased spend by year 2023 based on average costs would be circa. £1m.

However it has to be recognised that increases in the number of Cared for Children 
may well exceed the rate of population growth, this can be attributable to other factors 
such as deprivation, troubled families, special education needs and families entering 
the borough e.g. asylum seekers.  It is difficult to quantify the impact on the budget 
over the 5 year period Work is ongoing to establish the potential risk to the financial 
position and options for how this can be managed over the 5 year period.

There are staffing ratios in relation to the number of looked after children and therefore 
as the budget provides for an increase in the number of looked after children it would 
also have to provide for an increase in staff numbers. This will be addressed in the 
work currently being undertaken to quantify the value that is required for future 
budgets.
 

3. Implications for Early Help & Schools

As the number of pupils increases over the next 3-4 years there is a requirement to 
build 2 new secondary schools in the Borough.  A bid has been submitted to the DfE 
for additional funding for 2 new secondary schools.  The revenue costs of running the 
schools will be funded by Dedicated Schools Grant.

The Local Authority has increased numbers of Children with special education needs 
work is on-going to mitigate these future pressures.
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4. Family Service Model

Children Services have worked with its partners ( police, health visitors, voluntary 
sector and Health care providers) to create a Family Services Model.  This model, 
which will allow partners to work closely to improve service delivery and value for 
money, is dependent on external funding e.g. a range of staff are funded by the 
Stronger Families Programme. The benefits expected from this new delivery model 
have formed part of the transformation programme within the Health and Social Care 
pooled fund.

b. Population Projections impacting on Adult Services.

Projected population increase for 20 plus from 2018 to 2023 based on the Office for 
National Statistics is as follows:-

The number of people in the 20-64 age range is forecast to reduce in the period 
above, however there is a growing number of service users in the 20 to 64 age bracket 
who are presenting with complex social and health care issues. 

Short and Long Term Service Projections.

The forecast number of service users for 2018/19 up to 2021/21 is detailed as follows:

 

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

No. No. No. £000’s
Physical Support 18 - 64 632 650 670 722
Learning Disability Support 18 - 64 653 655 668 630
Mental Health Support 18 - 64 195 200 205 190
Physical Support 65+ 3,066 3,127 3,189 2,337
Learning Disability Support 65+ 78 79 80 38
Mental Health Support  65+ 136 136 136 0
Total 4,760 4,847 4,948 3,917

Number of Adult Service Users Cost of 
Increased 

Service Users 
by average 
placement

 The total growth requirement over the next 2 financial years is £3.9m for Adults with 
Physical and Mental Disabilities. . The Local Authority has entered into a pooled fund 

Adult Population 2018 2023 % 
Movement

20 to 64 year old 125,100 124,500 -0.7%
65 to 84 years old 31,700 34,500 8.8%
Over 85 4,400 4,700 6.8%
Total 161,200 163,700 1.55%
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with the Clinical Commissioning Group and have been successful in receiving 
transformation funding from Greater Manchester Health and Social Care Partnership 
(more detail is provided in section 2.2.2 page 22. The expectation is that the 
development of Integrated Services will help reduce the average cost of placements, 
reduce duplication and increase preventative work. 

The service is reviewing delivery models over and above the transformation 
programme, the focus being expensive and out of borough placements. The overall 
aim of the service over the next 5 years is to reduce the cost of expensive placements 
and bring service users back into the borough. This will be the focus along with 
alternative delivery models which will be led by the Integrated Commissioning Board 
responsible for Strategic Commissioning for Adults. 

The service work closely with the provider market and there are anticipated future 
labour market issues around the filling of caring roles in both residential and 
community care settings. 

Assistive technology is being rolled out and is planned to reduce the demand on 
traditional models of care. 

The service will continue to work closely with the provider market to manage workforce 
issues going forward, including the impact of increases to the national living wage, the 
potential impact of the current legal challenge around sleep-in payments and the 
changes to holiday pay.

c. Adult Social Care and Health

Our Council’s Place Plan highlights that residents are living longer but compared to the 
rest of England and Wales we live shorter and less healthy lives. In some parts of our 
borough there is a 10 year3 difference in life expectancy when comparing our most 
deprived areas to our more affluent. A key pressure on services is the increasing 
demands for adult social care and health services for the most vulnerable and 
deprived residents. Improvements in delivery of these services are a priority for the 
integration of social care and health services through the Better Care Fund. It is, 
however, unclear whether resources allocated to our Council will be sufficient to cover 
additional burdens and pressures in future years.

c. Welfare Reform

The Welfare Reform agenda is likely to continue to place additional demands on our 
Council’s services as well as impacting on local authority finances. Deprivation is 
becoming more widespread across our borough with an increased proportion of the 
population living in the most deprived 10% of the country4. This increasing level of 
deprivation affects delivery for a number of services, including housing, benefits, adult 
skills, children’s and adult social care. The Discretionary Crisis Fund budget provides 
funding to support residents in crisis.

3 Place Plan (for the Borough) 2016-21
4 Place Plan (for the Borough) 2016-21
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13. Forecast gap between resources and service spend

The MTFS forecasts that over the next five years from 2019/20 to 2023/24 there will be a 
shortfall between the resources we can raise from local taxes and government funding 
(resources available)  compared to the amount we need to spend on local services (budget 
requirement). 

The estimated impact is shown in Table 5 and recognises increasing costs for national living 
wage and service pressures for local need. 

It must be noted that the Government is proposing significant changes to the way in which 
resources are allocated to local government from 2020/21. 2019/20 is the last year of the 
current Government Spending Review period and of the four-year funding settlement for local 
government. There are multiple reforms scheduled for 2020/21 that will have a significant 
impact on local authority funding. The MTFS is based on current assumptions and will be 
reviewed and updated as more information is released by the Government regarding the 
reforms to local government funding. 

In the Local Government Finance Settlement 2018/19 the Government announced that from 
2020/21 it is proposed that councils will retain 75% of their business rates income, 
incorporating Revenue Support Grant, Public Health Grant and other grants, with suitable 
transitional arrangements. The Council has been part of the Greater Manchester pilot for the 
100% retention of business rates in 2017/18 and 2018/19, and it has been agreed with the 
Government that this will continue in 2019/20. From 2020/21 resources are forecast 
assuming 100% business rates continues for pilot authorities, although this has yet to be 
confirmed by the Government. 

Over the five years the gap in resources and budget rises from a balanced position in 
2018/19 to £29.5m in 2023/24, as shown at Table 5. This forecast gap will need to be 
addressed by the Council as part of balancing the budget each year. 
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Table 5 – Forecast gap in resources allocated compared to projected spend on current 
service delivery  

14. In order to strengthen our financial position and to move to a more self-financing position our 
Council will have to consider other ways to:
 maximise economic growth to bring in more business rate income;
 consider how the strategies around house building can support an increase in  council tax 

income and New Homes Bonus;
 consider investments to increase income through commercialisation and regeneration 

projects;
 explore alternative ways to deliver services which support priorities within the context of 

smaller budgets;
 explore opportunities working with partners and working with other local authorities to 

deliver efficiencies in the way we deliver services including harnessing the potential of the 
Devolution agenda.

The  Council’s Corporate Plan recognises the significant financial challenges and sets out 
how this will be addressed by six key corporate enabling work programmes.

Our Council will ensure that it supports priority services in line with the Corporate and Place 
Plans. 
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15. Principles of Rochdale’s Medium Term Financial Strategy

The principles which provide the basis for our Medium Term Financial Strategy for 2019/20 to 
2023/24 include the following:

a. To ensure that our Council’s resources are directed to achieving the priorities in the 
Borough’s Place Plan delivered by the Council through the Corporate Plan for 2016 to 
2019.

b. Medium Term Financial Strategy includes as a central theme the incorporation of the 
remaining year of the four year funding allocation, provided by Central Government as 
part of the 2015 Autumn Statement. This provides greater assurance as to the level of 
savings required to balance the budget over the coming years. The technical 
consultation on Local Government Finance Settlement 2019/20, published on 24th July 
2018, confirmed the funding for 2019/20, the final year of the multi-year settlement.

c. An assumption that Central Government funding will reduce in line with the funding 
allocations published in the Local Government Finance Settlement 2018/19 and that by 
2020/21 our Council will therefore generate the majority of its resources from local 
taxation and income.

d. A move to self-sufficiency, as part of Central Government’s vision for local authorities to 
move away from central government grant resources to funding local services from 
income generated locally.

e. Collecting as much council tax, business rates and other monies rightfully owed to us as 
we can to ensure that we have the resources we need to deliver service priorities.

f. Our Council will continue to improve value for money - managing people and our money 
more efficiently, streamlining processes and systems, getting better value from 
commissioning and procurement, whilst seeking to minimise the impact of budget 
savings on priority services. 

g. Opportunities for working in collaboration and partnership and working differently will be 
identified and developed where this supports the priorities in the Place Plan and 
Corporate Plan and improves service delivery. This may include the development of 
trading opportunities, different service delivery models, outsourcing and securing 
external funding.

h. Our Council will maintain general balances at a level to mitigate risks, the level of 
general balances will be reviewed annually as part of setting the revenue budget and 
council tax in February /March. It will also maintain earmarked reserves for specific 
purposes which are consistent with achieving its key priorities. The use and level of 
earmarked reserves will be reviewed at least annually.

i. Our Council will seek in the first instance to balance its revenue budget over the period 
of the MTFS without reliance on the use of general balances and contain overall Council 
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spending within original estimates. However, the Council will utilise funds from the 
Equalisation Reserve to smooth the impact of the savings requirement throughout this 
period.

j. The Financial Strategy includes assumptions for cost pressures based on the Autumn 
Budget 2017 and Spring Statement 2018, known national agreements and local 
demographic and cost pressures. How we set our assumptions is detailed at 3.1.

k. During the period of this MTFS consideration will be explored for the use of borrowing to 
support capital investment to deliver on the Place and Corporate Plan outcomes. The 
Financial Strategy will ensure that the full costs of borrowing are taken into account 
when investment decisions are taken.

l. Our Council will aim to develop our economy and promote our Borough leading to 
wellbeing and prosperity for residents, businesses and communities. This will be 
supported by a planned approach to strategic investment managed through our 
Council’s capital programme.

16. In summary the forecast budget position for the Council shows an ongoing challenge, where 
our financial resources are currently not enough to meet the budget requirement to deliver 
our current service provision. The period covered by this financial strategy will continue to 
present our Council with some of the most significant operational and financial challenges 
ever experienced by those leading and managing the delivery of local services.  Managing 
our money well is now more important than it has ever been.

17. In part 2 and 3 of the Medium Term Financial Strategy the forecasts for resources and budget 
pressures over the next five years are outlined in depth, taking into account national, regional 
and local issues which have been reflected in the MTFS. Ways to bridge the budget gap, 
risks and linked strategies are explored which are key components of the MTFS for our 
Council.  
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Part 2: The Factors Influencing the Medium Term Financial Strategy

1. Financial Strategy

The Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) is designed to ensure that the Council’s 
resources are prioritised to meet the needs of our residents; the Council is able to operate 
as a going concern and is able to set a balanced budget each year. The MTFS ensures 
that:

 The Council maintains a prudent approach in regard to our finances over 5 years of the 
MTFS;

 The savings programme focuses on the achievement of ongoing savings, but recognises 
the value of one off savings to support both the implementation of savings and one off 
investment.

In compiling the MTFS our Council has considered a number of factors which influence the 
resources and expenditure for the Council. These have been reviewed and take into 
consideration international, national, regional and local issues. These have been examined 
to ensure that the MTFS reflects the most up to date financial position for the Council.

2. Factors Influencing the Medium Term Financial Strategy   

Local authority funding is subject to both national and international influences, which can 
have a significant impact on the level of services to be provided and our Council’s ability to 
provide them. A strong economy with growth increases revenues which supports the 
Government’s ability to reduce public sector debt as the gap between finances raised and 
spend on public services is reduced. This section will briefly outline some of the key national 
and global issues affecting our Council’s forecasts over the next few years.

2.1 Overall Economic Forecasts and Influences

The first Spring Statement was presented to Parliament by the Chancellor on 13th March 
2018. The statement provided an update on the economic and fiscal position based on the 
latest Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) forecasts.

2.1.1 Key Economic Data

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) – the OBR estimate of the percentage change in gross 
domestic product improves in the medium term from the Autumn Statement.

Percentage change 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
Autumn Statement 2017 1.5% 1.4% 1.3% 1.3% 1.5% 1.6%
Spring Update 2018 1.7% 1.5% 1.3% 1.3% 1.4% 1.5%
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Estimates of GDP underpin policy on Departmental Spending, including that on local 
government.

Inflation – forecasts of Consumer Prices Inflation (CPI) show a decrease since the previous 
forecast.

Percentage change 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
Autumn Statement 2017 2.7% 2.4% 1.9% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0%
Spring Update 2018 2.7% 2.4% 1.8% 1.9% 2.0% 2.0%

Consumer Price Inflation is Governments preferred measure of likely prices rises.

Public Sector Net Borrowing (PSNB) – is forecast to reduce at a steeper rate.

£ Billion 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22
Autumn Statement 2017 £49.9bn £39.5bn £34.7bn £32.8bn £30.1bn
Spring Update 2018 £45.2bn £36.9bn £33.5bn £29.1bn £26.0bn

One of Governments key objective is to reduce PSNB.

2.1.5   International and National risks to current assumptions

The latest projections provided by the Office of Budget Responsibility project that there will 
now be a period of economic uncertainty as the UK negotiates its departure from the EU. 
There is an expectation that this will lead to lower business investment with productivity 
growth to be weaker than previously envisaged. A downturn in economic growth may 
impact on central government revenues which could have implications for Local 
Government funding settlements particularly if the demands for increased funding for 
Health services remain a priority for the Government.

Household income growth is expected to slow down as the decline in the value of sterling 
is expected to put pressure on inflation over the next two years therefore affecting income 
growth. At a local level these economic indicators highlight a continuation in the gap 
between the cost of living and pay rises as inflation and energy costs continue to grow 
faster than wages. This is likely to continue the trend of rising household debt levels and 
additional pressures on local welfare services.

This impact on household incomes may place increased pressures on Council services 
and could affect collection rates for areas such as council tax if household incomes are 
squeezed due to the slowdown in the economy, higher inflation and the weaker pound.

The assumptions contained in the MTFS currently forecast that the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer will continue with his deficit reduction measures, reflecting the remaining year 
of the four year funding settlement received in the Local Government Finance Settlement.
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We estimate that the level of financial resource that we receive in the form of Central 
Government grant will continue to reduce significantly due to Central Government’s 
commitment to devolve powers to local authorities. 

2.2  Regional Influences

2.2.1 Devolution General

The Greater Manchester Devolution Agreement was signed with the Government in 
November 20145 which brings both the decision making powers and greater control of 
financial budgets far closer to the people of Greater Manchester. This gives them and their 
local representatives control over decisions which have until now been taken at a national or 
regional level by providing the legal framework for the Greater Manchester Combined 
Authority to assume responsibilities currently performed and delivered by other public 
bodies.

The elected Mayor has now taken up post and from 2018/19 a GM Combined Authority 
Budget has been operating, including being the precept and levy authority for: GM Police & 
Crime Commissioner, GM Fire & Rescue Authority and levy authorities: GM Waste Disposal 
Authority and GM Passenger Transport Executive. 

From a financial perspective the key change anticipated was the move to 100% Business 
Rate retention. The Local Government Finance Bill, which provided the legislative 
framework for reform, fell due to the general election and was not re-introduced in the 
Queen’s Speech 2017. This means it will not be in the Government's legislative programme 
for the two years following the Queen’s Speech; however Central Government remain 
committed to localising business rates. The Government announced in the Autumn Budget 
2017 that it will continue to pilot additional business rates retention for councils across 
England.

Rochdale is part of a Greater Manchester pilot for 100% business rates retention, which 
commenced in 2017/18, and has been confirmed to continue into 2019/20.  The 100% 
business rates retention pilot provides the pathway for the retention of 100% business rates 
by all local authorities. The pilots will be without detriment to the resources that would have 
been available to individual authorities under the current local government finance regime 
(with any “detriment” payments funded from outside the Settlement). This assumption is 
contained within the MTFS throughout the five years.

From 2020/21 it is proposed that councils will retain 75% of their business rates income, 
incorporating Revenue Support Grant, Public Health Grant and other grants, with suitable 
transitional arrangements. There is no information on the consequences of this change. The 
Medium Term Financial Strategy has therefore assumed that there will be no detriment in 
funding as a result of the move to 75% business rates retention until further information is 
made available.

5 Cities and Local Government Devolution Act.
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Alongside the move to localising business rates there is work underway at Government 
level to set a new baseline to determine how relative needs are assessed. This review 
seeks to recognise the current and future needs of each local authority taking into account 
each local authority’s ability to raise income from council tax/business rates and other forms 
of income such as fees and charges and commercial income.

There is a risk that the central government funding projections, business rates income and 
needs based assessment on which the income included in the MTFS will need to be 
revisited if central government funding is reduced or updated as a result of the new 
methodology for quantifying need. 

2.2.2    Health and Social Care Devolution 

The 10 Local Authorities in Greater Manchester, all Greater Manchester Clinical 
Commissioning Groups (CCGs) and NHS England (NHSE) have signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding as part of Greater Manchester moving towards taking full control and 
responsibility of the £6bn Health & Social Care Budget and the creation of its own 
sustainable Health & Social Care system by 2021. To deliver the devolved health and social 
care initiative, a Greater Manchester Strategic Plan has been developed and each local 
area sets out a Locality plan to support this Strategic Plan focussing on the integration of 
health, social care and public health/prevention. 

The integration of services is key to improving the quality of care and outcomes for people 
within the funding available. It is felt that the pooling of resources across the locality will 
provide more opportunities to explore value for money, economies of scale, reduce 
duplication and streamline processes. 

The pooled budget brings together resources from a range of organisations including the 
Clinical Commissioning Group and the Local Authority, Better Care Funds and GM level 
resources to invest in transformation of service delivery, (known as Transformation 
Funding). 

The Local Authority created a formal pooled budget arrangement from 1st April 2018 for 
health and social care. The MTFS reports on the total budget which includes the Pooled 
fund this includes the Adult Social Care; Public Health; and elements of Children’s Services 
Strategic Commissioning Budgets. General Council Services relate to services not within 
the Pooled Fund including Economy, Neighbourhoods, Resources and Wellbeing.

The 2019/20 – 2021/22 savings proposals include a number of savings proposals which are 
to be delivered through the efficiencies of integration. There is a risk that delivery of the 
planned benefits may not arise within the timescale forecasts which could provide a risk to 
the Council’s budget.
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2.3 Resources received by our Council

2.3.1 The anticipated resources to be received by the Council are included in the Medium Term 
Financial Strategy (MTFS). The resource forecasts are based on a number of assumptions, 
which are detailed in the following sections:

The Spring Budget 2017 announced additional Improvement Better Care Funding of 
£5.168m for Adult Social Care. 

Table 6 summarises the estimated Government funding for 2019/20, based on current 
assumptions. More detail will be available in the Provisional Local Government Finance 
Settlement, expected to be released in November/December 2018

Table 6 Central Government Funding 2019/20

 

2019/20
£m

Government Grants
Business Rates Top-up Grant 35.596
New Homes Bonus 1.938
Improved Better Care Fund 10.809
Section 31 Grants 7.132

55.475

The Local Government Finance Settlement in 2017/18 set out the move to 100% business 
rates for designated regional authorities, including Greater Manchester. In order to account 
for the Council retaining 99% of the business rates it collects the following changes have 
been applied:

 RSG and Public Health Grant removed as sources of funding.
 Any business rates losses resulting from the reduction in rateable value will   

be offset by increased business rates top up grant.

The GM pilot continued in 2018/19 and has been confirmed as continuing in 2019/20. The 
underlying assumption of the move to 100% business rates is that it will be fiscally neutral 
and this has been applied for the whole of the 5 year MTFS.

The impact of this change for 2019/20, in terms of loss of grants compared to retaining all 
business rates is shown in Table 7.
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Table 7 – Change in resources as part of the 100% Business Rates retention pilot 
2019/20

 

2019/20 
Funding            

50% 
Retention

2019/20 
Funding            

100% 
Retention 

£m £m

Revenue Support Grant 16.946 0

Public Health Grant 16.29 0

Notional Business Rates Income 28.692 57.970

Business Rates Top-up 31.638 35.596

Total 93.566 93.566
 

2.3.2 Local Government Finance Settlement 2019/20 – Technical Consultation

The Government published a technical consultation on the 2019/20 Local Government 
Finance Settlement on 24th July 2018. The consultation runs until 18th September 2018. The 
consultation outlined the Government’s proposals for the 2019/20 Settlement:

 The fourth year of the multi-year settlement offer (2019/20) is expected to be 
confirmed as previously announced, including Improved Better Care Fund 
allocations. 

 The New Homes Bonus threshold is expected to be increased from the current 0.4%, 
with details to be confirmed in the provisional settlement. 

 The Council tax referendum principles for 2019/20 – a core principle of up to a 3% 
increase.

 The Adult care precept – additional 2% flexibility, subject to total increase not 
exceeding 6% 2017-18 to 2019-20.

 Police and Crime Commissioners to be allowed to increase council tax by up to £12.
 No referendum limit for mayoral combined authorities. 
 The Greater Manchester 100% Business Rate Retention pilot will continue in 

2019/20.

2.3.3 Local Government Funding Reforms for 2020/21

2019/20 is the last year of the current Government Spending Review period and of the four-
year funding settlement for local government. There are multiple reforms scheduled for 
2020/21 that will have a significant impact on local authority funding.
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Spending Review 2019

The Autumn Budget 2018 will set out the total public spending envelope for years beyond 
2020. This will be followed by a full departmental Spending Review in 2019, which will 
determine the overall local government funding from 2020/21.
 
Fair Funding Review

The Fair Funding Review will re-assess the relative needs and relative resources of local 
authorities. This will determine the methodology for the distribution of the funding allocated 
for local government to individual authorities from 2020/21.
 
To date there has been a high level technical consultation on proposals for a new needs 
assessment. The consultation proposed a foundation formula based on key cost drivers 
such as population, rurality and deprivation; and supplementary service specific formulas to 
reflect differing needs, such as Adult Social Care, Children’s Services and Highways.

Further consultations are due on the assessment of relative resources (i.e. council tax and 
other income available to authorities) and the transitional arrangements for moving to the 
new funding distribution. 

Baseline Reset

The business rates retention system is due to be reset for 2020/21. The reset will establish 
new baseline funding levels, business rates baselines and top-ups/tariffs for each local 
authority.  

Top-ups/tariffs will be reset based on:
 The amount of funding to be distributed following the Spending Review.
 The new needs assessment resulting from the Fair Funding Review.
 Estimates of individual local authority’s business rates income.

Business Rate Retention 

The Government announced in the Autumn Budget 2017 that local authorities will move to a 
system of 75% business rates retention from 2020/21. The Government recently confirmed 
that the Greater Manchester 100% retention pilot will continue in 2019/20. It is unclear 
whether pilot authorities will move to 75% retention in 2020/21, or continue to pilot 100% 
retention.

Council Tax

The Government’s future strategy for council tax increases will also be a key issue. 2019/20 
is the last year of the current Adult Social Care precept. It is unclear whether the 
Government will allow authorities to charge an additional Adult Social Care precept from 
2020/21 onwards.
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In 2018/19 the Government allowed authorities to charge additional 1% on top of the 2% 
referendum limit for general purposes. The technical consultation on the 2019/20 Local 
Government Finance Settlement proposed that the additional 1% flexibility would also apply 
in 2019/20. The Government’s policy on referendum limits from 2020/21 onwards is not yet 
known. 

Other funding streams in Core Spending Power

The treatment of a number of funding streams currently within the Core Spending Power is 
unclear with the move to 75% Business Rates Retention and the Fair Funding Review: 
Revenue Support Grant (including Local Council Tax Support funding); Public Health Grant; 
Improved Better Care Fund; Local Council Tax Support funding; New Homes Bonus.

2.3.4 Core Spending Power

Core Spending Power is the measure used by the Government to demonstrate the 
maximum funding deemed available to Councils to deliver services from Central 
Government support and locally raised taxes, business rates and council tax. 

The Local Government Finance Settlement 2018/19 revisited the funding and spending 
power for local authorities originally set for four years in the 2016/17 Settlement. The core 
spending power analyses what will be provided by the Government and also what the 
Government assumes can be raised locally from council tax powers and business rates. 
The core spending power figures for Rochdale are detailed in Table 8, split between locally 
generated resources and Government Grants.
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Table 8:  Core Spending Power Rochdale 

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20
£m £m £m £m £m

Locally Generated
Council Tax  - General Purposes 67.5 70.5 73.2 76.5 79.9
Council Tax - Adult Social Care 0.0 1.4 3.6 6.1 6.4
Business Rates Baseline 30.1 30.4 54.9 56.9 58.0

97.6 102.3 131.7 139.5 144.2

Government Grants
Revenue Support Grant 51.1 39.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
Top-Up Grant 26.4 26.6 33.1 26.9 21.2
New Homes Bonus 3.4 4.1 3.7 2.1 1.9
Improved Better Care Fund - Adult Care 0.0 0.0 6.1 8.5 10.8
2017-18 Adult Social Care Support Grant 0.0 0.0 1.1 0.7 0.0

80.9 70.0 44.0 38.2 33.9

Total Core Spending Power 178.5 172.3 175.8 177.7 178.1
Change 2015-16 to 2019-20 (£m) -0.4
Change 2015-16 to 2019-20 (%) -0.2%
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This shows a decrease in Rochdale’s Core Spending Power of £0.4m (0.2%) over the 
Spending Review period (2015/16 to 2019/20). 

Although the core spending shows an overall minimal change in funding over the four years 
it should be recognised that:

 The amounts to be generated from local sources, i.e. business rates and council tax 
now forms a larger proportion of the revenue raised to meet need. Rising from 
£97.6m (55%) in 2015/16 to £144.2m (81%) (projected) by 2019/20, detailed at Table 
8.

 Over the four year period there has been a shift to ring fenced funding which has 
eroded local decision making as to the use of resources. By 2019/20 £17.2m of 
resources is expected to be ring fenced funds for adult social care raised from 
council tax and Improved Better Care Fund grants which equates to 10% of the 
revenue raised compared to none in 2015/16, as shown in Table 9.

 Although core spending has remained static, inflation pressures including the 
national living wage rises have increased the amount of funding that the local 
authority require, which over the years places more pressure on the burden falling on 
local income generation from fees and charges and council tax increases

Table 9 Core Spending Power- Ring-fenced/Non Ring-fenced Funding (£m)
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Rochdale’s reduction in Core Spending Power from 2015/16 to 2019/20 (0.2%) is the fourth 
highest in Greater Manchester. Table 10 highlights the change in total core spending power 
across GM authorities.

Table 10 GM Core Spending Power Comparison

Local 
Authority

2015-16 2019-20

£m £m £m %

Oldham 189.5 188.3 -1.2 -0.6%
Wigan 230.0 228.7 -1.2 -0.5%
Bury 133.1 132.6 -0.5 -0.4%
Rochdale 178.5 178.1 -0.4 -0.2%
Trafford 149.1 150.0 0.9 0.6%
Manchester 437.0 439.8 2.8 0.6%
Tameside 171.7 174.0 2.3 1.3%
Bolton 212.6 215.9 3.2 1.5%
Salford 215.2 219.1 3.9 1.8%
Stockport 214.0 219.4 5.3 2.5%

Change in Core Spending 
Power from 2015-16 to 

2019-20

The following paragraphs detail the assumptions used for the resources included within the 
core spending power and the risks affecting these assumptions.

2.3.5   Revenue Support Grant assumptions

The risks to economic growth and the current Central Government pledge to reduce public 
sector net borrowing (deficit) affects the Council as we will receive less Revenue Support 
Grant (RSG), provided by Central Government. Simply put the basis of the RSG is a range 
of data such as free school meals, age of residents, benefits received by our residents, etc. 
from which a calculation is done on what we need to spend on services. The formula looks 
at what we generate locally from council tax to then determine what level of support our 
Council should receive.

As part of the Local Government Finance Settlement 2016/17, Central Government offered 
councils the opportunity to accept a four year funding offer. This would provide a council 
that wishes to take it up, a four-year funding settlement to 2019-20. For our Council this 
meant that we would know for four years how much RSG we would receive. 

RSG is not directly paid to the Council from 2017/18; the reduced RSG included in the four-
year settlement has been replaced by the retention of 100% business rates under the 
Business Rates Retention pilot.
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Table 11 shows what the four-year settlement would provide in RSG funding for our Council 
for 2016/17 to 2019/20. 

Table 11 Revenue Support Grant 

RSG
£m £m %

2017-18 29.8 -9.5 -24.1%
2018-19 23.4 -6.4 -21.5%
2019-20 16.9 -6.5 -27.6%

Decrease

Table 11 highlights the significant reduction in Central Government funding from £29.8m in 
2017/18 to £16.9m in 2019/20, a reduction of £12.9m.  By 2019/20 RSG will have reduced 
by 56.8% from the level of grant received in 2016/17. It is expected that by 2020/21 this will 
reduce to zero should the changes proposed to business rates take place. 

Revenue Support Grant is based on a set of formulas to identify the needs of each local 
authority which are complex and out of date. RSG is proposed to be phased out by the end 
of the four year settlement - 2019/20.

In the Local Government Finance Settlement 2018/19 the Government recognised the need 
to provide future certainty beyond the existing 4-year funding deal, and to meet its manifesto 
commitment to give councils more control of the taxes they raise locally. Central to this is 
increasing the proportion of locally collected business rates that councils will retain. 

It is the Government’s intention for the following grants to be funded through retained 
business rates: Revenue Support Grant, Public Health Grant, Rural Services Delivery Grant 
(nil for Rochdale), and the GLA Transport Grant (nil for Rochdale). 

The Government will implement this increase in business rates retention in 2020/21. 
Allowing local authorities to keep business rates to the value of these grants would 
represent business rates retention across the local government system of at least 75% 
(based on the value of these grants in 2019-20). 

The Government is continuing with a fair funding review of relative needs and resources, in 
collaboration with the Local Government Association and representatives from across local 
government. This review will calculate new baseline funding levels based on an up-to-date 
assessment of the relative needs and resources of local authorities. Business rates will be 
redistributed according to the outcome of the new assessment, alongside the resetting of 
business rates baselines, subject to suitable transitional measures.

The MTFS currently assumes that the changes to the calculation of relative need will have 
no detriment to the Local Authority. This will continually be reviewed as the Technical 
consultation papers are released to update the potential financial risks and assumptions for 
the MTFS.
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2.3.6 Income generated locally - Business Rates

Our Business Rates tax base represents the value of Business Rates income we estimate 
will be collected from businesses. Each business rate tax payer account has a rateable 
valuation provided by the Valuation Office which is multiplied by a business rates multiplier, 
this increases each year and is set by the Government.

The Council’s share of Business Rates income - the 99%, equates to £58.0m in 2018/19, 
after applying business rates discounts such as charitable relief, empty property relief and 
small business rates relief.

The Autumn Budget 2017 announced:

 The bringing forward the planned switch in indexation of business rates from RPI to 
the main measure of inflation (currently CPI) to 1 April 2018. 

 The Government will extend the £1,000 discount for pubs with a rateable value of 
less than £100,000 for one more year to March 2019.

 Local government will be fully compensated for the loss of Business Rates Income as 
a result of these measures.

 After the next revaluation of Businesses Rateable Values, future business rates 
revaluations will take place every three years to reduce the impact of large variations 
in the Business Rates Liabilities for businesses.

 Business rates retention – the government will continue to pilot additional business 
rates retention for councils across England.

For Business Rates income, the Council’s MTFS includes a 2.2% rise for 2019/20, with 
future increase assumed to be in line with forecast CPI forecasts.

Business Rates Pooling

The ten Greater Manchester authorities are part of the GM Business Rates Pool which also 
incorporates Cheshire East and Cheshire West and Chester local authorities.

The  purpose  of  pooling  business rates  across  the individual  Authorities  is  not  
intended  to  alter  individual  Authorities income levels  but to retain any levy that might be 
payable by certain of the Authorities to  Central Government. Any growth retained, after 
applying the agreed allocation to the levy authorities, would be used for investment within 
Greater Manchester (GM) and other non-Greater Manchester Authorities involved in the 
pool.
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Business Rate Revaluation 2017

The revaluation of business rates took affect from 1 April 2017. The revaluation is a revenue 
neutral exercise, therefore the total business rates bill will stay the same at a National level, 
after allowing for appeals. At the local authority level, overall bills have increased or fallen 
depending upon revised rateable values. The overall rateable value for properties within 
Rochdale borough reduced by 1.4% from the previous RV list.

The next Business Rates Revaluation will be at April 2021, and subsequent revaluations are 
intended to be every 3 years. 

The variation in the overall level of business rates income as a result of the Revaluation was 
adjusted via the level of top-up grants and had a neutral impact on the Council’s resources. 
There are, however, risks that the income from business rates will continue to be volatile 
due to the likely number of appeals submitted by businesses. As these appeals are dealt 
with, the business rates income received may go down but may not be reimbursed through 
the top up grant once this is fixed for the remainder of the business rates valuation period.

The Government amended the Business Rates Appeals system, with effect from 1st April 
2017, introducing a three-stage approach to Business Rates Appeals: Check, Challenge, 
Appeal. To date there has been little information available on the level of appeals via the 
new system and this remains an area of uncertainty.

Business Rate 100% Retention 

Central Government previously announced that Revenue Support Grant will be phased out 
and councils will retain 100% of business rates generated locally. Currently the Council is 
part of the Greater Manchester pilot to retain 100% of business rates which is anticipated to 
continue until 2019/20 at which point localism of business rates was originally planned to 
take place across all local authorities. In return Greater Manchester has forgone Revenue 
Support Grant (RSG) and the Public Health Grant in lieu of the retained business rates. 

Authorities’ tariffs and top-ups will be adjusted to ensure these changes are cost neutral. 
The pilots are also testing a number of potential elements of the 100% business rates 
retention scheme, including revised safety net arrangements. 

The pilots are “without detriment” to the resources that would have been available to 
individual authorities under the current local government finance regime (with any 
“detriment” payments funded from outside the Settlement). 

As part of the move to 100% Business Rates Retention local government will also take on 
additional responsibilities and the consultation document laid out potential areas of 
responsibility that could be transferred to councils.

The Local Government Finance Bill, which provided the legislative framework for reform, fell 
due to the general election and was not re-introduced in the Queen’s Speech 2017. The 
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Government has confirmed that the Greater Manchester 100% business rates retention pilot 
will continue in 2019/20. 

From 2020/21 it is proposed that councils will retain 75% of their business rates income, 
incorporating Revenue Support Grant, Public Health Grant and other grants, with suitable 
transitional arrangements. It is unclear whether the 100% retention pilots will continue in 
2020/21, or whether pilot authorities will move to 75% retention.

Local Government funding by 2020/21 could be significantly different. At this stage it is 
difficult to forecast the longer-term impact on the Council’s funding of the move to 100% 
business rates retention, the following assumptions have been included in the MTFS when 
forecasting business rates for future years:
 

 The council will retain 99% of business rates income generated (the remaining 1% 
to be paid to the Mayor in respect of Fire Services) under the Pilot arrangements 
until further information becomes available.

 Funding to be removed - Revenue Support Grant and Public Health. Although 
eligibility to the grants remains until primary legislation changes this position.

 Business rates top-up grant adjusted to bridge the gap between resources and the 
current needs assessment formulas provided by Central Government. 

 Currently the needs formula contributes to the allocations a number of funding 
streams in the Council’s budget, namely: Business Rates Top-up/Revenue 
Support Grant; Improved Better Care Fund; and the additional funding for adult 
social care announced at budget 2017. The MTFS currently assumes that the 
changes to the calculation of relative need will have no detriment to the Local 
Authority. This will continually be reviewed as the technical consultation papers 
are released to update the potential financial risks and assumptions for the MTFS 
and Budget.

Table 12 shows the estimates for Business Rates income and Top-up Grant to be received 
by Rochdale Council. 
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Table 12 Estimated Business Rates Income and Top-up Grant 

The current estimated income for business rates, based on 100% business rates retention 
include:

 Council share 99% (remaining 1% to the Mayor in respect of Fire Services);
 Increase in business rates charge 2019/20 2.2%, 2020/21 to 2023/24 2% per 

annum;
 Top-up Grant increased to match assumed funding removed as part of the move 

to 100% business rates retention;
 RSG phased out;
 Existing needs formulae increased for inflation but reduced in line with the current 

tapering experienced since 2015/16 including the additional responsibility for 
public health.

On this basis the business rates top-up grant would decrease from £35.6m in 2019/20 to 
£21.9m in 2023/24 due to the reductions anticipated in need delivered via the Revenue 
Support Grant resources between 2019/20 to 2023/24. 

Business Rates Top-up 

Some local authorities collect and retain a lot more business rates than others, so the 
business rates retention scheme includes a system of top-ups and tariffs. Whether a local 
authority is a tariff or a top-up authority is determined by comparing the amount of funding 
required by an authority via the business rates retention system (its baseline funding level) 
and the amount it can raise in business rates locally (its business rate baseline). 
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If an authority’s business rates baseline is less than its baseline funding level, it receives a 
top-up grant from the government. If an authority’s business rates baseline is greater than 
its baseline funding level it pays a tariff to the government.

The tariff and top-up amounts were set in 2013/14 and in previous years have been 
increased in line with the business rates multiplier. However, from 2017/18 the tariff and top-
up amounts have been adjusted to take account of the business rates revaluation 2017, 
provisionally until the revaluation process has had an opportunity to settle down. There is a 
risk for local authorities that the top up will not adequately compensate for appeals after this 
date, nor will it reimburse local authorities where large increases in rateable values are 
offset by reliefs such as in the case of Academy schools.

The increase in the Top-up Grant assumed in the MTFS is 2.2% in 2019/20, 2.0% per 
annum in 2020/21 to 2023/24, based on the OBR forecast of the Consumer Price Index. 
The actual increase used in the calculation of the Top-up Grant is announced in September 
each year.

2.3.7 Income generated locally -   Council Tax

Council tax is charged by local authorities on residential properties. The Valuation Office 
Agency decides the correct band based on the value of your property at 1 April 1991.Local 
authorities set the charge based on a Band D property each year. 

Our Council has to balance between the needs of service users, who are often some of the 
most vulnerable people in our borough and the burden of the council tax on local council tax 
payers. With the Government placing severe reductions in the level of general grant 
support, the burden of financing increasing service demand falls primarily upon the level of 
council tax.

For planning purposes only the following assumptions have been made in relation to the 
2019/20 Council Tax:

 An increase of 2.99% for 2019/20 for general purposes. The technical consultation 
on the 2019/20 Local Government Finance Settlement proposed an additional 1% 
referendum limit (3% in total), as in 2018/19.

 A 1% increase in the Adult Social Care Precept. In 2017/18 councils with 
responsibility for Adult Social Care were given the flexibility to charge a precept on 
their council tax to fund Adult Social Care Services of 6% over 3 years. The Council 
increased its Adult Care Precept by 3% in 2017/18 and 2% in 2018/19, meaning that 
the maximum increase in 2019/20 is 1% in order not to exceed the 6% limit over 
three years.

 A total increase of 3.99% in the Rochdale BC element of council tax has therefore 
been assumed for planning purposes, compared to a 4.99% increase in 2018/19. 
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 That that the increase in 2019/20 Mayoral Police and Crime Commissioner Precept 
will be the maximum £12.

 That the increase in the 2019/20 Mayoral General Precept (including Fire Services) 
will be £8 in line with the 2018/19 increase. 

This would give an overall council tax increase of 4.58% for 2019/20, compared to the 
2018/19 overall increase of 5.52%. This equates to an increase of £80.70 for a Band D 
property, as shown in Table 13a.

Table 13a –Council Tax 2019/20, including precepting authorities (for planning 
purposes only)

Band D Tax Levels 2018/19 2019/20

£ £ £ %

Rochdale BC 1,424.44 1,469.93 45.49 2.99%
Rochdale BC Adult Care 96.99 112.20 15.21 1.00%
Total Rochdale BC 1,521.43 1,582.13 60.70 3.99%
Mayoral Police and Crime Commissioner Precept 174.30 186.30 12.00 6.88%
Mayoral General Precept (including Fire Services) 67.95 75.95 8.00 11.77%
TOTAL COUNCIL TAX 1,763.68 1,844.38 80.70 4.58%

Increase

Table 13b shows the increase for planning purposes only by Band.
 
Table 13b - Council Tax bands 2019/20 – (for planning purposes only)

 

Band 2018/19 2019/20
£ £ £ %

A 1,175.78 1,229.58 53.80 4.58%
B 1,371.75 1,434.52 62.77 4.58%
C 1,567.70 1,639.44 71.74 4.58%
D 1,763.68 1,844.38 80.70 4.58%
E 2,155.60 2,254.24 98.64 4.58%
F 2,547.54 2,664.11 116.57 4.58%
G 2,939.46 3,073.96 134.50 4.58%
H 3,527.36 3,688.76 161.40 4.58%

Increase

Adult Social Care Precept

Section 151 officers have been required to confirm that this additional council tax continues 
to be allocated to adult social care. The guidance sets out the process for identifying 
resources and expenditure attributable to social care if the precept powers are evoked. 
Authorities who do not increase council tax for the social care precept will be asked to 
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outline how funds will be found for adult social care services from any increase made in 
council tax. 

Council Tax Base

The Council Tax base for 2018/19 of 53,537 was approved by Council on 13th December 
2017, representing the number of Band D equivalent properties that we collect Council Tax 
from. 

The more Band D equivalent properties the council has allows the local authority to 
generate more income for the council from council tax.  Properties valued at Band A 
generate less income for the council as the charge is 70% of the charge for a band D 
property. 

In the Rochdale 55% of properties are in Band A and 71% are Band A or B. The housing 
stock in the borough has a direct impact on the level of income the Council can raise from 
Council Tax. The average for Local Authorities in England is a housing stock with 24% 
properties in Band A and 44% in Band A or B6.   

Table 14 Council Tax - % of bands in each category for Rochdale compared to the 
national average

6 Council Tax Base Return October 2017
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The estimated council tax base for 2019/20 is 55,176, an increase of 1,639. The increase in 
the 2019/20 council tax base is a result of: an estimated increase in the number of 
properties; a reduction in the amount of discounts for local council tax support; and an 
increase in the estimated collection rate from 97.2% to 97.5%.

Table 15 shows the estimated Council Tax income our Council is estimated to receive in 
2019/20 as £87.3m (£81.1m general council tax and £6.2m Adult Social Care precept) rising 
to £97.6m (£91.2m general council tax and £6.4m Adult Social Care precept) in 2023/24. 

Table 15 Estimated Council Tax Income 2019/20 – 2023/24 

 

2.3.8 Other Government Grants

Improved Better Care Fund

The Better Care Fund (BCF) brings together elements of the Clinical Commissioning Group 
and Local Authority budgets into a pooled arrangement. This is to encompass integrated 
commissioning which will support the transformation and integration of health and social 
care services. 

The Grant is allocated using the 2013 social care relative needs formula and allocates 
funding against resources available. The allocation method takes into consideration the 
amount that can be raised by a local authority from the social care precept. 

The calculation of the Improved Better Care Fund assumes that councils will increase 
council tax for the 2% social care precept and does not take into account the additional 
flexibility to increase council tax by 3% for the social care precept

Better Care Funding provided by the Government is not increased if an authority does not 
choose to increase its Council Tax by the adult social care precept.
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In 2017/18 an initial allocation was announced for three years as part of the Local 
Government Finance Settlement. The grant allocation was subsequently increased as part 
of the Spring Budget 2017.

The Spring Budget 2017 outlined the growing demographic issues affecting adult social 
care in that today we have more than half a million people over 75 years of age and this is 
projected to increase to 2million in the next 10 years as set out in the OBR Fiscal 
Sustainability report 2017. An additional £2.011bn was announced to help local authorities 
provide high quality social care to more people and to ease the pressure on the NHS. The 
£2.011bn is to be paid over 3 years, £1bn in 2017/18, £0.674m in 2018/19 and £0.337m in 
2019/20 to ensure local authorities can take immediate action to fund care packages for 
more people, support social care providers and relieve pressure on the NHS locally. The 
funds are to build on the Improved Better Care Fund approach with local authorities working 
closely with NHS colleagues to consider how the funds can be spent effectively. 

The allocations for Rochdale are £6.137m in 2017/18, £8.530m in 2018/19 rising to 
£10.808m in 2019/20.

Table 16 shows the indicative Improved Better Care Fund allocations as per 2017/18 
Provisional Local Government Finance Settlement and the additional adult social care 
funding announced in the Spring Budget 2017. These allocations were confirmed in the 
2018/19 Local Government Finance Settlement.

Table 16 Improved Better Care Fund

Public Health Grant

It is anticipated that the level of Public Health Funding will reduce by £442k in 2019/20. The 
reduction in funding has been recognised as a budget pressure for council services. The 
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Public Health Grant is one of the funding streams under consideration as part of the move 
to 100% retention of business rates. 

New Homes Bonus

The New Homes Bonus (NHB) Scheme is designed to provide incentives and rewards for 
Local Authorities who have a net increase in new homes and empty properties brought back 
into use in their areas. The scheme commenced in April 2011, and was revised in 2017/18:

 NHB is paid for 4 years. 
 The NHB calculation includes a baseline for housing growth, currently set as 0.4% of 

the previous year’s dwelling stock (total stock less long-term empty properties). 
Housing growth below this level in each authority will not receive NHB allocations. 

The 2019/20 NHB will be based on movement in total stock and long-term empty properties 
between October 2017 and October 2018. The technical consultation on the 2019/20 Local 
Government Finance Settlement states that the New Homes Bonus threshold is expected to 
be increased from the current 0.4%, with details to be confirmed in the provisional 
settlement. Until further information is released the current 0.4% baseline has been 
assumed for 2019/20 and future years.

Table 17 shows the estimated NHB for 2019/20 to 2023/24.

Table 17 Estimated New Homes Bonus 

2019.20 2020.21 2021.22 2022.23 2023.24
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

6 2016.17 731
7 2017.18 527 527
8 2018.19 228 228 228
9 2019.20 376 376 376 376
10 2020.21 899 899 899 899
11 2021.22 476 476 476
12 2022.23 386 386
13 2023.24 419

Total 1,863 2,031 1,980 2,137 1,761

Scheme Year Grant Received in Year
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Education & Schools Funding

The Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) is a separate ring-fenced grant which funds schools 
and education related issues.  DSG will be received in four blocks which are:

 Early Years – funds provision of the early years free entitlement through a local 
formula together with support to providers.

 Schools – this funds primary and secondary schools. Within the Schools Block the 
2019/20 settlement will ensure all schools gain a 1% per pupil increase against 
their 2017/18 baseline. In addition the formula will provide per pupil funding for 
secondary school pupils in years 10 and 11 of at least £4,800 by 2019/20.  
Rochdale’s per pupil funding for all secondary schools is currently above this level. 
It is envisaged that a transition period will operate.

 High Needs – funds both pre and post 16 year old pupils with special educational 
needs from a range of providers. In line with the Schools Block increase the 
settlement will provide for a 1% increase per pupil over 2017/18 baselines for 
2019/20.

 Central Schools Services Block – Funding for Local Authority services for 
retained duties will be provided within this block.

Schools, High Needs and Central Schools Services Block the figures for 2019/20 are 
currently indicative.  They will be confirmed at the time of the Settlement in December.

The Local Authority is still awaiting notification of Early Years funding.  However, based on 
indicative modelling provided by the DfE (on current pupil data) there is an estimated 
increase in DSG from 2018-19 of £1.642m (0.8%).  This is likely to increase at the 
Settlement time due to increases in pupil numbers.

Table 16 Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) Funding for 2018/19

Block Indicative
2019/20

2018/19
Final

Variation

£m £m £m
Schools 161.025 160.297 +0.728
High Needs 23.177 22.232 +0.945
Central Schools Services 1.182 1.213 -0.031
Early Years *** 16.236 16.236 0.000

Total 201.620 199.978 1.642

(*** As 2018-19 – awaiting notification from the DfE)

Whilst Schools Block funding is based on the NFF, funding to schools can still be based on 
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a local formula.  Schools Forum has undertaken a review of the local formula and has 
amended this to move towards the NFF over a three year period (we are currently 
obtaining Member agreement to this under delegated powers). Under protections and caps 
no school will have a reduction, or gain more than 3% in their per-pupil funding

2.4 Budget Pressures and costs increasing our spend – 2019/20 to 2023/24 

2.4.1 Regional Budget Pressures

GM Waste Disposal Levy

The Waste Disposal Levy assumed for in the MTFS is based on the latest projections 
provided by GM Waste Disposal Authority (GMWDA). Table 18 shows the current 
assumptions in the MTFS for the Waste Levy.

Table 17 GM Waste Disposal Levy

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24
£m £m £m £m £m

GM Waste Levy 15.969 16.216 16.468 16.468 16.468

Increase 2.9% 1.5% 1.6% 0.0% 0.0%

GM Passenger Transport Levy

The Transport Levy is based on current information provided by the Passenger Transport 
Authority. The current assumption is for a 0% increase in the current underlying transport 
levy of for 2019/20 to 2034/24. Table 18 shows the current assumptions in the MTFS for the 
Transport Levy.

Table 18 GM Passenger Transport Levy

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24
£m £m £m £m £m

GM Transport Levy 15.087 15.087 15.087 15.087 15.087

Increase 0.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
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2.4.2 Local Budget Pressures

1. Living Wage

It was announced in the Autumn Budget 2017 that, following the recommendations of 
the independent Low Pay Commission (LPC), the Government will increase the 
National Living Wage by 4.4% from £7.50 to £7.83 from April 2018.

Central Government’s ambition is for the National Living wage to increase to over 
£9.00 per hour by 2020. The MTFS includes an assumed rise over the five years to 
£9.20 per hour by 2020. 

Members of Cabinet on 30th January 2018 approved a revision to the Rochdale local 
living wage to £8.75 per hour with effect from 1st April 2018. Members also approved 
a delegation to officers to increase the Rochdale local living wage annually in line 
with the Rowntree Foundation rate until such time as this was matched by the 
Council’s lowest spinal column points on the NJC pay spine.

The MTFS assumes that this will continue to be maintained throughout the five years 
for planning purposes only.

2. Pay and Price Inflation

The MTFS assumes for planning purposes that the pay award will be 2% for 2019/20 
and 1% for 2020/21 to 2023/24. The MTFS also reflects the impact of the pay 
increase above 2% for staff below SCP 19.  The budget assumes 0% inflation across 
the majority of the Council’s non-pay expenditure budgets. Contractual arrangements 
and other significant inflation issues will be considered on a case by case basis. 

3. Discretionary Fees and Charges

Fees and Charges are reviewed on an annual basis within agreed overall budget 
requirements. For this Strategy the budget assumes an increase of 2% each year, 
although some fees and charges may increase above this level as part of the savings 
programme proposals.

4. Superannuation Rates 

The Pension Fund Contribution Rates payable to the Greater Manchester Pension 
Fund (GMPF) have been assumed in the budget for budget planning purposes to 
remain static with no increase in 2019/20. The Pension agreement will be reviewed in 
2020/21 and for planning purposes it has been assumed that there will be an 
increase of 0.9% per annum from 2020/21.
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2.5 Budget Position for 2019/20 to 2020/21

2.5.1 Movement in Budget Gap since Budget Council February 2018

At Budget Council in February 2018 a three year budget was approved which included 
provisional budgets for 2019/20 and 2020/21.  

The assumptions considered in the MTFS have been reviewed to include the latest 
information available on Central Government policy and local service pressures and costs. 
The updated MTFS forecast provides the assumptions on which the latest budget updates 
have been based. 

The forecast for the budget shows a gap of £3.5m in 2019/20, rising to £29.5m by 2023/24. 
Table 19 provides the analysis of the movement from the budget gap reported to Budget 
Council February 2018 to the current forecast of the budget gap.

Table 19 – Movement in Budget Gap since Budget Council February 2018

Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Overall Position

Budget Gap at Budget Council February 2018 8,158 0 16,950 0 22,059 0 27,115 0 33,402 0

Budget pressures 1,068 0 1,808 0 2,535 0 3,264 0 4,006 0
Corporate savings -1,200 0 -1,200 -750 -1,200 0 -1,200 -750 -1,200 0
Additional resources to the Council -4,492 0 -5,726 0 -6,985 0 -7,878 0 -8,248 0
Local priorities 14 0 498 0 1,008 0 1,287 0 1,566 0

Revised Budget Gap 3,548 0 12,330 -750 17,417 0 22,588 -750 29,526 0

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

The financial challenge for our Council over the next five years is to make savings to enable 
a balanced budget to be set. Our Council has an increase year on year on what we need to 
spend (budget requirement) compared to the reduced resources the Council will receive. 
Although the resources we receive will increase over this period the cost of providing 
current levels of service provision is greater.

The latest Budget update has been revised in line with the following announcements: the 
Spring Statement 2018; the technical consultation on the 2019/20 Local Government 
Finance Settlement; the estimated council tax and business rates tax bases for 2019/20; 
and other updated budget assumptions. All these changes have impacted on the budget 
gap estimated for the Council as shown in Table 19. 

The Savings Programme 2019/20 and 2020/21 have identified savings proposals which, 
where necessary have been consulted on from 27th July 2018 to 10th September 2018.

Table 20 shows the budget gap after the savings proposals.
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Table 20 Revenue Budget Gap

Overall Position Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Updated Gap before Savings Proposals 3,548 0 12,330 -750 17,417 0 22,588 -750 29,526 0

Service Savings Proposals
Proposals not requiring consultation -1,209 -200 -1,497 -100 -1,497 0 -1,497 0 -1,497 0
Outside the process -226 0 -526 0 -826 0 -1,126 0 -1,126 0
Service Delivery Proposals -264 0 -365 0 -365 0 -365 0 -365 0

-1,699 -200 -2,388 -100 -2,688 0 -2,988 0 -2,988 0

Gap after Savings Proposals 1,849 -200 9,942 -850 14,729 0 19,600 -750 26,538 0

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

2.5.2 Resources available 2019/20 to 2023/24   

The Council has approved savings of £178.1m since 2010/11. Over the next five years the 
MTFS includes assumptions reflecting Central Government policy of moving to “self-
sufficiency” for local authorities. Table 21 shows a breakdown of the estimated resources 
available to our Council 2019/20 to 2023/24. 

By 2023/24, 80% of our Council’s resources will come from the income we raise locally from 
council tax and business rates, compared to 73% in 2019/20. The change will increase the 
risks around income collection for our Council as the collection of business rates and 
council tax is volatile. Central Government grants provide certainty as to what you will 
receive for the year unlike council tax and business rates. This can be due to empty 
properties, discounts and reliefs, and changes in valuations of business properties. 
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Table 21a - Breakdown of Estimated Resources Available

Table 21b - Split of Estimated Resources Available

 

2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
£m £m £m £m £m

Locally Generated Income
Council  Tax 87.3 89.8 92.3 94.9 97.6
Business Rates 61.4 63.2 65.6 67.3 68.7
Collection Fund Surplus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

148.7 153.0 157.9 162.2 166.3

Government Grants
Revenue Support Grant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Business Rates Top-up Grant 35.6 30.6 26.9 24.1 21.9
New Homes Bonus 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.1 1.8
Adult Social Care Support Grant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Improved Better Care Fund 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8
Business Rates S31 Grant 7.1 7.2 7.4 7.5 7.7
Other General Grants 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

55.8 50.7 47.1 44.6 42.2

Total Resources 204.5 203.7 204.9 206.8 208.5

% Resources Locally Generated 73% 75% 77% 78% 80%
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2.5.3 Budget required for local services

The MTFS has forecast that the amount our Council will need to spend to maintain the 
current level of service provision will rise to £208.5m by 2023/24, an increase of £3.9m over 
the five years of the MTFS. 

This assumes the continuation of the GM pilot for 100% business rates retention.

The Local Authority created a formal pooled budget arrangement from 1st April 2018 for 
health and social care. The MTFS reports on the total budget which includes the Pooled 
fund this includes the Adult Social Care; Public Health; and elements of Children’s Services 
Strategic Commissioning Budgets. General Council Services relate to services not within 
the Pooled Fund including Economy, Neighbourhoods, Resources and Wellbeing.

The financial information contained in the MTFS is based on current assumptions and 
published updates provided from Government departments at this point.  As further 
information is made available from Central Government the assumptions and forecast will 
be update for both the resources available and the budget requirements needed to deliver 
services. During the budget setting process regular updates are provided to Cabinet 
Members. 

Members of Cabinet and Corporate Overview and Scrutiny will be updated on the Budget 
position and a number of public engagement initiatives have been undertaken to raise 
awareness across the Council of the financial challenges faced when prioritising service 
provision and use of resources.

 
2.6 Capital Programme

The Capital Programme aims to:

 Provide investment in the Borough to support the Borough wide priorities including 
that of prosperity and economic resilience

 Provide investment to deliver future savings – invest to save

 Maintain and enhance the Council’s assets

 Meet Statutory provision

 Provide Value for Money

The Capital Programme takes into consideration the priorities of the Council and the 
resources available. 

The Capital Programme for 2018/19, and provisional Capital Programmes for 2019/20 and 
2020/21 were approved at Budget Council February 2018. 

The Capital Programme 2019/20 to 2021/22 is currently being reviewed and will be reported 
to Cabinet 30th October 2018 as a basis for consultation. 
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When a scheme is approved and the proposed spend is profiled across financial years, the 
scheme funding will be approved across these financial years and will therefore be 
considered as a priority in future years. Any reduction in the funding of these schemes will 
only be considered where contracts have not been entered into.

The Capital budget is funded from a number of sources: borrowing, capital receipts, and 
external funding & contributions. Borrowing has an implication for the Council’s Revenue 
budget as the Council has to make provision to repay the cost of borrowing.

Stakeholders will be consulted on the Capital Programme at appropriate stages throughout 
the budget process via Corporate Overview and Scrutiny Committee, Township Committees 
and residents, Members, Officers, and the Joint Consultative Negotiation Group.

Table 22 shows the Capital expenditure by service for 2018/19 to 2020/21, and how the 
expenditure is to be funded.

The Capital budget has been created in line with the Council’s priorities:
 Place Plan – aligning capital investment to support the borough’s economic growth 

potential and continue to regenerate our town centres.
 Corporate Plan – ensuring the borough maintains its high standard of quality building 

and public space.
 Asset Strategy – aiming to hold fewer but more efficient assets, realising maximum 

value from the estate whilst safeguarding its staff, customers and other building 
users.

Table 22 – Summary of Capital programme

 2018/19  2019/20  2020/21Services
£'000 £'000 £'000

Adult Care 2,440 2,440 2,440
Children's Services 7,736 12,523 7,735
Economy 28,770 30,354 2,150
Neighbourhoods 20,065 15,850 8,539
Public Health 360 0 676
Total requirement 59,371 61,167 21,540
Funding    
Borrowing 21,572 20,937 8,722
External Grant and 
contributions 12,744 16,930 12,142

Invest to Save 21,755 20,000 676
Capital Receipts 3,300 3,300 0
Total funding 59,371 61,167 21,540

The Capital schemes are categorised as follows:

 Annual Allocation - These schemes receive annual allocations either as a result of 
external funding, or because the capital investment is essential for the Council to 
maintain current service delivery or to meet statutory responsibilities.
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 Scheme started in previous years - These schemes are multi-year schemes that 
commenced prior to2019/20.

 New Scheme - These are new schemes or schemes requiring additional funding for 
the 2019/20 capital programme.

The Council is able to borrow resources for capital schemes. The revenue implications of 
this option are that for every £1m of capital expenditure there is approximately £61k per 
annum of revenue cost to repay borrowing, over a 40 year period. If borrowing is required 
over a shorter period, the annual cost is greater but the overall cost is less. 

Borrowing of £20.9m is required to fund expenditure relating to specific schemes in 
2019/20. The revenue cost of this is approximately £2.0m per annum.

The Capital Programme 2019/20 to 2021/22 is currently being reviewed and will be 
reported to Cabinet 30th October 2018 as a basis for consultation.
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Part 3:  How will the Council meet the Financial Challenge?

The Council will meet the financial challenge contained within this MTFS by having a robust 
Revenue Budget Plan and Savings Programme.

3.1 Revenue Budget Plan

3.1.1 Budget Timetable

The Council’s annual budget must be approved by full Council before 11th March each year. 
This is a statutory requirement. The Council is legally obliged to set a balanced budget for 
the following financial year. The Council has in place an embedded budget setting process 
which begins in June with approval being sought for the assumptions and principles on 
which the budget is to be based. These will be used as a part of the determination of the 
overall budget position.

Reports are provided to Cabinet and reviewed by Corporate Overview and Scrutiny, 
regularly throughout the financial year which set out the timetable, assumptions on both 
funding and spending changes, based on realistic projections, for example, about pay and 
inflation.

These assumptions are then applied to current service budgets and once funding has been 
estimated this gives an understanding of any potential budget gap. From this the savings 
programme is determined and reports are provided to members through Cabinet, Corporate 
Overview & Scrutiny, and Joint Consultative Negotiation Group to provide savings 
proposals for consultation to meet the budget gap.

Feedback following consultation is reported to Cabinet and proposals which affect the public 
will be submitted to full Council as part of the Budget Council in February/March.

Budget updates are reviewed and assumptions updated throughout the year based upon 
latest information available e.g. the Government’s Autumn Budget, new legislation, etc. 

Implications of the capital programme are included in these budgets as are service growth 
and pressures.  

Final recommendations are then made by Cabinet to Budget Council. 

Services are notified of their approved budgets following Budget Council in February/March. 

Table 23 summarises the key timetable dates
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Table 23 Key Budget Setting Timetable Dates

Date Meeting/Event Purpose

2018

September

Consultation

Budget Cabinet  25th September

1. 10th September consultation ends

1. Discretionary Fees & Charges 2019/20   } 
2. Revenue Budget 2019/20 - 2021/22         }        For Consultation                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
3. MTFS 2019/20 - 2023/24                                }

October Budget Cabinet 30th October
1. Savings Programme 2019/20 - 2020/21 - Post consultation
2. Capital Programme 2019/20 - 2021/22  - For consultaion

November

Budget Cabinet 13th November
Corporate O&S 20th November

1. Capital Programme 2019/20 - 2021/22   
2. Revenue Budget 2019/20 - 2021/22                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
3. Council Tax and Business Rates Bases 2019/20
4. Discretionary Fees & Charges 2019/20 - Post Consultation

2019

January Budget Cabinet 29th January 1. Revenue Budget Update 2019/20 - 2021/22

February

Corporate O&S 11th February
Cabinet 12th February
Council 27th February 

1. Treasury Management Strategy 2019/20
2. MTFS 2019/20 - 2023/24
3. Local Government Act 2003
4. Revenue Budget and Council tax 2019/20                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
5. Capital, Investment & Disposal Strategy

3.1.2 Budget Guidelines

Detailed guidelines are provided to all relevant staff to ensure that revenue budgets for 
individual services are prepared consistently. These guidelines contain details of the 
assumptions that are to be made in setting the revenue budget and also set out broad 
principles that are to be adhered to. 

3.1.3  Revenue Budget Assumptions for 2019/20 – 2023/24

The budget setting process is complex and must be undertaken in a planned way. It is 
equally important that assumptions used in the preparation of the budget are agreed, 
reasonable and consistently applied. The budget assumptions are applied corporately to 
service budgets, with individual exceptions on a case by case basis for specific contracts. 

The budget forecast has been based on a number of assumptions, known levels of 
expenditure and anticipated levels of resources, which are summarised in Table 24. 
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Table 24a Summary of Key Budget Assumptions

Budget 
assumption for the 
MTFS

Assumption applied

Council Tax  General purposes - maximum level as allowed by the 
referendum limit. 
Adult Social Care precept - 6% over the 3 years 2017/18 to 
2019/20, in line with the maximum referendum limit

Business Rates / 
Top up grant

Increased in line with CPI inflationary increases to the 
business rates multiplier at September each year

Revenue Support 
Grant

In line with four year offer provided in Local Government 
Finance Settlement 2016/17

Pay awards In with the proposed National Pay Settlement Agreement for 
2019/20, generally 2% with higher increases for some staff 
at lower pay scales. The MTFS assumes a 1% increase for 
2020/21 to 2023/24.

Superannuation 
contribution rates

In line with the three year pension re-valuation undertaken 
by the Greater Manchester Pension Fund

Inflation non pay 
(Prices)

MTFS assumes no increase in non-pay budgets in line with 
budget guidelines. Contractual arrangements and other 
significant inflation issues will be considered on a case by 
case basis 

Discretionary Fees 
& Charges

MTFS assumes 2% per year in line with budget guidelines

Waste Disposal 
Levy

The Waste Disposal Levy assumed for in the MTFS is based 
on the latest projections provided by GM Waste Disposal 
Authority (GMWDA).

PTA Levy The levy is based on current information provided by the 
Passenger Transport Authority
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Table 24b Key Budget Assumptions 2019/20 to 2023/24
 

Council Tax
General Increase 2.99% 1.99% 1.99% 1.99% 1.99%
Adult Care Precept 1.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Total Council Tax Charge 3.99% 1.99% 1.99% 1.99% 1.99%

Business Rates
Business Rates Multiplier 2.20% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00%
Business Rates Top Up Grant 2.20% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00%

Other 
Pay 2.00% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00%
Superannuation - Increase (Decrease) in 
Contribution Rate

0.0% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9%

Contribution Rate 20.5% 21.4% 22.3% 23.2% 24.1%
Prices 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Discretionary Fees & Charges 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00%
Underlying Waste Disposal Levy 2.9% 1.5% 1.6% 0.0% 0.0%
Underlying Passenger Transport Levy 0.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 Area of Budget 2019/20 2020/21 

3.2 Savings Programme 2019/20 and 2020/21

The Savings Programme for 2019/20 was designed to bridge the budget gap for 2019/20, to 
enable a legally balanced budget to be set by 11th March 2019, and consider savings which 
can contribute to the 2020/21 gap. 

3.2.1 Savings programme milestones

For 2019/20 and 2020/21 savings proposals have been considered in order to meet the 
budget gap. 

Before considering changes that affect the workforce or front line services we review the 
whole of the budget to:

 Identify alternative financial resources to continue providing the service;
 Realign budgets to reflect operational activity;
 Review Corporate Budgets
 Look for savings through commissioning and procurement activity
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Changes to budget assumptions and the revised council tax base forecast have reduced the 
original gap of £16.950m to £11.580m for 2019/20 and 2020/21, as shown in Table 25.

Table 25 Changes to the Budget Gap before Savings

Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Overall Position

Budget Gap at Budget Council February 2018 8,158 0 16,950 0

Budget pressures 1,068 0 1,808 0
Corporate savings -1,200 0 -1,200 -750
Additional resources to the Council -4,492 0 -5,726 0
Local priorities 14 0 498 0

Revised Budget Gap 3,548 0 12,330 -750

2019/20 2020/21

Table 26 summarises the savings proposals for 2019/20 to 2020/21 in order to offset the 
ongoing budget gap.

Table 26 – Summary of Savings Proposals 2019/20 to 2020/21

Overall Position Ongoing One-off Ongoing One-off
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Updated Gap before Savings Proposals 3,548 0 12,330 -750

Service Savings Proposals
Proposals not requiring consultation -1,209 -200 -1,497 -100
Outside the process -226 0 -526 0
Service Delivery Proposals -264 0 -365 0

-1,699 -200 -2,388 -100

Gap after Savings Proposals 1,849 -200 9,942 -850

2019/20 2020/21
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3.3 Balances and Reserves Strategy 

The Local Government Act 2003 requires the Chief Finance Officer to report to Council for 
consideration immediately prior to setting the Budget and Council Tax. The report aims to 
ensure that Council is aware of the opinion of the Chief Finance Officer regarding the 
robustness of the budget as proposed and the adequacy of general balances and reserves. 
This includes general balances and amounts held as specific reserves and contingencies. 

3.3.1   General Fund Balances 

General fund balances are amounts set aside to cushion the impact of unexpected events 
and emergencies.  In order to assess their adequacy, a systematic approach has been 
adopted.  This approach is based on the identification of the key financial risks following 
which an amount of ‘potential’ exposure is calculated based on the impact of the risk and 
the possibility of its occurrence.  It should however be noted that this is not a precise 
science and that local circumstances, the strength of financial reporting arrangements and 
the Council’s track record in financial management will also be a key influence on the actual 
potential of any individual risk materialising.  The net value of the potential exposure is 
currently estimated at £17.060m.

Table 27 identifies the key financial risks projected leading to the projected requirement of 
£17.060m general fund balances. The level of balances reflects the potential financial risks 
associated with the timing of the delivery of the health and social care integration 
benefits/efficiencies. On this basis it if felt prudent to identify this as a risk at this stage. The 
risks will be reviewed during the Autumn/Winter as part of the Budget process. 
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Table 27 – General Fund Balance – Projected level of risks 

Risk Assessment for Level of General Fund Balance      
    
Key Risks Details Total Comments / 

Risk Reductions

Potential 
Exposure

 

Le
ve

l o
f 

R
is

k   £'m  £'m

1

H
ig

h

Health and 
Social Care 
Integration. 
Achievement 
of Benefits.

Health & 
Social Care 
Integration – 
The Pooled 
Fund

Integration is looking to 
bring together the Clinical 
Commissioning Group and 
Local Authorities to deliver 
clinical and financial 
stability.   
The formal Pooled Fund is 
to be in operation from the 
1st April 2018 and will 
bring together resources 
from the Local Authority 
and Clinical 
Commissioning Group

17.5 The formal 
Pooled Budget is 
required to be 
operational by 1st 
April 2018 which 
brings together 
the pooled 
resources for 
CCG, Adults, 
Children’s, Public 
Health, Better 
Care Fund and 
the 
Transformation 
Fund. The Pooled 
Fund has a 
budget deficit 
between the 
expenditure 
required to 
deliver Services 
and the income 
contributed to the 
Pooled Fund by 
the LA and the 
CCG. The ICB is 
considering a 
number of 
proposals which 
are to be 
delivered through 
the efficiencies of 
integration. There 
is a risk that 
delivery of the 
planned 
proposals may 
not arise leaving 
a deficit position 
with the Council 
and the CCG. 
The Section 75 
agreement may 

9.500
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have to be 
evoked, with the 
Council picking 
up a share of the 
deficit.

2

H
ig

h

Local 
Government 
Collection 
Rates

Local Authorities receive 
the majority of their 
funding from Business 
Rates and Council Tax. 
The amount the Council 
receives from these 
sources of funding is 
based on the taxbase. 

139.467 The Council has 
a risk of non-
Collection of 
Business Rates 
Income for 99% 
of the estimated 
total business 
rates and 100% 
for Council Tax 
Income. Non- 
collection of the 
assumed level of 
Business Rates / 
council Tax 
maybe due to 
people not 
paying, 
businesses 
leaving the 
borough or the 
assumptions 
contained with 
the estimates for 
growth in the 
taxbases not 
materialising.

1.400

3

H
ig

h

Funding of 
Local 
Authorities

Local Authority Funding is 
reducing year on year due 
to Central Government's 
Economic Plan. The 
Chancellor during the 
current parliament will 
make a number of 
statements where the level 
of resources available to 
Local Authorities may 

23.4 The MTFS for 
2018/19 to 
2022/23 includes 
the level of 
funding available 
to the Council 
from the finance 
settlement.  
There is a risk to 
the Council that 

0.700
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reduce.  the provisional 
funding 
announced will 
reduce further if 
the current 
economic 
forecasts for the 
Country worsen 
putting the 
Chancellors 
Economic Plan in 
jeopardy 
(Exceptional 
Circumstance). 
This will impact 
on the level of 
balances for 
2018/19 and 
therefore will be 
considered as 
part of future 
budget setting 
process.

4

M
ed

iu
m

Pension Fund 
Guarantee

The Council guarantees to 
the Greater Manchester 
Pension Fund the pension 
contributions of a number 
of organisations where 
previous employees of the 
Council have tuped over. 
There is a risk to the 
Council if these 
organisations default on 
their contributions. 

12.000 The Council 
currently 
guarantees 31 
organisations 

1.260

5

M
ed

iu
m

Litigation 
Claims

As the Council reduces 
the level of funding 
available for the future 
provision of services there 
is an increased risk of 
litigation. 

12.000 The Council 
mitigates against 
the risk of 
mitigation through 
robust risk 
assessment 
procedures and 
insurance 

1.200

6

M
ed

iu
m

Invest to Save 
Schemes - 
Capital

The Council is looking to 
approve a Capital 
Programme where a 
number of schemes are 
invest to save. The 
Schemes are forecast to 
generate future revenue 
income for the Council 
which will be used to 

21.755 The risk to the 
Council is that the 
income from 
these invest to 
save schemes 
does not 
materialise in line 
with the Business 
Plans

1.100
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repay interest and 
borrowing and to subsidise 
future Council Services.

7

M
ed

iu
m

Welfare 
Reform - 
Administration 
of Universal 
Credit and 
implications

Central Government 
previously announced that 
they are simplifying and 
reforming the Welfare 
System over the next few 
years to make sure that 
working is more beneficial 
than claiming benefits.

2.000 The impact to the 
Council of these 
changes is 
difficult to 
estimate and 
therefore as each 
initiative is 
implemented 
there is a risk to 
the Balances if 
services 
overspend.

0.200

8

M
ed

iu
m

Demand for 
services

In times of austerity 
demand for Local 
Authority Services 
increase, this may impact 
on the cost of providing 
these services. The 
Budget for 2018/19 to 
2020/21 does include a 
small provision for Budget 
Pressures however this 
may not be enough to 
cover the pressures in the 
future. 

2.000 The risk to the 
Council is that 
services cannot 
manage any 
unforeseen 
increase demand 
for services

1.100

9

M
ed

iu
m

Prices 
Inflation 
Provision 

The budget does not 
include a provision for 
price increases except for 
contracts

33.211 Services have 
agreed to 
manage any 
inflationary 
increases in 
prices within their 
service budgets. 
There is a risk 
that services will 
not be able to 
fulfil this 
commitment

0.500

10

M
ed

iu
m Saving 

Proposals 
The savings programme 
includes a number of 
saving proposals where 
implementation maybe 
delayed or the proposal 
may not be achieved

1.246 The risks to the 
Council of not 
achieving the 
savings 
proposals is 
managed through 
budget 
management, 
Political 

0.100
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3.3.2 Earmarked Reserves

In addition to general balances, the Council holds a number of earmarked reserves.  These 
are resources that have been set aside to fund specific issues that may arise in the future. It 
is important that the Council makes best uses of all the resources it has and therefore 
where it is clear that a reserve is no longer required then the resources can be released to 
provide one-off support to the Revenue Budget. 

The Council’s budget setting process includes an annual review of amounts held in 
earmarked reserves. This ensures that resources continue to be set aside only where there 
is a clear continuing need to do so. 
Some of the key reserves are referred to below:

 Equalisation Reserve - This reserve has been established to assist the Authority in 
managing its budget requirement for future years and smoothing the impact of savings 
requirement through the commitment of one off funds that become available, e.g. from 
in year underspends.  The level of the reserve is reviewed as part of the budget process 
with contributions increased or decreased as necessary. 

 Insurance Reserve - this is required to cover potential liabilities arising from the need to 
finance costs (e.g. claims and premium payments) associated with insurable risk and 
the self-funding of general corporate risks. The level of the reserve is reviewed as part 
of the budget process with contributions increased or decreased as necessary. 

 Schools Reserves – school balances are reviewed on an annual basis.  The current 
policy of the Schools Forum provides for balances above agreed limits to be clawed 
back and redistributed to all schools. This is a ring fenced reserve.

 Private Finance Initiative (PFI) Reserves - This reserve is the cumulative amount of 
unapplied funding received to date which will be utilised to finance the schools and 
street lighting PFI schemes over the whole life of the projects. This is a ring fenced 
reserve.

A detailed analysis of the Council’s balances and reserves is carried out as part of the 
budget setting process and the report provided to Budget Council each February/March 
under the Local Government Act 2003 to provide assurance that the level of reserves and 
balances are appropriate.

monitoring and 
performance 
indicators

Total 256.984 Net Potential 
Exposure

17.060
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3.3.3 Reserves Policy

The Council’s policy on balances and reserves is outlined within the MTFS principles as 
follows:

 Our Council will maintain general balances at a level to mitigate risks to cover 
any major unforeseen expenditure. The approach to be adopted to be based on 
the identification of the key financial risks following which an amount of ‘potential’ 
exposure is calculated based on the impact of the risk and the possibility of its 
occurrence 

 Our Council will maintain earmarked reserves for specific purposes which are 
consistent with achieving key priorities. To ensure the Council makes  best uses 
of all the resources it has if a reserve is no longer required then the resources can 
be released to provide one-off support to the Revenue Budget

 The use and level of general balances and earmarked reserves will be reviewed 
at least annually.

 Our Council will seek to balance its revenue budget over the period of the MTFS 
without reliance on the use of general reserves and contain overall Council 
spending within original estimates. However, the Council will utilise funds from the 
Equalisation Reserve, see 3.3.2 for further details, to smooth the impact of one off 
savings, long term cost pressures and transformational efficiencies agreed as 
part of the Savings Programme proposals.

3.3.4   Provisions

Provisions are amounts set aside by the Council to meet the cost of a future liability, for 
which the timing of the payment is uncertain. The amounts represent the best estimate of 
that liability where an exact cost is not able to be determined. In line with the Code of 
Practice, the provision is charged to service revenue accounts in the year it is established. 
When the liability falls due, the costs are charged directly to the provision. The two material 
provisions are:

 Insurances – This represents amounts set aside by the Council to meet 
obligations arising in respect of Employers Public Liability and motor vehicle 
claims. 

 Business Rates Rateable Value – This is for potential backdated liability of 
refunding ratepayers who appeal successfully against the rateable value on the 
Business Rates hereditaments rating list. 
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Part 4:  Financial Assurance

Each year as part of the annual accounts process our Council must demonstrate that it is a 
going concern. This means it must show that it is financially sound in this time of austerity 
and changing local authority structures. Our Council is scrutinised by external audit who will 
review and comment on whether we have put in place proper arrangements for securing 
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources. This is known as the Value for 
Money (VFM) conclusion. This can be demonstrated in a number of ways:

a. Through the Medium Term Financial Strategy document

b. Having a balanced Budget and an efficiency programme to deliver a balanced 
budget through savings proposals by Budget Council.

c.      Having a robust Budget Process as outlined at 3.1.

d.      Clear links between Corporate and Directorate plans and the MTFS, as detailed at 
section 4.

e.     Adequate levels of balances and reserves to mitigate financial risks, as outlined at 
3.3. 

f.     Consistent and regular monitoring, reported to officers and members.

A Corporate Peer Review undertaken independently by the Local Government Association 
for the Council considered, as part of a range of key questions.” does  the council have a 
financial plan in place to ensure long term viability and is there evidence that it is being 
implemented successfully? “

The findings of the Peer Review, Peer Challenge report confirmed that:

“The council has been prudent with its approach to financial management. There is a clear 
understanding of the scale of financial savings required over the next few years, with senior 
members being well involved in these debates and decisions. The council has managed its 
financial challenges well so far. For a number of years it has taken action on tackling 
funding reductions and delivered substantial savings to ensure it has a balanced budget.”

“There is a well-established and effective approach to financial management with regular 
monitoring and scrutiny of budget reports.”

The external audit review of the Council’s Value for Money arrangements as part of the 
Annual Accounts 2017/18 concluded that:
 

 The Council has proper arrangements in place for working effectively with third 
parties to deliver strategic priorities.  
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 The Council has proper arrangement in place for ensuring sustainable resource 
deployment.

Link to Audit report: 
Audit and Governance Committee 26 July 2018

The Medium Term Financial Strategy, the budget setting process and the monitoring of the 
budgets ensure that expenditure and income are managed robustly within the available 
resources ensuring that the Council is a going concern for the foreseeable future. The 
external confirmation from both the Peer Review and the External Audit findings 
demonstrate that our Council is taking positive measures to ensure the Council remains a 
going concern

Financial Resilience

CIPFA has recently published a paper: ‘Building financial resilience: managing financial 
stress in local authorities7’ intended to help chief financial officers and their authorities build 
financial resilience into all aspects of their planning and operations. It identifies the warning 
signs of financial stress, and explains the pillars on which financial resilience depends.

CIPFA has outlined the warning signs of financial stress exhibited by local authorities. Table 
28 shows how the Council is performing against these warning signs.

7 CIPFA Insights - Building financial resilience: managing financial stress in local authorities (http://www.cipfa.org/cipfa-thinks/insight)
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Table 28 Financial Stress Warning Signs

CIPFA has identified four key pillars of financial resilience:

 Getting routine financial management right;
 Benchmarking;
 Clear plans for delivering savings;
 Managing reserves.

The Council identifies how it achieves financial resilience via the annual Value for Money 
Assessment and Going Concern letter. These form part of the annual external audit of the 
Council’s accounts.

Warning Sign Council Performance
Running down reserves The Council reviews its balances and reserves on an 

annual basis in accordance with the requirements of 
the Local Government Act 2003. The Reserves 
Policy states that the Council will seek to balance its 
revenue budget over the period of the MTFS without 
reliance on the use of general reserves (see section 
3.3).

A failure to plan and deliver 
savings in service provision to 
ensure the council lives within its 
resources

The Council has undertaken a robust annual savings 
programme designed to bridge the budget gap, to 
enable a legally balanced budget to be set each year 
(see section 3.2).

Shortening medium-term financial 
planning horizons

The Council’s MTFS cover a 5 year period.

Greater ‘still to be found’ gaps in 
saving plans, where authorities 
have only specified how savings 
will be achieved for the next 
financial year and even then there 
may be some with targets rather 
than firm plans

The savings programme identifies specific savings to 
bridge the budget gap for the next financial year, and 
also identifies savings to help meet the budget gap 
in the following year. Savings proposals are all risk 
assessed.

A growing tendency for 
departments to have unplanned 
overspends and/or carrying 
forward undelivered saving into the 
following year

A composite financial report is produced four times 
per year  at scheduled meetings of the Cabinet, 
providing:
 an overall financial update, identifying major 

variations and the required corrective action;  
 a separate report monitoring the performance of 

Savings proposals approved for the year with 
any mitigating actions should delivery of the 
savings proposals have changed.
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Part 5: Efficiency Plan

As part of the Local Government Finance Settlement 2016/17, Central Government offered 
councils the opportunity to accept a four year funding offer. This provided councils with a 
four-year funding settlement to 2019-20. For our Council this meant that we knew for four 
years how much Revenue Support Grant we would receive. 

However, 2019/20 is the last year of the current Government Spending Review period and 
of the four-year funding settlement for local government. There are multiple reforms 
scheduled for 2020/21 that will have a significant impact on local authority funding. The 
MTFS is based on current assumptions and will be reviewed and updated as more 
information is released by the Government regarding the reforms to local government 
funding. 

The Council’s Corporate Plan 2016 – 2019 recognises the significant financial challenges 
faced by the Council which will be addressed by working differently. To help to do this our 
Council has identified a number of “key corporate enabling work programmes” which will 
ensure we have the capacity to achieve the outcomes the Council is seeking for its 
residents and local communities.

The work programme includes:

 Capitalising as a Borough on the benefits arising from Devolution to Greater 
Manchester.

 Integration and Transformation of health and social care – working closely across 
organisational boundaries, and sharing budgets and staff to commission high-quality 
joined up care at the right time and in the right place.

 Behaviour change – encouraging and supporting people and communities to be 
independent and resilient, developing a culture of social responsibility where people 
help themselves and each other.

 Volunteering – building capacity by encouraging and supporting volunteers and 
voluntary, community and faith groups to work alongside us to achieve our vision.

 New service delivery models - looking for ways to save money by exploring 
opportunities to do things differently, for example by sharing some of our services with 
other councils and public sector bodies.

 Improving value for money – managing our people and our money, seeking out best 
practice, making better use of data and intelligence and streamlining decision-making.
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Since 2010/11 the Council has made £178.1m of savings. Our Council continues to face 
significant financial challenges due to ongoing reductions in Government funding, more 
demand and increasing costs of services. 

Provisional budgets for 2019/20 to 2020/21 indicated at Budget Council February that a 
further £17.0m of savings were required to balance the budget for these years. 

Changes to budget assumptions and the revised council tax base forecast have reduced the 
original gap of £17.0m to £11.6m for 2019/20 and 2020/21.

The Savings Programme 2019/20 to 2020/21 has identified savings proposals which, where 
necessary, were consulted on from 27th July to 10th September 2018. If approved these 
savings proposals will reduce the budget gap to £1.6m in 2019/20 and £9.1m in 2019/20.

The Integrated Health and Social Care Pooled Fund has a budget deficit of £12.3m for 
2019/20. The savings (benefits) will be achieved by pooling the resources of the Clinical 
Commissioning Group (CCG) and the Local Authority (Children’s services, Adult Social 
Care and elements of Public Health) and investing these pooled resources in less costly 
service provision which has greater benefits for the patient/resident receiving the 
support/care. In 2019/20 the benefits to be realised and reinvested in services is £10.4m 
The achievement of these savings proposals will be managed by the Integrated 
Commissioning Board.
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6.1 Borough’s Place Plan

The Borough’s Place Plan 2016 -2021 sets out the Borough’s ambitions for the next five 
years which is to be delivered through partnership working. There are three priorities: 
People, Place and Prosperity set out in the Borough’s Place Plan Place Plan for the 
Borough, and within this context, the focus for our Council over the next three years will be 
on improving education (people), our local environment (place) and our local economy 
(prosperity). 

How we will achieve these outcomes is contained in 5 key partnership plans, namely:
 Borough Master Plan – In development
 Safer Communities Plan Safer Communities Plan 2015 -2018
 Co-operating for Better Health and Well-being Greater Manchester Health & Social Care 

Devolution Taking Charge
 Housing Statement – In development
 Economic Plan Economy Directorate Plan

The Place Plan ambition will be monitored and delivered through partners at a regional level 
as part of the Greater Manchester Devolution, through our Council’s local strategies and 
delivered at an operational level by Service Directorates. The MTFS, Capital Strategy and 
Treasury Management Strategy support the Place Plan and in particularly work with the key 
drivers outlined in the Council’s Corporate Plan.

Part 6: Strategies which the MTFS supports

Regional Strategies

 Greater Manchester 
Devolution Agreement 
& Work Programme

 GM Spatial Framework
 GM “Stronger 

Together”
 GM Growth & Reform 

Plan
 GM Health & Social 

Care Plan – Taking 
Charge

 GM Strategic Land Use 
& Transport Strategies 
2016

Local Strategies

 Borough Master 
Plan 2016

 Safer Communities 
Plan

 Corporate Plan 
2016 -2019

 Housing Statement 
2016

 Economic Plan 
2016

 Townships Plans
 Locality Health & 

Social Care Plan

Operational

 Directorate Plans
 Performance & Risk
 Asset Management
 Procurement Strategy
 ICT Strategy
 People Strategy
 Equality & Diversity  

Policy“ No matter 
who”

 Capital Strategy
 Treasury Management 

Strategy
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6.2 Corporate Plan 2016/17 – 2018/19

The Corporate Plan 2016-19 is how the Council plays its part in meeting the ambition 
outlined in the Place Plan , and also includes a fourth priority performance. The MTFS and 
Corporate Plan are aligned to ensure that our resources are aligned to the priorities of the 
Council. 

The key Corporate Plan priorities which the MTFS supports are shown below

Our vision: to be a  Council which builds 
success and prosperity with our 
citizens and partners, while 
protecting vulnerable people

Three key drivers of the Corporate Plan over the next 3 years:
                            People       -    Improving education
                            Place         -    Our local environment
                            Prosperity  -    Our local economy
Improving performance is our fourth priority – Focusing on managing 

our resources effectively to achieve our ambitions – supported by 
the MTFS

Our vision and priorities as set out in our Corporate Plan 2016-19 can be seen by clicking 
on the following link, Corporate Plan for Rochdale Borough Council

Our values are at the heart of everything we do. We will:
 Value our people.
 Focus on our customers.
 Act with integrity.
 Use time and money wisely.
 Work together.
 Always learn and improve.

In common with other areas, we face significant financial challenges, which we will address 
by working differently. We have identified a number of key corporate principles that will help 
us to do this, ensuring that we have the capacity to achieve the outcomes we are seeking.

 Capitalising as a Borough on the benefits arising from Devolution to Greater 
Manchester.

 Integration and Transformation of health and social care – working closely across 
organisational boundaries, and sharing budgets and staff to commission high-quality 
joined up care at the right time and in the right place.

 Behaviour change – encouraging and supporting people and communities to be 
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independent and resilient, developing a culture of social responsibility where people 
help themselves and each other.

 Volunteering – building capacity by encouraging and supporting volunteers and 
voluntary, community and faith groups to work alongside us to achieve our vision.

 New service delivery models - looking for ways to save money by exploring 
opportunities to do things differently, for example by sharing some of our services with 
other councils and public sector bodies.

 Improving value for money – managing our people and our money, seeking out best 
practice, making better use of data and intelligence and streamlining decision-making.

6.3 Locality Plan

Our vision for health and social care and wellbeing by 2021 is set out in Rochdale GM 
Devolution Locality Plan ‘Co-operating for better Health and Wellbeing: A plan for 2016-21’.

In order to achieve our vision our Council will prioritise the following:

1. Extending lifestyle and behaviour change programmes – aiming to have an impact at the 
earliest possible time.

2. Strengthening community engagements and ownership of health and wellbeing, building 
more opportunities for community and peer support, developing new solutions and 
support mechanisms alongside public services.

3. Growing early years and early intervention support, targeting children and adults at risk 
before problems take root.

4. Extending local mental health and wellbeing services, with individuals and community 
groups becoming a strong part of the support available.

5. Integrated the commissioning of health, care and wellbeing so that services are put in 
place to meet the needs of the person.

To achieve this transformation resource will be brought together and services jointly 
commissioned across health and social care, concentrating on the needs of the whole 
person in the design of services, using co-production as our default way of working.

The Rochdale Borough Locality Plan sets out where we are now and the case for change 
describing the opportunities to improve quality and reduce costs. The Locality Plan is 
continually updated and monitored by the Integrated Commissioning Board whose 
membership consists of representatives from our Council, Clinical Commissioning Group 
and Public Health, Governing Body members and Cabinet portfolio holders.
Locality Plan Cooperating for Better Health and Wellbeing a plan for 2016-21
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Part 7: Value for Money and Assurance around Financial Management

7.1 Governance and Internal Controls 

7.1.1 Systems of Internal Control

The Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 places a requirement on all local authorities to 
ensure that the Authority has a sound system of internal control which facilitates the 
effective exercise of the Authority’s functions and which includes the arrangements for the 
management of risk.  Our system of internal control is based upon an on-going process 
designed to identify and prioritise the risks to the achievement of the Authority’s policies, 
aims and objectives.  It is followed by evaluation of the likelihood of those risks being 
realised, their impact should they be realised and how to manage them efficiently, 
effectively and economically.

7.1.2 The Internal Control Environment

The framework for the system of internal control forms the overall control environment. Its 
key elements are as follows: -

 Establishing and monitoring the achievement of our Council’s objectives;
 Facilitating policy and decision-making;
 Ensure delivery of the savings proposals to achieve a balanced budget;
 Ensuring compliance with established policies, procedures, laws and regulations 

including how risk management is embedded in the activities of Rochdale BC, how 
leadership is given to the risk management process and how staff are trained to 
manage risk in a way appropriate to their authority and duties;

 Ensuring the economic, effective and efficient use of resources, and for securing 
continuous improvement in the way in which its functions are exercised, having regard 
to a combination of economy, efficiency and effectiveness;

 The financial management of Rochdale BC and the reporting of financial management; 
and

 The performance management of Rochdale BC and the reporting of performance 
management.

The description of the system of internal control at Rochdale BC is covered in detail in the 
Annual Governance Statement which is accessible on the Annual Accounts Section of the 
Authority’s website, at the link below:

www.rochdale.gov.uk/annual-accounts

Detailed here are the aspects of the system that are particularly relevant to the achievement 
of the medium term plan and financial strategy. 
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7.1.3 The Planning Framework

Establishing Objectives: Our priorities and objectives are informed by the Rochdale 
Borough Sustainable Community Strategy 2011-2021 (SCS). Whilst the vision and 
priorities contained within the SCS are for 20 years, the SCS itself is a four-year delivery 
plan which has recently been refreshed under the leadership of the Transformational 
Leaders Group. The refresh has brought together the SCS and a number of thematic 
strategic plans that have been developed by key strategic partnerships into a single Place 
Plan for the Borough. From this, the Council developed its own vision to build success and 
prosperity with our citizens and partners, whilst protecting our vulnerable people. The key 
priorities were established as being People, Place, Prosperity and Corporate Health. 
These priorities are directing the Council’s work through the enabling work programmes 
set out in the Corporate Plan, delivered by Directorate Plans and underpinned by the 
Medium Term Financial Strategy.  

Leadership Team Monitoring: Rochdale BC’s Leadership Team (LT) monitors our 
progress in achieving Corporate Plan’s outcomes. In addition, LT take collective 
responsibility for ensuring effective financial management is in place and has a 
leading role in respect of the savings proposals. 

The Budget Plan: The medium term financial strategy is implemented through a 
detailed budget plan which is subject to annual review and update.  The latest 
forecast of income and expenditure are considered alongside any implications for the 
achievement of Corporate and Directorate plan objectives.  Consultation on the 
budget is undertaken with Township Committees, Trade Unions, the Voluntary 
Sector, staff, the public and other key stakeholders.  In February/ March each year, 
the Budget Council makes the decision to formally set the budget, on 
recommendation from the Cabinet.  That budget is set on the basis of robust, three-
year financial forecasts, with a fully detailed budget for the year ahead. When 
Government settlements are available for future years an indicative Council tax is 
also set.

Directorate Planning:  Directorate plans are developed in the context of the 
Corporate Plan.  Led by Directors in conjunction with their Portfolio Holder, they set 
out an annual plan of service delivery. The plans take account of the Service’s 
budget, structure, details of workforce planning, performance information, assets, 
and risks. The Overview and Scrutiny Committees consider the Plans produced for 
each of the council’s Directorates as they apply to their particular terms of reference. 
As well as informing Members of the work programmes for the various services 
covered by the Directorates, the Plans also set the indicators to be reported to the 
Committee as part of the performance management framework
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7.1.4 Budget management & monitoring 

The Budget management framework: Delivery of the budget plan is monitored through 
the budget management framework that seeks to ensure: 

 All managers fully understand their budget and the relationship between activity and 
costs;

 Services maximise the use of the available resources and minimise the risk of 
overspending;

 The Council has assurance that individual service budgets and the overall Council 
budget are being managed effectively; and

 Budget problems and risks are identified at an early stage to enable corrective action 
to be taken.

Budget management meetings: Regular meetings are held between Directors and 
representatives of the Chief Finance Officer. These seek to ensure that Directors fully 
understand their budgets, are aware of areas of risk and have appropriate plans in place to 
manage pressures and savings. Specific focus is given to identified budget risks and the 
implementation of budget savings. Directors sign off their service budgets as part of the 
budget setting process.

Revenue Budget monitoring: Budget monitoring seeks to continuously identify and 
explain actual income and expenditure variations against established budgets.  Budget 
monitoring is the responsibility of budget managers with the support of Finance Services, 
each budget has a named budget manager and responsibilities are clarified.  Financial 
reports are produced on a monthly basis and regular meetings held to discuss the financial 
forecasts.  A Financial Update Report is presented quarterly to the Council’s Cabinet. 
Significant variations are investigated and the Director agrees the corrective action to be 
taken.  Directors are also required to monitor the implementation of approved savings and 
advise of any slippage or variation.  

7.1.5 Performance Management Framework

Performance management:  Directors are responsible for managing the performance of 
the service against the Directorate plan through a structure of team plans and individual 
staff performance and development reviews.  These plans focus clearly on specific tasks 
and performance indicators so that all staff know what they have to achieve, and show 
how the team will contribute towards the targets detailed in the Directorate Plan and the 
overall aims of the Council. Service and Team plan objectives are tied back into the 
Corporate Plan objectives.  

7.1.6 Political Leadership

Portfolio Holders: Each portfolio holder works closely with the appropriate Director to 
develop and sign off the Directorate plan, to consider savings proposals and throughout 
the year they receive regular budget/ service delivery updates on the services within their 
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portfolio. The portfolio holder has a Cabinet Assistant identified. The opposition portfolio 
holders are also in place. There is a single portfolio holder role covering all aspects of 
Finance, who provides the lead on finance matters at Cabinet and committees where 
required.

Budget Management – The Cabinet: A composite financial report is produced quarterly 
at scheduled meetings of the Cabinet, providing:

 an overall financial update, identifying major variations and the required corrective 
action.  

 a separate report monitoring the performance of  Savings proposals approved for the 
year with any mitigating actions should delivery of the savings proposals have 
changed

 an update on the performance of the Collection Fund which accounts for the 
collection of income from council tax and business rates in year.

Adverse variations are accompanied by corrective action with specific recommendations 
made to Cabinet to approve the service delivery implications of that action where 
appropriate.  

Corporate Overview & Scrutiny Committee:  Corporate Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee plays an effective role in supporting sound budget performance.  Services with 
in-year overspend forecasts above an agreed limit of £250k are required to discuss their 
planned action to bring the budget back into balance. 

Audit & Governance Committee: The terms of reference of this Committee include 
responsibility for overseeing RBC governance arrangements and the approval of the 
Annual Statement of Accounts, Annual Governance Statement, Annual Internal Audit Plan 
and Risk Management Strategy. The Committee also provides Members with the ability to 
challenge senior officers on any areas where weaknesses are identified within the internal 
control framework and risk management arrangements and seek assurances that actions 
are being completed within agreed timescales.

7.2. Risk & Control

7.2.1 What is Risk Management?

Risk management is the structure, processes and culture that contribute to the effective 
management of threats to the Council that may prevent us from achieving our policies, aims, 
and objectives.  It affects all of us in the Council as well as our partners and citizens. 

The challenges that we face and the rate of change puts us under increasing pressure to 
continually improve the quality of our risk management processes. This means that we need 
to make sure that our risk management processes are structured, as well as being instinctive 
and intuitive. If we are to meet these challenges, high quality risk management needs to be at 
the core of our decision making at all levels of the Council. 
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Risk management should not be a process that stifles innovation and prevents opportunism 
but rather one in which risks can, and should, be taken, providing they are actively managed 
and justified. The dynamically changing environment for Local Government means that we 
must ensure that we are risk aware rather than risk averse. It is acceptable to have a high 
risk initiative providing it is managed appropriately. The focus should be on the action taken 
to manage the risk and not simply on reducing the risk status.  

The current Risk Management Strategy for the Council, detailing how the Council manages 
risks in achieving our strategies, policies, aims, and objectives, can be found at the link 
below:

www.rochdale.gov.uk/risk-management-strategy

Code of Corporate Governance: Rochdale BC is responsible for ensuring that its business 
is conducted in accordance with the law and proper standards, and that public money is 
safeguarded, properly accounted for and used economically, efficiently and effectively. In 
discharging this accountability, Members and senior officers are responsible for putting in 
place proper arrangements for the governance of the Authority’s affairs and the stewardship 
of the resources at its disposal.  To this end, the Authority has previously approved and 
adopted a Code of Corporate Governance, which is consistent with the principles and reflects 
the requirements of the CIPFA/ SOLACE Framework setting out best practice in this area.  
The Code is approved by the Audit and Governance Committee and refreshed annually.  The 
Governance Board is an officer led body chaired by the Monitoring Officer which oversees 
the governance arrangements within the Council and communicates with key managers. 
Membership includes Internal Audit and senior officers across the Council with 
responsibilities for governance and risk.  

Risk Management:  Our approach to risk management plays an important role in supporting 
effective financial and service management practices.  Section four of the strategy provides 
more detail on this area.

Internal Audit: The scope of the Internal Audit team, an independent assurance function, 
includes examining and evaluating the whole system of internal controls established by 
management, which is not confined to the financial control system.  It involves an evaluation 
of the controls against an assessment of the risks facing the Authority to determine their 
adequacy, reliability and effectiveness and how well the responsibilities assigned to 
managers are being carried out in practice.

Training & Awareness: The regular training provided is intended to ensure that staff within 
Finance Services, elected members and non-finance officers are supported in understanding 
their financial responsibilities and have the necessary knowledge and skills to undertake 
them. 

External Audit: External audit provides independent audit and inspection covering two 
elements: the audit of the financial statements and the assessment of the Council’s 
arrangements for putting in place proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and 
effectiveness in its use of resources (Value for Money).
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7.2.2 Significant Internal Control Issues

The ongoing operational changes within all areas of the Council continue to have potential 
implications for the internal control environment. However this is something that is kept under 
constant review by Internal Audit which provides assurance on the effectiveness of controls 
in all key areas.  Any significant issues which may have an impact on overall governance 
within the Council are summarised within our Annual Governance Statement Annual 
Governance Statement 2017-18 which includes an action plan to address these issues within 
an agreed timeframe, these feed through to the Directorate Plans.  Through implementation 
of this plan, Rochdale BC is confident that these issues will not have a significant negative 
influence on the internal control mechanisms and systems.

7.2.3 Risk Management & Business Continuity 

The Council considers Risk Management to be a key priority in achieving the strategies, 
policies, and objectives of the Borough.

The vision for the Council is to embed the identification and management of risk to support 
the achievement of Rochdale Council’s objectives.

7.2.4 What is a Business Continuity Plan?

Business Continuity Plans set out how the business will operate following a significant 
incident and how it expects to return to “business as usual” as soon as possible. The plan 
sets out the agreed arrangement for bringing events under control; the necessary resources 
for maintaining critical business functions; and the staff required for coordinating actions.

Business Continuity ensures that the Council can still deliver high priority services to the 
residents of Rochdale.
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Part 8:  Asset Management Strategy

Asset Management Strategy

Our assets are resources the Council’s owns.  In financial terms they cost money to run and 
maintain and have a market value that on sale would provide a receipt to fund other assets or 
reduce debt/ the costs of borrowing.  The quality of our assets, their fitness for purpose, 
location and condition has a significant impact on customer access and the customer 
experience.  Public realm and infrastructure assets influence our sense of place and how 
people feel about the Borough.  Assets can also help transform how we work.  

The Council’s Asset Strategy for 2016/19 focuses on the following Strategic Objectives:

 To improve front-line service delivery and to maintain a high profile presence within the 
community.

 To contribute to the borough’s economic growth, and to its social and environmental 
well-being.

 To develop a more efficient property portfolio, increasingly fit for purpose.

 To realise asset values through capital receipts and maximising rental income.

 To deliver revenue savings and to reduce property owner’s liability from a programme of 
asset rationalisation.

The Council’s Asset Strategy is available at Council's Asset Strategy 2016 -2019
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Section 9 : Treasury Management Strategy

9.1. Introduction

This section of the financial plan sets out the strategy for treasury management activity.  The 
most recent Treasury Management Strategy was approved by Council on  28th  February 
2018.  An effective approach to treasury management can make a significant contribution to 
the Council’s overall financial position.  

Our treasury management practices are strictly regulated by statutory requirements.  We 
operate within the CIPFA Code of Practice for Treasury Management and adhere to Ministry 
of Housing, Communities and Local Government (DCLG) guidance.  

Treasury management can be defined as:
‘The management of the local authority’s investments and cash flows , its banking , money 
market and capital transactions ; the effective control of the risks associated with these 
activities and the pursuit of optimum performance consistent with those risks.’

9.2. Treasury Management Strategy

The main purpose of the treasury management strategy is to: 

PROACTIVELY MANAGE THE COUNCIL’S DEBT & INVESTMENT PORTFOLIOS AND 
CASH FLOWS TO ACHIEVE BUDGETS AND TARGETS WHILST ENSURING THE 
AUTHORITY IS NOT PLACED AT UNDUE FINANCIAL RISK.

To help us achieve this, we have developed a number of aims, which are:

 The effective management and control of risks being the prime objective of the Council’s 
Treasury Management activities

 Effectively managing the Council’s cash flow requirements 
 Managing the security and liquidity risk of investments whilst taking opportunities to 

optimise returns on investments 
 Undertaking new borrowing at or below budgeted rates
 Seeking opportunities to reduce the cost of servicing existing debt
 Managing exposure to interest rate risk and volatility
 Reviewing our Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) policy to ensure that future debt 

repayments can be made with costs aligned to the useful life of assets. 
 Reviewing current practices and introducing improvements where possible
 Monitoring economic and market developments and assessing the implications on the 

debt and/or investment portfolio
 Investigating new products and opportunities, understanding their risks and benefits.
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 Considering and mitigating any risks created by changes or developments in Accounting 
Standards as they apply to Local Authorities.

 Operating within the agreed Treasury Management Practices
 Ensuring the Council’s approved Treasury Management Strategy is followed and that the 

Council acts within the appropriate legislation

We plan to achieve our aims through the implementation of a number of objectives for how 
we manage our investment activity and how we manage our debt portfolio.  These objectives 
are:

INVESTMENT ACTIVITY

OBJECTIVE 1: Ensure maximum security of capital.
OBJECTIVE 2: To achieve the investment budgets and targets set, whilst seeking 
opportunities to outperform them.  

BORROWING ACTIVITY

OBJECTIVE 3: To achieve the debt related budgets and targets set, whilst seeking 
opportunities to outperform them. 
OBJECTIVE 4: Give due consideration to the impact of new borrowing or debt restructuring 
on the Council’s debt maturity profile and the associated implications for interest rate risk and 
the Council’s Balance Sheet.  

ACHIEVING OUR OBJECTIVES & MEASURING SUCCESS

OBJECTIVE 1: We will:
 Ensure that all investment activity is undertaken within the relevant legislation and 

prudential limits. 
 Only use those counterparties which meet the Council’s investment criteria 
 Continually keep under review the investment criteria, duration and limits of these 

investments and give priority to security and liquidity rather than yield.

OBJECTIVE 2: We will 
 Accurately model cash flow, interest rates and economic conditions alongside accessing 

specialist advice.
 Recognise and manage the Council’s surplus cash as two separate portfolios (cash flow 

and core cash).
 Continue to be proactive in the way in which cash is invested, seeking out new products, 

critically analysing relevant economic data and investing at optimum rates.  

OBJECTIVE 3 & 4:  We will:
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 Continue to undertake new borrowing activity on the basis of targeted rates and take 
advantage of money market movements to time the raising of new loans from the Public 
Works Loan Board and the wider market.

 Be aware of the balance between our current internally borrowed position and the risk of 
future interest rate increases.

 Give greater emphasis to re-balancing our debt maturity profile.
 Increase the use of direct dealing with counterparties in relation to debt where this 

approach reduces brokerage costs and/or secures lower interest charges. 
 Seek out new products that may become available in the debt market that are suitable for 

Local Authority purposes.
 Seek opportunities to undertake restructuring activity where it creates a financial benefit 

and/or allows for better management of interest rate risk within the debt portfolio.

OUTCOMES AND PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

OBJECTIVE 1: No loss of capital. 100% of investments made within the agreed criteria.

OBJECTIVE 2: – Investment activity to generate £0.2m income in 2018/19. Average rate of 
interest achieved to be higher than average 7 day LIBID plus two basis points.

OBJECTIVE 3: External interest charges of £10.6m or less in 2018/19 on RBC managed 
debt (net of contributions).

OBJECTIVE 4:  Debt restructuring results in either a net financial benefit or a reduction in 
interest rate risk.

MONITORING AND REPORTING

The Cabinet and Corporate Overview & Scrutiny Committee approve and review the strategy 
annually.  A full half yearly update on the Council’s Treasury Management activities to the 
end of September is included in the period 6 Budget Monitoring Report.

Treasury management indicators and limits are set out in Appendix A.
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Appendix A

Treasury Management Indicators and Limits 2018/19 to 2022/23

Operational Boundary for External Debt

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23
£m £m £m £m £m

Borrowing 371.080 395.437 392.341 387.857 382.430
Other Long Term Liabilities 102.314 97.949 93.229 88.202 83.970
Total 473.394 493.386 485.570 476.058 466.400

Authorised Limit for External Debt

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23
£m £m £m £m £m

Borrowing 503.687 463.505 484.342 484.741 458.832
Other Long Term Liabilities 102.314 97.949 93.229 88.202 83.970
Total 606.001 561.454 577.571 572.943 542.802

Debt Portfolio Fixed and Variable Interest Rate Exposure

Loan type 2018/19
%

Fixed rate - upper limit 125
Fixed rate – lower limit 40
Variable rate - upper limit 55
Variable rate – lower limit (25)

Debt Portfolio Maturity Structure of Fixed Rate Borrowing

Period Upper limit Lower limit
% %

Under 12 months 60 0
12 months and within 24 months 60 0
24 months and within 5 years 60 0
5 years and within 10 years 70 0
10 years and above 100 25
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Part 10: Capital Investment and Disposal Strategy

The Capital, Investment & Disposal Strategy is a three year plan which forms a key part of the 
Council’s asset management and property investment strategies. It provides the framework for all 
aspects of the Council’s capital programme, including planning, prioritisation, management and 
funding.

The capital, investment & disposal strategy links our Council’s vision and priorities with forecasted 
capital resources and capital budgets and flows into the medium term financial strategy to ensure 
all revenue implications have been recognised and provided for in the revenue budgetary 
forecasts.

The strategy considers:

 The purpose of the Strategy and links to national, regional and local priorities

 Priority areas for Investment

 Funding

 Governance arrangements

 Disposal strategy 

The Capital, Investment & Disposal Strategy 2018 to 2021 was approved at Budget Council 
February 2018 and is available at: Council 28 February 2018 Agenda Reports Pack 
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Part 11: Linked Strategies

11.1 Corporate Procurement

In February 2014 Stockport, Trafford and Rochdale Councils established a shared 
procurement service – STAR Procurement. STAR provides an effective procurement 
function which supports commissioning and procurement processes. 

The Procurement Strategy that exists across the three councils sets out the strategic 
direction and priorities for procurement for the participating partners.

The STAR Procurement Strategy can be found at the link: 

http://www.star-procurement.gov.uk/About-us/Docs/STaR-Procurement-Strategy.pdf

11.2  Information Technology – The Connected Council Programme

The Connected Council Programme has also been born out of the Council's significant cost 
challenge, the need to improve the services we offer and how we interact with customers, 
our Public Sector Reform requirements and also to anticipate future channel shift that is 
desirable to both the Council and its Citizens.

This is not only about increasing customer choice by making all services available online, it 
is also about using the information we hold on our Citizens in a much more productive 
fashion, to drive out repeat requests and reduce costs.  This should mean once a resident 
has made a choice about how they want to contact us they can arrive at a Community Hub, 
phone the contact centre or go online and in all cases receive the same efficient service.

In essence this means we are making significant changes and improvements to our 
technology and processes to make things easier and better for customers. At the same time 
we are looking to reduce the amount of administration we require for certain requests, 
including the automation of a number of our internal procedures, in order to drive down 
costs and reduce errors.

There are a number of key aspects to the programme which will underpin future cost 
reduction, increase efficiency and enhance the agility of the Council in the longer term to 
react to change.

 Firstly we are drawing together around 100 separate sets of citizen information from 
throughout the various council departments in order to create one single view and record 
of each resident which will be linked to an accurate record of that citizen’s address and 
personal details. From the customer's perspective they will hold a single account with 
the Council.
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 Secondly we will use this single view of the customer during our interactions with them, 
regardless of how they choose to contact us. Any requests, amends or additions will 
automatically update all of the relevant council departments; thus reducing effort on the 
part of the customer and reducing duplication, costs and errors on the part of the 
Council.

 In the background we are mapping, analysing and totally refreshing all of our internal 
processes with a view to automating as many service requests and interactions as 
possible, again reducing repetition, errors and cost. Our primary focus is to update our 
processes in a customer centric fashion whilst making them as efficient as possible.

Work has already started on the various work streams that make up the Connected Council 
Programme but most of these are still in the early stages which mainly involve analysis of 
the current situation.

More information on the Connected Council Programme can be found at the link: 
Connected Council Programme

11.3 Organisational Development Strategy 

The Council is creating a new style organisation that is different and more agile from the 
one that existed before. We are exploring opportunities to do things differently, examining 
the way we work, the way we deliver high quality customer based services and the way we 
behave with a focus on the efficient and flexible use of our resources.  

Success will depend on an organisational culture that rewards talent and success, 
empowers and enables people, and an environment that promotes and provides work-
based learning that gives people the confidence to take decisions where it is necessary and 
appropriate to do so. 

The new shape of the Council has been developed following a full assessment of the 
national and local context, financial situation and statutory requirements. This includes 
additional opportunities challenges and responsibilities arising from the Greater Manchester 
Devolution Agreement and the new Greater Manchester Combined Authority. 

Delivering our priorities within significant financial constraints requires us to transform our 
approach to service delivery and the way we work. The Organisational Development 
Strategy provides an overarching framework for the whole organisation and sets out how 
we will develop the Council as a whole to deliver its vision in this context.  

The key aims for this strategy are set out below: 
 To maintain a focus on empowered customers and communities 
 To ensure that services provide value for money 
 To ensure that we have the right people with the right skills in the right place at the right 

time to achieve this  
 To ensure we are seen as an employer of choice  
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 To have a workforce that is representative of our local population 
 To exploit technological developments to improve access to services and to create 

efficiencies   
 To further embed lean delivery and continuous improvement into the way we work 
 To have a highly motivated and productive workforce 

The Council’s Organisational Development Strategy can be found at the link:

Organisational Development Strategy

11.4 Equality and Diversity Policy

Our Equality and Diversity Policy - No Matter Who sets out the Council’s commitment to: 

 Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Equality Act 2010. 

 Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

 Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 

Our public statements, services and employment practices will reflect this commitment.  We 
will promote this policy and expect respect for it from citizens, users of council services, 
partner agencies, Elected Members, council employees and our contractors. 

Our vision for equality and diversity is: 

 Representing, serving and employing people as equals. 
 Valuing the diversity of their contributions and aspirations. 
 No matter who they are or what their circumstances.  

We believe that tackling inequalities provides a strong foundation for cohesive and confident 
communities. We believe that all citizens have a right to equal access to life opportunities, 
including representation, services and employment by the council. To achieve this we are 
working towards removing barriers to opportunities and to narrowing the gap between the 
most disadvantaged and others. 

We understand that people may suffer from inequality due to discrimination because of their 
age, health, race, ethnic origin, religion, gender, sexuality or because they have a disability, 
they are pregnant or on maternity leave, they have undertaken gender reassignment, they 
are married or they are in civil partnerships.  We also recognise that some people may 
experience more than one type of inequality at the same time due to a combination of more 
than one relevant protected characteristic.   
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In addition, we also recognise that those who have caring responsibilities and Armed 
Forces and Ex-armed Forces personnel may face discrimination, and have made a 
commitment to protect them from discrimination. 

The council’s Equality and Diversity Policy can be found at the link:

http://www.rochdale.gov.uk/equality
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Part 12: Conclusion

The review of the MTFS has been undertaken against a background of significant reductions and 
changes in grant funding and increasing costs due to service pressures. These factors could 
jeopardise the Council’s sustainable financial position unless budget savings continue to be 
delivered alongside the delivery of the Council’s corporate priorities. 

The forecast budgets position for the Council shows an ongoing challenge, where our financial 
resources are currently not enough to meet the budget requirement to deliver our current service 
provision. The period covered by this financial strategy will continue to present our Council with 
some of the most significant operational and financial challenges ever experienced by those 
leading and managing the delivery of local services.  Managing our money well is now more 
important than it has ever been.

The Council will continue to keep the MTFS under review given the high degree of uncertainty 
surrounding the potential impact on Central Government policy and Government funding reforms 
in relation to Local Government. 
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CORPORATE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY 

WORK PROGRAMME 2018/19

Who are we?

The Corporate Overview and Scrutiny Committee is made up of 11 Members 
(reflecting the Council’s political balance) who manage the functions of the 
Committee (as detailed within the Constitution of the Council- also see the 
how we do it section below).  The meeting dates and report deadline dates 
are as follows:  

Name of Committee Final Reports Deadline
Agenda Publication 
Deadline

Date of meeting

Corporate Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee 
Wednesday, 6th June, 2018 Monday, 11th June, 2018 Tuesday, 19th June, 2018

Corporate Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee
Wednesday, 18th July, 2018 Monday, 23rd July, 2018 Tuesday, 31st July, 2018

Corporate Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee
Wednesday, 5th September, 2018

Monday, 10th September, 

2018

Tuesday, 18th September, 

2018

Corporate Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee
Wednesday, 10th October 2018 Friday, 12th October 2018

Monday, 22nd October 

2018

Corporate Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee
Wednesday, 7th November, 2018 Friday, 9th November, 2018

Monday, 19th November, 

2018

Corporate Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee
Wednesday, 9th January, 2019 Friday, 11th January, 2019

Monday, 21st January, 

2019

Budget Corporate Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee
Wednesday, 30th January, 2019 Friday, 1st February, 2019

Monday, 11th February, 

2019

What we do
The Committee’s primary role is to hold the executive to account by way of 
undertaking policy and budget development reviews as well as 
questioning/challenging the judgement and decisions making of the 
Executive, Members, Portfolio Holders and Senior Officers. The Committee’s 
work is also supported by the study groups it commissions and monitors. 

How we do it
The functions of the Corporate Overview and Scrutiny Committee are:

 Develop a work programme detailing the objectives, timetable and 
methodology.

 Responsible Committee for scrutiny of Townships generally; corporate 
service development and delivery; for scrutiny of partnerships or key 
contractors (e.g. Agilysis); corporate performance monitoring; 
corporate financial monitoring and the annual budget development 
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consultation, and for overview of the respective Portfolio Holders and 
Directors.

 Respond to consultation by Cabinet on relevant policy development 
and the annual budget proposals.

 Scrutinise the in-year performance of Council Services and other 
appropriate bodies, in accordance with the Council’s Performance 
Management Framework and against approved Directorate Plans, 
where appropriate.

 Scrutinise in-year budget performance.
 Instigate the appropriate action in response to adverse service 

performance.
 Scrutinise inspection reports and associated action plans produced by 

external agencies (where appropriate to this Committee).
 Review and scrutinise executive decisions in accordance with the 

Council’s Constitution, which have been called-in by Members of the 
Council.

 Receive reports, where appropriate, from the Council’s representatives 
on outside bodies, and to direct representatives to report to the 
Council, where appropriate.

 Commission, scope and oversee studies and reviews relating to 
Council Services and issues directly affecting the Borough and, where 
appropriate, to make recommendations to the Cabinet arising from 
such studies and reviews.

 Consider annual Service Plans in line with Council Policy (Part 4E - 
Constitution of the Council).
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CORPORATE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE – MEETINGS IN 
2018/19

19th June 2018

31st July 2018

Work Programme To note the Committee’s Work 
Programme 

Call-in/Member items/other referrals
Delegated Approvals 2017/18 Financial scrutiny
Financial Update 2018/19 Financial scrutiny

Budget 2019/20 to 2021/22 
Guidelines, Timetable and Public 
Engagement

Financial scrutiny

Savings Proposals Financial scrutiny
Property Investments Performance monitoring and 

management
GMCA Scrutiny Committee minutes For information

18th September 2018

Work Programme To note the Committee’s Work 
Programme 

Call-in/Member items/other referrals  
 Presentation – Agilisys (presentation 

highlighting KPI’s)
Performance monitoring and 
management

Presentation -  Customer transformation 
Programme/’My Account’ 

Performance monitoring and 
management

Work Programme To consider the Committee’s Work 
Programme for 2018/19

Call-in/Member items/other referrals
Directorate Plan Updates (4th Quarter 
2017/18)
 Resources Directorate
 Neighbourhoods (Corporate 

Services) Directorate

Performance management and 
monitoring

Revenue Finance Outturn Report 
2017/18 

Financial scrutiny

Capital Finance Outturn Report 2017/18 Financial scrutiny
Savings outturn Report 2017/18 Financial scrutiny
Collection Fund Outturn Report 2017/18 Financial scrutiny
Delegated Approvals 2017/18 Financial scrutiny
GMCA Scrutiny Committee minutes For information
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Performance Monitoring: Corporate 
Complaints

Performance monitoring and 
management

Schools Final Outturns and Reportable 
Surplus 2017/18

Financial scrutiny

GMCA Scrutiny Committee Minutes For information

22nd October 2018 (additional meeting)

Work Programme 2016/17 To note the Committee’s Work 
Programme 

Call-in/Member items/other referrals  
Digital Strategy Presentation Presentation by Assistant Director 

(Information, Customers and 
Communities)

Update presentation on 
Communications Strategy

Presentation by Head of 
Communications)

Financial Update Report 2018/19 Financial scrutiny
Collection Fund 2018/19 Financial scrutiny
Discretionary Fees and Charges 
2019/20 (for consultation)

Financial scrutiny

Medium Term Financial Strategy 
2019/20 – 2023/24

Financial scrutiny

Revenue Budget Update 2018/19 – 
2021/22

Financial scrutiny

19th November 2018

Work Programme 2016/17 To note the Committee’s Work 
Programme 

Call-in/Member items/other referrals  
Insurance Service – Annual Review Performance monitoring and 

management
Local Government Ombudsman:  
Annual Review 2017/18

For information

 Directorate Plan Update: 1st and 2nd 
Quarter – 2018/19 (April – 
September)

 Resources Directorate
 Neighbourhoods (Corporate 

Services) Directorate

Performance monitoring and 
management

Emerging Corporate Plan Performance monitoring and 
management

Capital programme 2019/20 – 2021/22 Financial scrutiny
Council Tax and Business Rates Bases 
2019/20

Financial scrutiny

Savings programme 2019/20 – 
2020/21(Round One – post 
consultation)

Financial scrutiny

Savings Programme 2019/20 – 2020/21 
(Round 2 – for consultation)

Financial scrutiny
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21st January 2019

Work Programme To note the Committee’s Work 
Programme

Call-in/Member items/other referrals  
Presentation – Agilisys (presentation 
highlighting KPI’s)
Performance Monitoring: 1st and 2nd 
Quarters 2018/19 (April – September)

 Corporate Complaints
 Health related absences

Performance monitoring and 
management

Organisation Development Strategy 
(Head of Human Resources)

Scrutiny of proposals

Directorate Plan Update reports: 3rd 
Quarter 2018/19 
 Resources Directorate
 Neighbourhoods (Corporate 

Services) Directorate

Performance monitoring and 
management

Savings Programme 2019/20 – 2020/21 
(Round 2 – post consultation)

Financial scrutiny

 Revenue Budget Update 2019/20 
– 2021/22

Financial scrutiny

GMCA Scrutiny Committee Minutes

11th February 2019 (Budget Scrutiny meeting)

Work Programme To note the Committee’s Work 
Programme 

Call-in/Member items/other referrals  
Treasury Management Strategy 2019/20 Budget Scrutiny
Medium Term Financial Strategy 
2019/20 – 2023/24

Budget Scrutiny

Corporate Debt Strategy Budget Scrutiny
Local Government Act 2003 (a statutory 
report on the robustness of the budget)

Budget Scrutiny

Revenue and Capital Budgets and 
Council Tax 2019/20  

Budget Scrutiny

Place Plan – Rochdale Borough Council Performance Management and 
monitoring

GMCA Scrutiny Committee Minutes
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